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SITUATION OF FRIENDLY AR1'TED ORL'S IN TIDE PHILIPPINES

19 Luzon, Mindoro, Marinduque and i asbate:

a) Iuzon: Pettit, Shafer free Luzon, Atwell & Ramsey have

Hq near Antipolo, Rizal, Frank Johnson (Liguan Coal

Mines), Rumsel (Altaco Transport, Rapu Rapu Id), Dick

Wisner (Masbate Mines), all on Ticao Id.*
b) IlocoseAbra: Number Americans free this area.*

c) Bulacan: 28 Feb: 40 men Baliuag under Lt Pacif ico
Cabreras. 8ev guerr loaders Bulacan, largest being

under Lorenzo Villa, ox-PS, 1"x/2000 well armed men in

"77th Regt".., BC co-op w/guerr thruout the prov.*

d) Manila: 24 Mar: FREE PHILIPPITS has excellent coverage
Manila, Bataan, Corregidor, Cavite, Batangas, Pampanga,

Pangasinan, Tayabas, La Union, and larger sirbases &
milit installations.*

e) Tayabas: 19 Mar: Gen Gaudencia Veyra & guerr hit 3 towns
on Bondoc Penin: Catanuan, Macal(lon & Genpuna && occu-
pied them. Many BC reported killed,*

f) icol Peninsula : 30 Mar: Oupt Zabat claims to have uni-s

fied all 5th MD but Sorsogon.*

g) Masbate: 2 Apr Recd : Villajada unit killed off by i.Ma j
Tanciongco for bribe by Japs.,*

CODvjTNTS: (la) These men, but Ramsey, not previously reported.

Ramsey previously reported in Nueva Ecija. (lb) Probably attached to

guerrilla forces under Gov, Ablan. (lc) .Those groups not previously

reported, (ld) FP organized before surrender. Agent, Col. anzano

now on Mindanao has been authorized to coordinate Luzon intelligence.

(le) Veyra guerrillas active since 1942, (lf) Zabat is 'a Peralta
protego, details of unit not known, but believed to operate north of

Legaspi. (lg) Masbate situation not clear. Apparently conflict

between groups over command authority,

2. Palawan and Visayas:

a) Panay: 14 Mar: Guerr patrols raided Tiring landing field

captured Jap & maps.
b) Lot: 11 Mar: Strong patrol ambushed Jap 1 r di7ng party

Liloan, Panaon Id killing 961

c) Samar: 10 Mar: Merritt guerr raided Catarman. Food

shortage serious.. 4 Apr: Men of 98th Regt under

Merritt in W Samar surrendered to the Japs.

3, Mindanao and Sulu:
a) Zamboan L: 27 Mar: Successful guerr ambush Jap patrol

6 km N, & at San Ramon Penal Colony.
b) Ausan: 11 Apr: Guerr constr 2 new airfields, one to

be ready by June, w/out surface but o.k. for use
until late Sept.

c) Surieao: 2 Apr:.Guerr launch shot down Type $O" Navy
float plane, Dinagat Id.
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ENEMY ORDER OP BATTLE S

PHILIPPINES

15 April 1944+

The following is a preliminary list of units last identified in
the Philippines; re-exam~n~ation and re-evaluation of sources may re-
sult in some changes.

Units
14 Army Hq
2 Area Army Hq

Poss El 14 Div
16 Div
El 32 Div
El 36 Div

30 MB

31 IMB

32 IMB

33 IMB
142 Inf Regt & Misc Att s
13 Ind Inf Regt?*

10 Ind Gar Unit

11 Ind Gar Unit (Cebu)

17 Ind Gar Unit
1 Hvy Arty Regt
3 Ind Mtn Arty Regt
8 Med Arty Regt
2 Ind Hvy Arty Btry

1 Pd R-.pl Regt
2 Ind Engr Regt

21 Ind Engr Regt

34 Ind Engr Regt
35 Ind Engr Regt
56 Ind Engr Regt
58 Ind Engr Regt
El 56 Ind Engr Bn

El 58 Ind Engr Bn

4 Ship Engr Regt
6 Ship Engr Regt

11 Ship Engr Re gt
18 Ship Engr Regt

43 Ind Pd A/A Co
44 Ind F dA/A Co

51 Ind F A/A Co
El 3 Drome Bn

32 Drome Bn

61 L of C Area Unit

63 L of C Area Unit

299 L of C Unit

6 Pd Well Const Co
101 Land Duty Co

103 Land Duty Co
104 Land Duty Co
110 Land Duty Co

111 Land Duty Co
124 Land Duty Co

37 Const Duty Co
56 Const Duty Co

78 Bdg Const Co
51 Ind Tpt Co
62 Ind M/T Bn

63 Ind M/T Bn
210 Ind M/T Co

259 Ind M/T Co

260 Ind M/T Co
297 Ind M/T Co

23 Fd Pr Depot

Mobile iBase

Date Combat Defense Service Total
3/44

3/442/44;
1/44

2/441
2/44

11/43

8/43
7/42
1/44
7/43
1/42
4/42

12/41
1/42
9/43

11/43
2/44

11/433
3/431

12/43
12/43
12/43
12/43

1/44

16ooo

4000?
7000
7000

7000

7000

4000

4000

1500

1500

1500

1000

1300
1000

175
3000

1/44
2/44
1/44
1/44
1/44

3/44.
10/42-
10/42 4

9/421
3/42
3/42

10/42?!
7/43

10/42
1/42
3/42
1/42

10/42
3/4'2
3/42
1/42
5/43
6/4.3
1/42
6/43
1/44
8/42

-1

850
850
704
850
850
850
500
500

1200

1200
1200
1200

161
162
160
200

400
200

200
200

150
300
300
300
300
300
300

400
400

500

175

550
550
175

175

175

175
6o0

16000

4000?
7000

7000

7000

7000

4000
4000
1500
1500

1500
1000

1300
1000

175
3000

850
850
704
850
850
850
500

500
1200
1200
1200

1200

161
162
160
200
400
200

200

200

150

300

300

300
300
300
300
400
400
500
175
550
550
175
175
175
175
600
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Units

Main Force 3 Fd
Repair Depot

Branch Force 3 Fd

Repair Depot

Br 1 Ship Tpt Comd

Br 4 Ship Tpt Comd
Br 4 Ship Tpt Comd
Sub Br 4 Ship Tpt Comd
El 5 Ship Tpt Comd
2 Ship Tpt Aroa Unit

36 Div Sea Tpt Uit

52 Div Sea Tpt Unit
25 Anchorage

37 Anchorage

Hq 42 Anchorage
44 Anchorage
57 Anchorage
47 Sea Duty Co
60 Sea Duty Co
101 Sea Duty Co

9 Ship A/A Regt
13 Fd Meteorological Unit

22 Fd Meteorological Unit

2 Telegraph Regt

3 Temp Fxd, Radio P1
17 L of C Medic Unit

17 L of C Hospital

61 L of C Hospital

63 L of C Hospital

74 L of C Hospital
75 L of C Hospital
96 L of C Hospital
116 L of C Hospital

138 L of C Hospital

139 L of C Hospital
Manila L of C Hospital

16 L of C Sick Horse Depot

17 Vet Quarantine Hospital

12 Southern Army Hospital

14 Southern Army Hospital

Total

Mobil
Date Combat Defense Service Total

2/44;

2/44

7/43
11/43

6/43
6/43
2/44
2/44

3/44
2/44
5/43
6/42
6/42

5/43

10/4.2
6/42

5/4.3
8/43
2/44
8/4.3

10/42
1/441
3/42
5/43
5/43
6/43

10/43

5/43
6/43

11/43
11/43

7/43=

3/44
9/43
8/43

166975 11837

50

50
100

100

100

50

25
100

500

500

200

200

75
200

200

350

350
350

1200

350
350

500

50
200
200

200

200
200
200

200

200

200

200

200

50

50
400

15575

50

50
100

100

100

50
25

100

500
500
200

200

75
200

200

350
350
350

1200

350

350

500

50
200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200
200
50

50

400

94387

This unit part of 26 Div. Meager reports indicato elements of this

Div may possibly be present,
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ENEMY GROUND DISPOSITIONS

15 APRIL 1944

SUMMARY:

LUZON, MIN DORO, MASBATE

PA LAWAN

PANAY

NEGROS

CEBU, BOHOL

LEYETE, SAMAR

MINDANAO, JOLO

APRIL

46000

300

3000

4000

20400

2000

24300

100,000

MARCH

46000

300

3000

4000

20400

4000

22300

100,000
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JAPANESE ARMAY AIR ORDER OF BATTLE
31 March 1944

Initial
Establishment-

Trans -
Ujnits ,lation Fs IjPs . Rs ITtl Location

FOURTH Koku-gun

7th fliko-shidan (-)

8th
3 Hiko-dan

5th Hiko-sentai

Air Army

Air Div

Air Brig

Air Pcpt

14th}
38th
58th (-)

75th (-)

50 Dckuritsu Chuti Ind Sq

27
36

27

9
9!

Philippine s -

P.E1 I E

P . I. - NEI
P2. . NET(?
P2. . NET
P21. -NETI

P.I, -NET(?

P.111 - NET(
P.I. - NEIT?

P.1, - NEII(?)

P.1.1 NETI(

P.I. - NET
P.I. - NET

*Note: Philippines - NET (Excluding Sumatra).

(?) Denotes location of unit is doubtful.

JAPAN ;SE INAVL J R ORDER OF SBATTLE
31 March 1944

Initial
Establishment

Trans-
Units ~lation Fs I Bs Rs Ttl Location

.« ...~r.. ....... ........-.-..--.-.,- ... r.w...wrr.w. .. r~~wrr.rn

23 Koku.-sentai
153 Koku-Tai
269
381
732
932
934
936 {(-)
954

Air Flot
Air Group

36
54

36 18

30
41

18

*Note: Philippines -- NET (Excluding .Sumatra).

PTl
Pul
i. 21
PTl
P.I
PTI

11T0
P. I
Polo1

- NEllI*
N. NE

-NIET
-- NEI

-NE I
-NET

-NET

NET
-NETI
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III NAVY:41

1. Luzon, Mindoro, Marinduque and Masbate:
a) Manila: 20 Mar: Pasig R docks shallow; only smi boats

can get in,
b) gavite : 9 Feb: Undamaged parts of yard in use, lightly

garr. Oil & gasoline stores Sangley Pt.
c) ~aans.: 20 Mar: W coastal waters mined?
d) Taysabas: 15 Mar-15 Apr: Monpog Pass: 14 cargo vsls (2700/

4200T) ors N; 63 cargo vsls (1250/2100T) & 1 war vsl
ors S ,

e) Sroon: 15 Mar415 Apr: San Bernardino Str: 3 cargo vsls
(20004500T) crs S.

f~) Masbate: 15 Mar415 Apr:.6 cargo vsls (200%/500T) & 1
war vs1 ors S; 10 cargo vsls (1200/2050T) crs N,
Masbate Bag,"

2: Palawan and Visayas:
a) Jaa 15 Mar-15 Apr: Guimaras Str: 1 cargo vsl (2000/

4500T) crs SW. San Jose: 1 cargo vsl docked (1500/
2500T)4 Ci.yo E Pass: 1 cargo vsl (9/120007) crs N,-
2 cargo vsls (1250/2750T) crs S.

b) Nos: 10 Apr: Cruiser N off Sipalay w/troops,
e) Ceb ": 14 Apr: Torpedo boat & gunboat sta Cebu City.

15 Mar-15 Apr: Bohol Str: 2 cargo vsls 5/8000T) crs NT
fr Cebu; 14 cargo vsls (800/14O0T) $.f 2 war vsls ors N
to Cebu City; 5 cargo vsls.(2300/4000T) crs E; 35 cargo
vsla (1900/3300T) & 3 war vsls crs S fr Cebu City;
3 cargo vsls (2/4500T) & 1 war vsl crs TN to Cebu City.

d) e t e: 25 Mar: Rumor sev ships sunk off E coast.

3. Mindanao and Sulu:
a) Tawi Tawi: 6 Mar: 2. MV torpedoed. & abandoned off Calupag

Id, 2 SAs sunk by torpedoes betw S Ubian & Tandunas
Id, 2 Apr:. 10 Apr: Enemy ships always anchor Chong os
Bay, 1 mi SE Bongao wharf; ships passing via Sibutu
Channel pass S tip Id & back Lanka Manka; ships to &
£r N to Chongos Bay hug N coast; ships for S fr Chonos
Bay thru. Channel SW Pagabag Id to Manuk Manuka or Sibutu
Channel, always come & go in dark. 15 Mar-15 Apr:. 22
cargo vsls (1900/3700T) total ship sightings at Bongrao
anchorage.

b) Zamboang : 15 Mar-15 Apr: 23 cargo vsls (3000/4600T) &
17 war vsls crs B, Basilan Str; 3 cargo vsls (3000/
5250T) & 11 war vsls crs N, Basilan Str . Siani: '3
cargo vsls (850/100T) crs S; 1 cargo vsl (500/10OOT)
ers N.

c) Misamis Or: Cagayan: 15 Mar-15 Apr: 2 cargo vsls (3000/
5000T) era NW; 3 cargo vsls (500/lo0c0r) & 8 launches
approaching fbr W.

a) ZI3ur~ 15 Mar-15 Apr: Lianga Bay: 1 cargo vsl (2000/
45007) & 1 war vsl ers N; Cauit Pt: 3 ,cargo vsls (1000/
i1500r) & 1 war vsl crs N; 5 cargo vsls (3200/4200T)
cras5*

e) Daao 10 Apr: Ships normally anchor in Pakiputan Str
opposite Thngko or at N end Talikud Str, No indics
nets, mines or use of pilot boats; all shipping passes
N of Talikud to N. 15 M4ar-15 Apr: 9 cargo vsls (3000/
5250T) & 10 war vals ers 5; 13 cargo vsls (3000/5000T)
& 31 war vals crs N off SWVV o Gulf .*

f).- otabato : 5 Apr: Enemy naval base planned Sarangani Id
but no work done on project to date. 15 Mar-15 Apr:
Sarangani Bay: 9 cargo vsls (1500/3300T) era N; 5 cargo
vsls (1500/3100T) ors 5.* Kiamba: 36 cargo vsls
(2800/50007) & 1 war vsl ers'NW 9 caro vals (5000/



CCOMMENTS: (id) Increased shipping noted off east coast Mindanao,

change monsoon to SW. (le) ,arships sighted mainly after Palau

attacks. (If) Sharp increase shipping reported in Sarangani Bay.

IV G-2 ESTIMATE OF THE ENEMY SITUATION:

1. Summary of the Enemy Situation.
a, Activities:

1) Luzon: Defenses northern and western Luzon being de-
veloped. Airfield construction reported near Lingayen,

Floridabanca and Rosario,(Rizal), and improvement of Naga and

Pili Airfields.

2) Palawan and Vissyas: Panay: Usual patrol activity.

Tiring Airfield completed. Negros: Nil report. Cebu: Usual

activity. Leyte-Samar: Indics decreased enemy strength. Air-
field construction at Ormoc, Burauen and Valencia.

3) Mindanao and Sulu: Zamboanga-Misamis 0cc: Usual patrol

activity. Slightly decreased strength north coast. Lanao:

Scattered raids, Misamis Ore Indics increased strength

Cagayan. Fighter field under construction at Lumbia south

of Cagayan; Cagayan pier closed to Filipinos. Bukidnon:

Sayre Highway open'and some traffic to Davao. Airfield im-

provement at Tankulan, Malaybalay and Valencia. Agusan:

Occupied area not extended. Davao: 10 Airfields in area.

At least 5 in operational condition. Cotabato: Sharp in-

crease shipping in Sarangani Bay. Tawi Tawi: Airfield under

construction anga Sanga Island.

b. Identifications: See Incl No. 4,

2. Conclusions.

a. Enemy Capabilities:
Air Operations

1) Development and Expansion of Mindanao Air Centers.

2) Development of Southern Philippines Air Defenses.

3) Development of Central Luzon as an Air Base.
Ground Operations

4) Activity on Mindanao.
5)' Troop Movements.

Shipping and Naal Activity
6) Current Information

Air Operations

1) Development and Expansion of Mindanao Air Centersj

Recent intelligence reveals continued development and expansion of air

bases in Mindanao by the enemy. A strategic air study map, "Mindanao
Air Centers", following, reveals this development by the enemy as

consisting of three air centers: Cagayan, Davao and Basilan Strait.

The strategic and tactical location of these air

centers is sound. The Cagayan-Davao centers are suitably placed on

his Manila-Davao air route, thus providing a corridor of mutually

supporting airdromes along his principal air line of communication to
both the Netherlands East Indies and the SWWPA. Further, these two

air centers, and particularly Davao, provide the necessary air bases
to support the maintenance of Palau as a forward air center for
western Caroline and New Guinea defense, affording maintenance and
repair facilities, as well as air reserves, within approximately five
flying hours of Palau, yet offering a high degree of security from
Allied air attack. The Basilan Strait air center is effectively

placed to protect enemy shipping following the main Manila-Davao

shipping lane through Basilan Strait. The three centers provide good
land-based aircraft defensive coverage of hisfleet elements operating
in the Celebes Sea and Davao Gulf.
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The total number of operational airdromes now known

to exist on Mindanao is 15. Ten are under construction; 6 more re-
ported to be planned in the Davao area. The principal airdrome is
Sasa Field, serving Davao, with some fifty bombers estimated as
currently operating therefrom. The other three operational Davao
airdromes are presently being used as fighter fields with further
expansion probably being rushed following our Palau strike. The
aircraft dispersal capacity of Mindanao airdromes, both operational
and now under construction, is estimated at 700 aircraft. Assuming
completion of some fifteen additional fields within the next three
months, approximately 750 additional aircraft could be added to this
figure for a total dispersal capacity of 1450 aircraft.

The conclusion is that with the now proven vulner-
ability of Palau, conjoined with probable enemy apprehension of a
further extension of our counter air force activity against western
New Guinea, the enemy may be expected to accelerate his present pro-
gram for the development and expansion of the Mindanao air facilities,
particularly within the Davao and Cagayan air centers. (See map fol-
lowing page 9)

2) Development of Southern Philippines Air Defenses:
There have been indications that the Japanese intend to develop the
Tawi Tawi, Jolo, Zamboanga and the Sarangani Bay areas, particularly
the latter, into links in an air defense scheme.

The Japanese occupied the Tawi Tawi area before
Christmas 1943 and have since been reported to be sounding Tawi Tawi
Bay and surrounding waters and anchorages. Two to five Nakajima
type floatplanes have been regularly observed at anchor or on patrol
duty, and an increasing total of shipping has been observed at anchor
in the bay, at night generally. During the past month 22 cargo ves-
sels averaging from 1900 to 3700 tons, and several warships, mostly
gunboats and a few destroyers, have been reported in the anchorage.
In connection with this development, guerrilla forces on Tawi Tawi
have been bombed regularly and their outside source of food has been
blockaded off for several months. Recently the Japanese have begun
construction of a bomber length airstrip on Sanga Sanga Island, im-
mediately southwest of Tawi Tawi Island. Construction is being
pushed with forced Chinese and native laborers, and is now supposed
to be about one-third complete.

Reports from the Jolo area have been limited and
generally unconfirmed. The airfield at Jolo has undoubtedly been
lengthened and patrol bombers have very possibly been operating from
there. There have also been reports of seaplanes operating from Jole
and from Kabongkol Bay (on southern Jolo Id), this latter entirely un-
confirmed. An airfield has also been reported completed on Lapac Id,
to the south of Jolo. These reports cannot be evaluated properly with
the meagre information available from the area.

In the Zamboanga area, Wolfe Field has been leng-
thened and patrol bombers have been observed there. Capisan Field
which was being constructed immediately prior to surrender cut of a
rice paddy by US Army Engineers to the east of Wolfe Field has been
again under construction by the Japanese. Reports on progress are
confusing and the present status of the work is not clear. Seaplanes
have been reported several times at Zamboanga, and recently at Port
Holland and at Isabella both on Basilan Island. Basis for the latter
reports is not known, but the information may be partially true.

Activity in the Sarangani Bay area has increased
sharply since January. Extension work has been in progress on the
airfield at Buayan and is apparently nearing completion. Improve-
ments on the Dadjangas airfield have recently been undertaken, and
are planned for the field at Makar as soon as the construction at

°-^ 7 -
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Dadjangas is completed. It appears that some naval activity is
planned for Sarangani Island in the future, though no work has been
started on the project to date. In connection with the development
of this area the recent increase in shipping in Sarangani Bay is
most significant. Previously only occasional small vessels have
been reported. During the past month 9 cargo vessels averaging 1500
to 3300 tons and several warships have been observed in the bay.

The above developments have considerable signifi-
cance in that planes based on the new fields are in advanced posit-
ions to attack Allied air and sea operations and detect Allied plans
sufficiently early to prepare the defences of the major bases at
Davao and Cagayan. The development at Sarangani Bay is particularly
noteworthy since it closer a gap in defences of southern Mindanao,
which have hitherto relied upon patrols from Zamboanga and Davao.

3) Development of Central Luzon as an Air Base: Since
June 1943, 9 pre-war Luzon airfields have been reported placed in
operational condition for the first time since surrender, without
lengthening or major improvement. 14 other pre-war Luzon airfields
have been reported in the same period to be extended, materially im-
proved, or being improved. 9 new airfields have been reported on
Luzon in the same period.

Of these 32 fields, 22 are in the central Luzon area.
Details of these fields are generally not available. Units located
there and activity in progress in this broad plain from the Lingayen
Gulf to Manila are not known but from reports received the enemy must
be developing a large air base area.

Ground Operations
4) Activity on Mindanao: Air patrols have been reported

circling low recently over the central Agusan valley area. Planes have
previously flown high over the area and direct to or from Davac Some
troops have been reported to have left Cebu recently, earmarked for
activity in the Agusan. These, according to late reports, arrived
at Cagayan 14 April. Warships have also been shelling towns along
the east coast of Surigao where guerrilla forces exist, and patrols
have come ashore, for short times only. The combination of the above
reports suggests possible further activity against the guerrillas
in the valley. On the other hand one report indicated that the
raiding group in northern Agusan was to be returned to Cagayan for
use against guerrillas in northern Bukidnon, and that replacements
were on the way to garrison northern Agusan. These replacements might
well be the troops recently arrived in Cagayan from Cebu.

The most significant ground report from a tactical
point of view is the opening and keeping open of the Sayre Highway
from Cagayan through Kabacan to Davao. The long and high bridges
on the road have not been replaced except by ferries and at best
the road is not suitable for sufficient traffic to be of great value
for some time. The road has not been extensively used but the ad-
mitted failure of the guerrillas to maintain their road blocks in
the face of this limited activity is important.

5) Troop Movements: Information from the islands is
still too meagre and disconnected to trace these movements except
by inference and guess. There have been decreased strengths re-
ported from Samar and Leyte. Such troops supposedly going to
Manila though the reason for such movement is not known. Other
troops are supposed to be on the way from Manila to Cebu, and one
group of 1/2000 was probably enroute to Cebu via Iloilo at the end
of March. Troops continue to move mostly southwards from Iloilo but
their destination can seldom be traced.



Slight movement from Cebu to Cagayan has been in-
dicated, and withdrawals from Lanao and northern Zamboanga, pre-
sumably for Cagayan, have been reported. No other significant
movements on Mindanao have been reported. Reports of troop strengths
at Davao are conflicting and apparently unreliable. The Japanese
maintain close vigilance on specified security areas in Davao and
little information seems to be obtained by the average Filipino on
the outside.

Late reports suggest a wholesale reduction in troop
strength in Cebu. There is no confirmation of this and the in-
formation conflicts with all previous reports. Shipping in the
vicinity has not varied noticeably from that indicated during pre-
vious months. Another late report of the arrival of a considerable
amount of shipping at Davao may be of interest in this connection.

Shipping and Naval Activity:
6) Current Information: On Mindanao sporadic shelling,

usually of some guerrilla occupied coastal town, has taken place on
the east and north coast. The pier at Cagayan, Misamis Or, has been
closed to Filipinos this month. The full significance of this move is
not known, but it may well be that the Japanese desire greater secur-
ity regarding their activities in this area during the next few months,
and equally likely that the Japanese know they can no longer trust
the Filipino people.

Considerably increased sightings of warships have
been noted during the past month, in connection with withdrawal of
Japanese naval units from Palau before the Allied strike at that
base. Insufficient information is available to determine how many
units are now based in the Philippines or where these are based. They
are apparently not connected with bases on Mindanao or in the Visayas,
with the possible exception of Davao,

b. Relative Probabilities:
1) Development and Expansion of Mindanao Air Centers:

Development of Cagayan and Davao into major air base areas.
2) Development of Southern Philipines.Air Defenses:

Development of an outer air-sea ring in the southern Philippines along
the line Davao, Sarangani Bay, Zamboanga, Jolo and Tawi Tawi, Activ-
ity at Sarangani Bay has shown a sharp increase.

3)Development of Central Luzon as an Air Bise: An increase
in tempo of construction as evidenced by the frantic appeals for
additional laborers.

4) Activity on Mindanao: Increased efforts to secure
safe passage along the Sayre Highway.

5) Troop Movements: Continued movement of personnel to
combat guerrilla forces.

6) Current Information: Many more warship sightings noted,
but information insufficient to draw conclusions. Closing of Cagayan
dock area to civilians is of possible significance as an indication
of the desire for greater security.

Special care must be taken to insure the
secrecy of this document. Information
contained herein will not be reprcduced
or circulated beyond the Staff Section
to which it is addressed.
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(To 1ccompany Incl No 1)

spc UhIDLnrSAFAlt
STATUS OF IRODR0 S iAND LA'RDING GICUNDS CL 01'MN 11.

15 April 1944

1. Sindangan
08.12 N, 123.00 E

2. Dinolos
08.36 N, 123.21 E

4., Ilian
08.16 N, 124.15 E-

5. C mp Overton
08.13 N, 124.12 E

6. Dansalan (Camp Keithley-

Maguire Field)
08.01 N, 124. 17 E

7. Lumbia

8. Cagayan (Patag)

08,29 N, 124.37 E

9. Paninnian

10. Del Monte Area

08.20 N, 124.47 E

(Unclassified)

4000' x 6001. Sodded black loa.

1 strip 4000! x 1501?. All 'weather; zero
approaches. Road ( water transportation.

Blocked October 1943.

1 level strip in coconut grove, 40001 x
200. Grass, well drained, dry weather

pursuit field, Placed in cperaticnal con-
dition Feb. 1944. Cannot be lcngtho-necl d.

(Unclassified)

1 strip 40001 x 300'. Grass, soft in wet

weather.

(Unclassified)

No information,

2 rolling strips: N-S 2310! x 180' with
2.2% down-gradc towards S; L\'1WSE 2295' x
159!. Sodded P round. Concrete center cir-
cle and corner Markers * Road and water
transportation. Reported to hnve been

lengthened by Japanese and used occas-
icnally. Last report April 1944.

Pursuit field' built by Japanese in 1944
between km~i 7 and 9 S of C,,a'yan, appar-
ently on 11 side of II road. Further de-
tails not received.

2 level strips: 2865' x 1651; 2952! x
159'. Natural sodded surface; all wea-
thor. Road and water transportation.

Lengthened to bomber le.noth fie ldby
Japs in 1943. Last repcrt of use April

1944.

Bomber field under construction early

1944 about 9 km S of Cagayan. 1;urthor
details not received.

a) No 1: Main A/D. 1 runway 7000! x
600', all weather; all typos A/Ps.

Serviceable April 1944.

b) N 2 Golf Course): 2 strips: 33001
x 3001;2200.' x 300'. All weather.
Serviceable as Elg March 1944.

c) No. 3: 1 strip N-S 6000! x 200!.

Native sod; all weather. Slope to S..

All types A/Ps.'Serviceable as Llg
March 1944.

d) No. : 1 strip 6200' x.300'. Native

sod; all weather; all types A/Ps.

Serviceable as El; JMarch 1944,

e) No. 5Pals: 2 adjacent runways
5000' x 300 each. Serviceable as Elg
March 1944.

f) No. 6. Ti istip: 1 runway 50001 x

3001. Native turf; all weather. Ser-
viceable as Big March 1944.

UNCLASSIFIED__-



11. Ginso~i (Elizalde)

08.49 N, 125.06 E

12. San Jose do Buenaista

08.56 N, 125.21 B (pprox)

13, Bu tuan

14. Badas Placer

09.38 N, 125.33 B

15. Bilaa Pt.

16. Barobo

08.33 N, 126,07 B

17. Impasu ong

08.17 N, 125.01 B

18. Dalvwan an
08.13 N, 125.03 B

19. Malaybalay

08.10 N, 125.04

20. Valencia

07.58 N, 125.03 B

g) No. 7: 1 runwiay 6200' x 300'. All
weather; native turf; all types

A/Ps;zero approaches.

h) m: 1 run.-ay 4000' x 3001. Na-
tive sod; all wrreather; zero approa-
ches. Pursuit field. Serviceable as
Elg parch 194.4.

1 strip 29001 x 100'. Sodded ground;

soft in wet weather, r ater troanspor-
tation. Serviceable as Llg Nov. 1943.

(Unclassified)
1 strip 45001 x 200 'Crass with 751
of gravel down center of strip; soft

in wet weather, used by light J/Ps,

a) Bancase, 08.57 N, 125, 28 E. 4 mile;
V of town of Butuan. 1 paved run-
way 26401 x 1321 . Slopes gently
like a shallow saucer, All. weather.
Road & waterway available. Unser-
viceable January 1944.

b) 08.57 N, 125.31 B. Near towEn of
Butuan. 1 strip 1950' x 1951.
Sodded clayish loam. Road and water-
way. Dummy(?)

2 level landing strips: 2310' x 165'

with.paved runway in center; 2640' x
1651'. Sodded, sandy clay. - All weather.

Water and road transportation. Ser-

viceable as Elg December 1943.,

Construction begun end Feb. 1944, last
report April indicated construction

ceased.

1 strip 3240' x 195', 4 miles VI of
Barobo, Lianga. Smooth, grassy sur-

face, dry weather only. Roads from

Barobo to Tambis., ater transportation

by launches. Strip can be lengthened
10001 but not widened. Unserviceable

April 1944,

(Unclassified)

1 strip 5000' x 3001. Grass, well

drained, Serviceable as Eig April. 1944.

Rectangular N-S. . Serviceable as Big
April 1944. Road transportation.

2 strips: 35001 x 300'; 2000' x 300'

grass; excellent drainage. Suitable

for light A/Ps, All weather; elevation
2050'. Road transportation. Serviceable

April 1944..

No. : 2 level strips, cross-shaped:
each 2640' x 165'. Sodded, clayish

loatm; all wv~ather, One srip leng-I
thened to 6000' x 1000' by Japsin
1943. Last reportc Aril 194, Service-
ab21le as ig.

-2
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21, Valencia

22. Hilo

23. Licanan (Bui wan)

24.o Davaa
07.07 N, 125.38 E

25.,Spta Crxz (Mindanao)
07.09 N, 125.32 E

26.. IPantukan (Maraut R,)

27. Bassa Pt. (Samal Id.)
07.2 N, 125,43 E

28. .. p1

07.06 N, 125.38 E

29, Cabaguio
07.06 N, 125.37 E

30 . Matine (Talomo)

31. Libby

32. DD (Daliao)

33. Iau

35. Dadianyas
06.08 N, 125.10E

No.2: 6000' x 1000', sodded, clay loam.
Serviceable April 194

Small fighter field, grass runway.
April 1944.

Run'ay.3000' x 300', paved with coral

but ground soft. Being prepared by

Japanese in early 1944 as a pursuit

field.

6 miles N of city. Was Commercial

National Airport. 2 strips, T-haped:

26401, sodded sandy loam; 3360' with

paved runway for 26281, shoulders soft

and slippery after rain. A ll weather;

good approaches. Road and water trans-

portation, Improved and in use April

1944.

(Unclassified) Rectangular.

1 strip E.-W, 3000' x 198',. Sodded,

clay loam, rolling land from 11r. From

W-first 22501 up 5% grade, next 390"

up 12% grade, last 360' up 6% grade.

Take-off from B only; alight from W.

Surrounded by timber mountains.

1 strip 20011 x 501i No other inf or-

mation available. Lengthened to bomber

length and in use April 1944.

i strip 1626' x 198'. Grass surface'
Unserviceable April 1944(?).

1 strip 2850' x"360' ith paved run-

way 2598' x 195'. Coral bone surface.

hite circle in center of runay, Road
transportations Unserviceable April
1944(?).

Between km 3 on National Road S of
Davao City and the Mating R, between
National Road and the beach, under
construction but not complete April
1944. No further details.

1 strip 3000' x 600' between km 10
and 14 on National Road S of Davao,
April 1944.

1 strip 5000t x 900' on Furakawa
Plantation between National. Road and
the beach. April 1944.

1 strip half finished April 1944;
now measures 9000? x 4000' (approx).

1 sandy runway 1980' x 165'. Leing
enlaredE for ;2 runwys end of 194~1.
All weather. Commnication facilities
at headquarters of the National La~d
Sttlement Company. ;Being enilarged by

iEU.SS I
..3
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36. Makar

06.06 N, 125.09 B

37. Santa Cruz
06.56 N, 125.25 E

38, Mt. Mlatutu
06,24 N, 121.58 E (approx)

39, Baracoton

40. Alar
06.16 N, 121.44E

41.. Tomaon

42. Buluan No. 1
06.42 n, 124.48 E

43. Kaeakan
07,09 N,

44. Pikit

07..05 N,

45. Bual
07.11 N,

46. Kibawe
07.30 N,

47, Cotabato
07.12 N,

124.49 B

124.48 E

124-30 E

125..01 E

124.14 E

48, Uao
07.38 N, 124,48 E

49. Marama No, 2
07.46 N, 125.02 B

50. Marama' No. 1
07.46 N, 125.01 B

51. Ma1aban
07,38 N, 124,03 B

1 strip 19501-x 651'. Smooth, sandy
turf. Limited road. transportation,

motor transportation available.
1 strip 26 01x 651'. Road transpor-.
tat ion.

(Unclassified)

1 strip 4500'1x 300'.Gravel, level,

soft when tiwet. Unserviceable April 1944.

No information, but field reported

April 1944.

1 strip 12501 x 125' on level grassy
plain. Fairly open environs. Unser-

viceable April 1944.,

No information, but field reported

April 1944.

1 level strip 3279' x 198'. Sodded,

sandy clay; all ;;ather, 'ater trans-

portation only. Unsrviceable April 1944

Work stopped; fic ld too wet for land-
ings; converted into, d umy field.

Dangorous for landings. Road and

wate riwayr.

Rectangular NAT-S. Road and waterway.

Rectangular; level, Road and water
transportation.

1 level strip 26241 x 2461, Sodded,

(approx) clay loam; all eseather. Train com-

munications only.

1 slightly rolling strip 26401 x 165'.
sodded, hard ground; all weather. Road
and water transportation. Being im-

proved by Japanese April 1944.

Irregular, 10751 x 5751 B-H, 3rd class
road to National Highway, 12 miles to B.

(Unclassified)
5000' x 250'. Grass, soft after herd

rain, but good drainage; suitable for

medium and light A/Ps. Serviceable as

Blg April 1944,

(Unclassified)

1 strip 30001 x 300', Grass, soft

after hard rain, but good drainage;
suitable for medium and light A/Ps.

Road transportation. Serviceable as

Blg April 1944,

2 level strips, cross.-shaped: each
26241 x 3281. Grass surface with coral
base; excellent drainage; all weather.

Road & water transportation Service-

able April 1944 (?)

I r ,
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52. Malangas
07.36 N, 123.02 E

53. Ca isan

54.I Zamboanga (W"olfe F~ield)

006,6 N, 122,02 E

55. Nllusu

Roughly rectangular, still not com-

pletely cleared; small, scrubby.

(Scanty, out-of-date information)

Limited road transportation; 'vater
transportation to city of Zamboanga

and other coastal points.

Several miles to E of v olfe Field in

rice paddy. Construction begun by US

Army Engineers before :surrender. Last
report Japanese activity April 1944,
construction being pushed, Further de-;-
tails not available.

1 strip 22971 x 2001. Adobe rock foun-
dation. Road and water transportation.
Lengthened to V! by Japanse. Last re-
port March 194

1 strip reported 35001 in length. Com-
pleted September 1943, confirmed.
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PATTERN OF EN'EMY DI
15 Al

Location

Lanay
Ibajay
Banga
Capiz
Sigma
Pfilar.
Estancia
Sara
Durnarac
Passi-~Calinog
Baratoc Nuevo
Maasin-Cabatuan
Santa Barbara
Iloilo City area
Guirnaras Id (Buenavista)
Guimbal
San Joaquin
San Jose area

Total

Masbate
Masbate
Aroroy
Milagros
Dimasalang

Total

No eros
S ipalay
Kabankalan
Binalbagan
LaCarlota-LaCastellana
Pontevedra
Murcia
Valladolid
iBacolod area
Silay
Saravia-Nanapla area
Cad iz--Fabrica
Sagay
Es calante
Calatrava
San Caries.
Vallehermoso
Guihuingan
La Libertad
Dais area
Tan jay
Dumaguete
Siquijor I~d, San Juan

Larena
Liloan

Zamboanguita
Siaton

Total

Cebu
Samboan
Alegria
Dalaguete

To Accompany Inci. No.11

)ISPOSITIONS VJISAYAN AhA ~ w
Lpril, .1944

Date

Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb

Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan

Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb.
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb

1:44
144
t44
'44
144

'44
'44
144

144

44
44
44
44
44
144
44
144

'44
44

144
'44

Strength

30
20

200
40
100
10
20

140
100

30
50

100
1800

10
50
50

3000

90
30
30

3~0

50
100

50
50
50

200
50

1600
200
500

50
50
50

200
150

50
150

50
50
50

200
30
10
10
20

400

144,
44
44

'44
'44
'44
'44
'44
144.

'44.
t44
'44
144

144
'44

1.44
'44
'44
144.
'44
'44
t44

1:44
144
144

Mar '44 50
Mar 144 50
Mar '44 700



Damanjug Mar 44 200
Barili Mlar '44 50
Carcar Tsar 144 50
Naga Mar 144 200

Toledo Mar 144 200

Asturias Mar 144 200

Cebu City area Mar 144 16000
Liloan Mar 144 2000

Opon Mar '44 300

Total 20000

Bohol

Tagbilaran area Feb 144 220

Guindulman area Feb t 4 4  180

Total 400

Leyte
Panaon Id. Apr 14 250
Cabalian Apr 144 20

Sogod Apr 144 20
Mdalitbog Apr '44 30
M~ilatalom-Bato Apr 144 30
Hindang-Inopacan Apr ' 44 10
Baybay Apr '44 20

Abuyog Apr '44 20
Dulag Apr 144 10
Burauen Apr 144 20
Ormoc Apr 344 50
Carigara Apr 144 20

Tacloban Apir 144 500

Total 1000

Samar

Basey Apr '44 30
Balangiga Apr 144 20

Pambujan Apr 144 40
Borongan Apr '44 10
Taft Apr 144 150

Wright Apr '44 150

Catbalogan Apr '44 100

Calbayog Apr '44 200

Palapag Apr 144 100
Catarman Apr 144 50

Allen Apr 344 100
Sta Rita Apr 144 5

Total 1000

Note on map that enemy garrisons occupy only coastal towns

and key road junctions. Garrisons are small and widelyr scattered and
generally perform police duties in occupied areas. Prith roads in

poor condition and generally subject to guerrilla action it would

take some time to gather these totals into forces of any value to

the enemy, In the meantime removal of present garrisons would

allow underground organizations to come to light and augmnt pre-

sent active guerrilla forces in harassing the Japanese behind their

lines.

Guerrillas have been instructed to refrain from taking action

against these garrisons which would incite retaliatory activity or
bring about increased garrison strength on the part of the Japanese,

hence garrisons which are small exist in close proximity to sizeable

guerrilla forces, for the present.

Garrisons shon on Panayr and Negros ave not chnged su-
stantially since date of report indicated.
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(To Accompany Incl, No.12 )

GUERRILLA DISPOSITIONS IN THE VISAYAN A PQj ! Jl/
15 April 1944

Location Date Total

Pana
West Coast
Southern Iloilo
Capin Province
Northeast Panay

Total

South Coast
Southeast Negros
West Coast
East Coast
North Negros

Total

Cebu

Leyte
Southern Leyte
Central Leyte
Northwest Leyte

Total

Samar
South Coast
West Coast
North Samar

Total

GRAND TOTAL

March 1944
March 1944
March 1944
March 1944

Jan 1944
Jan 1944
Jan 1944
Jan 1944
Jan 1944

Oct 1943

Oct 1943
Oct 1943
Jan 1944

Feb 1944x
Oct 1943

M~l arch 1944

Shaded areas on map represent localities in which ruorr-
illas can move most freely at present. Agents and under-
ground' organizations exist in most occupied areas,

Note on map that guerrilla forces are concentrated in
areas generally not developed by road nets, net access,
ible to coasts suitable for operational use or for
landing supplies, or in mountaincus areas, much of which
was unexplored before the war. Active enemy launch
patrols are attempting to prevent inter-island cooriuni-
cation and activity along unoccupied coastal areas.
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(To Accodany Incl. No. 13)

STATUS OF ARODR0MB S AND LANDING GROUNDS IN THE VISAY Y

15 April 1944

1. 0diongan (Tablas Id)

12.21 N, 121.57 E

2. Tabun Pt.
11.56 N, 121.57 E

3. Lambunao
11.03 N, 122.29 E

4. Thring

5. SanBarbara
10.49 N, 122.33 E

6, San Jose de Buenavist.
10.46 N, 121,56 E

7 .. _Mieo
10.39 N, 122.14 E

* .Manrriao

10443 N, 122.32 E

9, Iloilo(Bunside Field)
10.42 N,. 122.35 E

10. Valladolid
10.29 N, 122.55 E

11. La Carlota
10.26 N, 122.51 E

12. Binalbaan

10,12 N, 122.50 E

2 strips: NB-SW 29400' x 102!; Ni-SE

2580 1 x 1021. Natural grass land

sloping down towards sea; all weather.

Poor approach at NE owing to hills.

W7ater and road transportation. Unser-

viceable January 1944.

1 level strip 2297' x 165'; 32811 x

3281 extended Sept 1941. Natural sodded

ground; soft in :-et weather. Road and

water transportation. Unsrviceable Jan

1944.

1 strip 2640' x 165'. Road transpor-
tation. Unserviceable Jan 1944.

Construction on field between Santa
Barbara and Cabatuan, Iloilo Prov

started Dec 1943 and work reported

complete in April 1944. Details not

available, may possibly be same as

Santa Barbara Field. (No. 5)

(Unclassified)

80001 x 2001. Black top; drainages on

sides, but of doubtful efficacy in

rainy season. Field still under con-

struction when Japs moved in. B-25's

and P-4'0 have landed here. Not in

use Jan 1944.

1 level strip 3937' x 328'. Sodded,
hard sandy loam; all weather. Road and

water transportation. Serviceable and

used occasionally Mar 1944.

1 strip 18751 x 324'. Land and water

transportation. Unserviceable Nov 1943.

1 strip 24001 with paved runway; ex-

tendable to 3937'. Road and water trans-
portation. Serviceable and used occas-
ionally, Feb 1944.

2 level paved runways: 1980' x 991;

22201 x 991. All weather. Hangar and

administration building. Road and water

transportation. Not used Mar 1944.

1 strip 32807 long, dry weather only.

Possibly same as La Carlota (No. 11).

Landing strip 26251 x 1321; center strip

100' wide surfaced with shells and
treated with molasses and sand to keep

down dust. Road and rail transportation,

Unserviceable Nov 1943.

45001 x 200'1. Rolled earth, bad when

wet. Zero approaches. National Highway

(paved road) adjoining field, Docks for

inter-island boats at Binalbagan 3 km

away. Unserviceable Nov 1943.

-L1
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13. Hinamalvayn
10.06 N, 122.53 E

15. $tro
09.59 N, 122.30 E

16. Kabankalan
10.00 N, 122.49 E

17. Magallanes (Magdiwang)

(Sibuyan Id)

12.29 N, 122.31 E

18. Ban a (Daja)

11.34 N, 122.18 E

19. Ca
11.31 N, 122.45 E

20, Loctugan

21. Dumarac

11.16 N, 122.41 E

22. SAE
11.14 N, 123.01 E

23, Dinm1e
11.00 N, 122.40 E-.,

24. Saravia
10.51 N, 123.00 E

25. Fabrica

10,54 N, 123.21 E

26. Bacolod
10,40 N, 125.57 E

27. Tanjay

09.30 N, 123.08 E

28. Dumaguete
09.21 N, 123.18 E

29. Bagupantao Pt .
12.27 N, 123.15 E

14.~ S iapas

-? .i
1 strip 18001, dry weather only.

Construction started Dec 1943 and con-

firmed Feb 1944. No details available.

1 strip 4920' x 2611; graded and rolled;

99t center strip of half-inch shell,
packed by roller, Unserviceable Nov 1943.

1 level strip 1710' x 3871. Sodded

ground. later and road transportation.
Unserviceable Nov 1943.

1 strip 1500' x 192'. Road transpor-

tation. Unserviceable Dec 1944.

1 strip 1980' x 108!. Sodded ground;

all weather. Road fairly nearby, Un-

serviceable Jan 1944.

1 level paved runway 2325' x 991t. All
weather. Road and water transportation.

Unserviceable.Jan 1944.

1 20001 strip with rock foundation,

Field kept in operational condition by

Japanese as of May 1943. Not used up to

that time..

49201 x 4591:. All weather. To be ready

Feb 1942. Unserviceable Jan 1944.

1 strip 3900! x 330'.. Road transpor-
tation. Unserviceable Jan 1944.

1 strip 1800' x 330'. Roads to Capiz

and Iloilo. Not in use Jan 1944.

Landing strip 4950' x 6601 under con-

struction in Feb 1942. Sandy loam.

Concrete roads.

1 gravel runway 39371 x 991. Grass
strip 2625' x 1641.. All weather. Near

provincial road. Believed considerably

enlarged by Japanese, Feb 1944.

2 runways 2052' and 1881., Sodded gravel

foundation; all weather. Surfaced runway
under construction, Jan 1943. Water and
road transportation. Believed enlarged
by Japanese and paved. In use Apr 1944.

1 strip 1500' x 192?. Road and rail
transportation. Unserviceable Nov 1943.

1 strip 2640' x 165t'. Sodded, sandy,
black loam, soft in wet weather. Road

and water transportation Being en-

larged by Japanese Feb 1944.

Cleared srip. Unserviceable Dec 193

- 2-
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30. San Isidro

12.28 N, 123.19 E

31. San Quentin

12.27 N, 123,18 E

32. Aroroy (Siwayan)
12.29 N, 123,24 E

33. Masbate
12.22 N, 123.38 E

34, Medellin (Cebu Id)

11.08 n, 123.58 E

35. Tuburan (Cebu Id)
10.42 N, 123.50 B

36. Cebu

37. 2pon

38. Cebi (Lahug)
10.20 N, 123.54 E

39. Valencia (Leyte Id)

40. Ormoc (Leyte Id)

11.01 N, 124.37 B

41. Buau

42. Wnundaan (Leyte Id)

10.20 N, 125.14 E

43. Malitbog (Leyte.Id)
10.09 N, 125.00 B

44. C (Colonias)
10.03 N, 124.28 E

45. Carmen (Bohol Id)
09.50 N, 124.12 B

1 strip 1650' x 99t. Water transpor-'""

tation. Unserviceable Dec 1943.

1 strip 1721' x 3001. el1 sodded and
smooth; all weather, Hills at one end.

Unserviceable Dec 1943.

1 strip 1920' x 991. Sodded, sandy

ground; all -veather. Road. Unser-
viceable Dec 1943.

1 strip 2990' x 240', central portion

1968' x 98T paved; all weather. Water

transportation. Unserviceable Dec 1943.

1 strip 39201 x 105'. Road and water

transportation. Unserviceable Nov 1943.

1 strip 4920' x 98. Was being sur-
faced Jan 1942. Road and water trans-

portation. Unserviceable Nov 1943.

New field reported to east of road

which passes along east side Lahug

Field (No. 39). Details have not been

received except that landing strip

extends to the coast at Mlabolo, Nov 1943.

New strip under construction between

barrios of Look and liarigondon on Mac-

tan Id. Strip reported between 2000

and 5000 feet long in coconut grove,

construction being pushed Apr 1944.

2 runways 29401 and 2020'. Sodded

ground; all weather. Road, rail and

water transportation. Improved and in

use April 1944.

Clearing for airfield 13 km north of

Ormoc reported begun Mar 1944,

1 strip 4920' x 390'. Road and water
transportation. Being improved by Japa-

neae Apr 1944.

New field under construction, repor-

ted Apr 1944.

Under construction Feb 1942. Further

details not available. Unserviceable

Jan 1944.

Approx 4500'. Unserviceable Jan 1944.

I strip 3930' x 1951. Dry weather
only. Road and water transportation.

Serviceable as Big November 1943.

1 strip 4920' x 6541. Clay soil,
serviceable in wiet weather uncertain.
Road to Tagbilaran. Serviceable as

Big Nov 1943.

U~T 1 h '.aa



46. Tagilran (Bohol Id)
09.41 N, 123.51 E

47. Tanac

48. Qalbayo~
12.05 N, 124.33 B

49. Catarman
12.31 N, 124.38 E

50. Brn:an
11.36 N, 125.26 E

51. Anahao Id (Hernani)

11.15 N, 125.33 B

52. Tacloban (Cataisan Pt)

11.14 N, 125.01 E

1 strip 3936' x 197'. Sodded, hard,
limestone ground. All \ieabher, ater

and road transportation. Serviceable

as Elg Nov 19433.

New field reported under construction

near Danao on Panglao Id, jar 1944,

2 level strips each 2625' x 165'
Sandy loam. Road and water trans-
portation. Unserviceable Jan 1944.

1 level strip 2760' x 327'. Sandy
ground; all weather. Road and weater
transportation, Unserviceable Jan 1944.

1 strip 2376' x 1981. Clayish loam;
paved runway 991 wide. Unserviceable
Jan 1944.

1 level landing strip 1980' x 75'. One

end sodded, other sandy; all weather.
Wfater transportation by launches. Un-

serviceable Jan 1944,

2 level strips; 2640' x 330'; all

weather; 2640' x 991; good for Blg
only. Sodded, sandy ground. Road and
water transportation. 1 strip leng-
thened by Japanese Jan 1944.

4-
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(To Accompany nc. No.1

KNOWN SOUTHERN LUZON El E ,21 DISPOSITIONS

15 April 1944

MZanla 10,000

Batangas & Laguna Feb. 1944

Nasugbu 20

Calatagan 20
Los Banos 8oo

Lipa 400
Batangas 200
Lucena .200
Calauag Area 100

Caxarines Norte Dec:. 1943
Daet Area 500

Camnarines Sur Feb. 1944
L ibuanan 140
Calabanga. 120
Naga 2,000
Iriga 120
Bato 120

Alban Feb. 1944
Ligao - Polangmi Area 500
Legaspi Area 1,:000

Sorsozon Dec. 1943
Sorsogon 200
Bulusan 50
Bulan 100

Marinduque

Mindoro

E Mindoro

N Mindoro

March 194

March 1944

The total Luzon strength is estimated to be 46,000 or more.
Dispositions of.lZ, 0 shown on attached map are the only disposi-
tions actually known on Luzon. The remaining troops are believed
to be concentrated .miainly -in the central Luzon valley and Cagayan
Valley, which are believed to be important training and depot areas.
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(To Accompany Incl. No. 15)

LUZON GUERRILLA ORGANIZATIONS i F 2
15 April 1944 -k i:. ,

1.. Guerrillas operating under direction of Gov. Roque Ablan,
formerly Governor of Abra Province. These guerrillas are active in
the mountains of the Ilocos Norte-Abra area. Agents of the Villamor,
Praeger, Phillips intelligence nets have contacted Governor Ablan's
agents since June 1943. Strength and equipment of this group unknown.

2. Guerrillas under the direction of Manriques operating some-
where in northern Luzon, probably Mountain Province. This group is
composed of the remnants of the Nakar Force which was active after
the surrender until Col, Nakar was captured in late 1942. Remnants
of the Nakar guerrillas were subsequently directed by Lt.., Col. Manuel
Enriques until his capture about June 1943. Little is known of the
present strength and equipment of these remnants.

3. Guerrillas known to be operating in E Pangasinan, reportedly
under the direction of Charles Joseph Cushing, the brother of James
Cushing, Cebu Area Commander. Further details of this unit are not
known.

4. Guerrillas operating under the leadership of Edwin Ramsey,
0-368746,, formerly of the 26th Cay. The unit is in Nueva Ecija and
apparently has regular contact with guerrillas in the Manila-Central
Luzon area.

5. Guerrillas active under the direction of Col. Gyles Merrill,
formerly 26th Cav. This group was part of the guerrillas originally
operating under Lt. Col, Claude Thorp in the Central Luzon area. Col.
Thorp was captured in late 1942 and Col. Merrill has been leading the
Zambales group since. Further details of this unit have not been
received.

6. The "Hucbalajap" guerrillas operating mainly in Pampanga with
affiliated units in Batangas Province and Manila. The leaders of
this group are not known. The organization is reported to be modelled
after communist groups in China and its activities ruthless. It has
been very active in harassing Jap supplies and communications in the
Central Luzon area,

7. The IMARKING guerrillas. This group is in the Rizal-Manila
area, active in sabotage and "removal" of obnoxious puppet officials.
The band was formerly coordinated with Col. Thorp in Zambales and
led by Col. Hugh Straughn who was reported to be captured in mid-
1943. The group is still active. No further details have been
received.

8. Guerrillas operating under the direction of Capt. Bernard
Anderson, 0-360167 AC, located in E Tayabas, apparently extending to
the coast. Agents from Peralta and Fertig have contacted Anderson
at various times. Radio contact has never been established due
failure of equipment. Further details of this unit have not been
received,

9. Guerrillas operating under direction of Capt. Zabat, formerly
connected with the Albay Constabulary, Little is known of the group.
They are reported to be active through much of the Bicol region. Col.
Peralta on Panay is the only one who has had contact with this group,
The disposition of Bicol guerrillas formerly under Gov. Venceslao Q.
Vinsons, formerly Governor of Camarines Norte, is not known. Some re-
ports state that he was captured and his guerrillas broken up.

10. Guerrillas operating on Bondoc Peninsula under the direction
of "General" Vera. The group is independent and has been reported ir-
regularly since July 1942, These guerrillas recently captured three
towns on the Peninsula. No further details are known.

11. Guerrillas active under the direction of Salvador Escudero,
formerly Governor of Sorsogon. .The group is believed to number a
thousand or more and have been active since 1942 and are subject to
considerable pressure from the Japanese. They have assisted numerous
friendly people,
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SUIIIMMARY OF ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL INFOR ION
15 April 1944

ECONOMIC INFORMATION:

1. Living Conditions: The general conditions reported during
the past few months are unchanged. There are further re-

ports of civilians leaving Manila but no figures are avail-
able, From Negros it is reported that the Japanese are
taking palay and other foodstuffs without regard to civil-

ian needs so that apparently by Map and June the food sit-

uation on that island will be serious. The same appears to

be true in Panay, In northern Mindanao the Japanese con-

tinue to seize civilian rice stores 'and ir. northern Agusan
Province they have been harvesting and taking away the local

palay crop.

2. Agriculture: Rice crop in Luzon is reported from an accurate

source to be 60% of normal. Cotton in Luzon appears to have

been somewhat of a failure. Large acreages planted in central

plains of Bulacan failed to bloom and the cotton gin estab-

lished at Plaridel will be unused. Castor bean culture is

likewise a total failure. Japanesc: military authorities are
said to be worried over alcohol production which is bound
to suffer due to reduced cane plantings, Protracted rains

and heavy floods destroyed food crops in north MM indanao but
as usual the enemy is seizing all that is available. The

Furakawa plantation in Davao has been partially converted

to corn fields and quantities of coconut oil, alcohol, etc.,
are being produced for military use.

3. Transportation: Inadequate means of transportation, espec-

ially rail difficulties, are mentioned in one report as one
of the principal causes for wide-spread famine conditions in
Manila and most of Luzon. Tracks are in bad shape, partly
duo to frequent sabotage and because little maintenance is

done. Trains are very crovded. Tickets under the daily
ration quota are difficult to obtain, and are usuclly pro-
curable only in black market. In late March the rail trip
from Manila to Legaspi took 12 days. Two sections of tracks
south of Lucena were out at that time. A reliable report
states that the road between Tayabas and Camarines Norte has
been completed.

4. Industry:
a. Fuel: It appears that the production of butanol planned
at the Del Carmen Central will not be realized this year.

b. Lumber: Zamboanga Province, the "Lactuan Maigui -awmills"

(spelled as received) has purchased the complete machinery

of the Pitchell t s Mills and is inquiring into the condition

of the Santa Nino Mills, In Davao the capacity of the saw-
mill at Tiongko has been doubled, Another mill at Tambongon
has the same capacity.

C, Shi in and Shimbuilding: In Manila the capacity of the
slipways at Malabon for dry docking barges has been increased
from 4 to 8. The puppet governor of Misamis Or, is attemp-
ting to organize small boat construction at Cagayan. In the
middle of March the SS Del Rosario was almost ready to re-
float, the holes being filled with cement. In D ava a ship-
building and repairing center has been established at
Panakan, the lumber coming from Tio gko and Tamboangan. At
"Hito Unkabu" (spelled as received), the Philippine ,<arine
Transportation Bureau has 2 ships on the Manila-Iloilo-Cebu
run: the Ohni Maru (SS Fathom), 500 tons, and the V;ihara a ru,
1200 tons.

d. M~inin : The Japanese at Pambujan Sur are not re -opening the
Samar Iron Mine and are apparently stripping the mine of maK'
chinry and scrap iron.
. Economic Pl~nn3ng: General Mdanul Roxas hs be~en appointed
chairman of the Economic Plnning Be.~kd wich is to del
principaly writh1 the serious food problem. General Rxuzs
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has apparently accepted the appointment. Other members of

the Board are: Ephidio Quirino of Ilocos Norte and Senator

Rodriguez of Rizal Province.

POLITICAL INFORMATION:

1. Go t: In southern Bukidnon Province the free govern-

ment has been demoralized by recent Japanese activity. In

northern Bukidnon and in T.iscmis Or. the free government is

functioning well. A move is on foot to establish a free

government in Masbate.
2. Bureau of Constabulary: It appears that.use of the BC against

guerrillas has been at least a partial.failure in Misamis

.0cc,, Cebu and Lanao. In Zamboanga City authority has been

given to recruit over 200 'new BC; however a training academy
will not be opened there. It is reportcd from Cebu that the

pay scale for the BC has again been raised by allowing age

bonuses over and above regular pay. The Provincial Gov-

ernors and Inspectors in the VisayEs met in Cebu City 14-16

April.

3. Torale: It is reported tha t the people in Luzon remain loyal,

except for spies operating in Manila in pay of the Japanese

plus the few collaborators, and that the constabulary personnel

are ready to turn against the enemy when the time is ripe.

Other sources indicate an unswerving loyalty from all classes

of Filipinos and state that the morale of Allied supporters

has even improved of late. A prominent leader at present in

Mindanao states "They want Americans to come back -- how,

when or with what conditions never mind -- and relieve them

from present suffering". The civilians in Mralaybalay and

Cagayan are demoralized. The morale of civilians in free

areas in Bukidnon has improved somewhat with the arrival of

medical supplies.
4. Civilian Defenses: Air raid practices are being held in Davao

City. Civilians are forced to leave the streets and enter air

raid shelters. Aid stations are assigned and manned. It ap-

pears that blackouts, begun in Manila on April 1, will continue

indefinitely. Blackouts are enforced at Cagayan and Tacloban.

Air raid shelters and camouflage are being prepared in both
these cities.

5. Atrocities: In northern Zamboanga, Japanese raiding forces are
reported to have committed numerous atrocities against civil-

ians, particularly women atnd children - raping, bayonetting,

smashing heads against trees, etc. In Cebu during a terror

raid more innocent civilians were bayonetted. In south Iloilo,

Samar, Negros and Leyte Japanese raiding parties were carrying

out similar activities.

6. Propa ands: The new Japanese' moving picture "Dorm with the

Stars and Stripes" has been completed. American prisoners were
forced to take prominent parts and to operate captured tanks

and guns

AERICANS IN THE PIHLIPPIhLi S:
1. Civilian internees: No reference.
2. Prisoners of Wiar: At the Davao Penal Colony, most of the

American Prisoners of Waar are suffering from malaria, many

are unable to do any work, but the able bodied men are labor-
ing on airfield construction projects in that area. The
enemy have constructed barbed wire fences around the work

areas and have increased the number of guards with as many
as thirty Japanese soldiers and two officers w.Tith each labor

party to maintain close surveillance.

-2-
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GENERAL HEADQUARTERS

SOUTHWEST PACIFIC AREA

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE SECTION, GENERAL STAFF

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

I-III: WEEKLY SUMMARY OF ENEMY INTELLIGENCE

IV: G-2 ESTIMATE OF THE ENEMY SITUATION

V: MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION

NO: DATE '.

10 23/29 Jul 44

I GROUND

l.Luzon: All bridges Cent Luzon to N good condition.

a) Manila: Southern Army Staff officers live at Alhambra Apts.

Lrg nbr Japs who arrived Luzon May & Jun carried Dutch occupation

Jap currency. Marshal TERAUCHI rptd to be in command of both naval

& army units in PI.* Navy gas stored port area sabotaged. Allied

invasion Europe & Pacific victories cause extreme psychological &

financial repercussions. 5 Jun: 9 Generals rptd Manila Hotel.

26 Jun; Jap spies in city killed daily. Rice now costs 1300 pesos

per cavan. Conscripted labor no longer used for food production;

now used a/d constr. Addtl A/A & ammo rptd W Rizal Stadium. Approx

500 M/T obsvd Wallace Field & Luneta. 2 Jul: Lrg group Amer A.C. POW

departed Manila for Japan. 18 Jul; 7 Amer & Fil killed for burning

oil tanker at Pier 5. Anti-Axis priests, ministers & nuns confined,

rptd tortured & some murdered. Addtl A/A rptd vicin Luneta.

b) Ilocos Norto: Unkn nbr A/A Gabu a/d.

c) ountain Prov: Jap troops matured & seasoned; recruits trng Camp

John Hay.
d) Ara: Few Japs rptd.
e) Ilocos Sur: Bridges covered by pillbox-shaped stone embankmients

with galvanized iron roof.

f) La Union: 3 med tanks, 80 horses; Jap troops old & seasoned.

g) R jal: Officers quarters both sides entrance rd Nichols a/d.

h)Laguna: 26 Jun: Guerr raid Muntinglupa POW camp; release 60 POWs

& seize all arms & ammo.
i) 2yabas: 20 Jul: Japs garr Mauban, Infanta, Dingalan.

j) marines Norte: Japs garr Dat, Paracale & Mambulao.

2.Mindoro: 19 Jul: Japs departed Pinamalayan for Calapan; BC remain.

3.Palawan: Brookes Pt attacked by Jap gunboat with hvy & LMGs. No

landing rptd.

!.Panay: Iloilo: 15-17 Jul: 1500 Japs with approx 16 arty pieces depar-

ted; destination unkn.

5.Bohol: 18 Jul: 70,000 cavans rice captd by Japs.
6 .Leyte: Dulag: Wharf under constr.

7.Samar: 20 Jul: All Jap E & N coast garrs except Taft & Laoang evac-

uated hurriedly.

8.Mindanao: 20 Jul: Indics that enemy forces in Visayas to be brought

to N coast Mindanao.

a) Davao: Tambungon wharf being enlrgd by army. 2 coastal guns,

12" & 14", fr Corregidor emplaced SE coast Talikud Id; ammo & 4
3" A/A behind coastal guns. Jap wounded rptd removed fr tpts to

hosps during blackouts. 2 Jul: 600 Japs moved fr Daliao to Padada.
5 Jul: Malalag: 500 marines, 1000 Inf', 200 unassem a/c, 20 tanks,

5000 drums aviation gas unloaded, 9 JuT: Sta Ana: 7000 boxes dyna-

mite unloaded, temp stored M B K bodega. 14 Jul: Lrg nbr marines,

ammo & arty rptd unloaded Sasa wharf. 4000 troops, 100 motorcycles

& 170 trucks unloaded 18 JuT: High mil officials held important

Special care must be aen to insure he secrecy' of this
document. Information contained herein ~ill not be reproduced or
irculated beyond the Staff Sectin to which it is addressed.



conference at Licanan a/d. 21 Jul: Malalag beaches heavily de-
fended with lrg cal guns, A/A & electrified wire.

b) Agusan: Enemy rptd to constr new trail between Azpitia & Tago R,
via Nuevo Sibagat & Maygatasan.
c) Suriao: Enemy mapping area 10 kms inland fr Tandag. Air raid
shelters under constr in Tandag, M/T rd open fr Surigao City to
Lanuza, cart trail to Marihatag. Enemy proceeded Tago R to Libas.
d) Misamis Or: Cagayan: A/A guns High School are 20mm Oerlikons.

A/A rptd wharf, prob no S/L or sound detectors; A/A crews appear
untrnd. 15 Jul: 3/5000 troops rptd departed for Davao. Sm party

troops & supplies to Kabakan, Cotabato. 20 Jul: Lrg quantity

aviation gas & machinery stored Gusa tunnel, Macabalan wharf &
unkn school. Gusa tunnel, 9 kms E of Cagayan, now completed.

8 A/A rptd Macabalan, 1 A/A Gusa tunnel.
e) Misamis 0cc: Indics Japs plan permanent occupation coast towns.
f) Bukidnon: Del Monte: 4 20mm A/A guns, location unrptd. 8000
drums aviation gas N Bukidnon; 2000 at Malaybalay. Troops, gas
& bombs moving S over hway. Constr temp barracks stopped Del Monte

7 a/d.
g) Zamboan a: W coast clear. Japs garr Aurora, Tukuran, Labangan,

Pagadian. Sibago Id: 3 guns located vicin old lighthduse. Zambo-
anga City: Japs tptg troops by a/c fr San Roque, & Sta Maria a/d.
19 Jul: A/A guns San Roque & Sta Maria a/d, 4 6} coastal guns vicin

Pettit barracks; 4 at Customs House; 2 at Trade School; 2 between

Calarian & beach; 2 at Phil Dessicated Coconut Plant. Recodo: Gas,
oil & food stored. 20 Jul: 8000 troops departed Zamboanga after

1 wk stop-over; destination unkr 21 Jul: Recruiting civilian
laborers for work landing fields discont'd.

*COMMENTS: (la) New role of Marshal TERAUCHI considered very doubtful; he is

CG Southern Army. Defense of PI is responsibility of XIV Army Lt. Gen. KURODA,

II AIR

1.Luzon:

a) Batan as: Lipa: 10 Jul: 50 T/E Bs, 52 Fs & approx 500 pilots.*
b) Ilocos Norte: Gabu: 25 Jul: A/c refuel on way 36*

C) Manila: 18 Jul: 5ev German a/c obsvd, identity doubtful, be-
lieved M 109's & 110's, carefully guarded while on grd. Neilson:
10 Jul: 36 T/E Bs, 70 S/E Bs & 43 Fs.* Nichols: 10 Jul: 14 T/E
Bs, 47 S/E Bs & 39 Fs.* Neilson-Nichols: 25 Jul: Now joined,
both being improved & enlrgd.*

2.Panay:

a) Anti: Dunhill (San Fernando): 20 Jul: Sonia flights approx
same as previous rpts. San Fernando: 25 Jul: 2 T/E & 30 S/E
including 4 under repair. MG practice using cylinderical cloth
tied to plane tail. No further inprovement field.
b) Iloilo: Estancia: 22 Jul: 5 Tess to SE. 23 Jul: Lily & Topsy
to N; 2 u/i a/c, Tess, Topsy to SE. 24 Jul: Rufe & u/i a/c to
NW; 2 Topsy to SE. 25 Jul: 2 Topsy, 2 Lily, Pete & Thelma to SE;
2 u/i Topsy to N. Mandurriao: 25 Jul: 4 Fs under repair & 1
courier landed & took off.* San Dionisio: 15-17 Jul: 2 u/i a/c,
Mavis, Topsy, 3 Tess to N; 12 Tess, Helen, 3 Topsy, 23 u/i a/c,
Oecar, Dinah to NE. 23 Jul: Helen to N, 3 Zekes to 5. 24 Jul:
11 u/i a/c to SE.* 25 Jul: Tess, u/i a/c, & 3 Topsy to S. Topsy
to N. Tiring: 25 Jul: 13 Fs excluding 2 dam.*

3.Cebu: Kawit: 18 Jul: 6 Petes & 1 4/E F/B.
4.Negros: 21 Jul: Engr Unit working Lanog Lanog, Caduhaan & Fabrica

a/ds under Capt KURIHAPA, using Code Number 2401. Fabrica:
25 Jul: !EYSOMOTO BUTAI here using Code Number 15315,* Bacolod:
25 Jul: KATOBIHI BUTAI uses code CAI RO (Nbr also) 15315?

5.Leyte: Anibong Pt, Tacloban: 25 Jul: 2 S/Ps.* Gataisan; 25 Jul:
4 T/E a/c.*~ Dulay: 27 JLl: Field being improved b3y rolling run-
way with gravel foundation. 4, fields orked in Dulag & Burauen:
Dulag, San Pablo, Burn, Miiojon. Others mere clearings. ~No a/c
has been stationed. Valecnia: 27 Jul: S/E a/c stationed since
10 Jul; patrols sea lanes Leyie-Bohol & Leyte-Cebu daily.*e
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6 .Mindanao:
a) Ausan: Waloe: 22 Jul.: 2 Bs, 3 Sonias, Tess, 3 Bettys to S.
Baylo: 25 Jul: 2 Rufes to N.

b) Bukidnon: 20 Jul: Extensive improvement Valencia #2; 24 kms
wide fr Casilarong Bridge on Natl Hway to Malibatohan Bridge;

length 4 ions fr Jagcol to Pulangi R E-W crossing hway. Twice
pre-war size.* Malaybalay: 25 Jul: 1 B.*

c) Cotabato: Buayan Field: 23-24 Jul: Considerable plane activ,
arrivals & departures both N & S.*

d) Daval : 16 Jul: Rumor Jap civilians in Davao that 30 Amer a/c

over Zamboanga Prov to N. 17 Jul: 8 Fs fr E* & 3 Bs & 7 Fs fr
N landed Davao City. 25 Jul: Gulf N Davao, Samal: Past 2 wks

planes practice dive bombing lrg ships. Planes dive 650 angle,

bombs released 500'; ship maneuvers during bombing. Total all

Davao fields 600/700 a/C, both Fs & Bs.* Licanan: 22 Jul: B &
7 Fs fr N landed. 10 Fs left due S,* 24 Jul: Mandawao -_ Nanio
not same.* No info on Mandawao. Nanio completed, work temp

stopped. 25 Jul: Daily practice dog fighting. At times all a/c

engage, other times 2 a/c fight while 3rd flies above as if on
guard. A/c approach Licanan fr Gulf & circle left to land. All
a/c land & take off towards Bay. 25 Jul: S/P base, locn being
checked. Matina: 16 Jul: B nbrs series 50--311, 315, 332. Padada:

25 Jul: Varies 20/90 Bs & Fs. B nbrs series 50--52, 54, 62, 152,

161, 164. Sasa: 16 Jul: 4/B F/Bs nbrs KEA 21, 27, 87. 26 Jul:
Army & Navy planes continue fixed & moving target practice dive
bombing in Sasa waters.

e) Misamis Oriental: Balingasag: 15-17 Jul: 3 Ts & 1 B to N; 7Ts,
3 Bs & 3 Fs to S. 20 Jul: 3 Fs to 3. 21 Jul: F & T to N; 4 Ts to
S. Cagayan: 7 Jul: 6 badly dam Ps arrived by boat fr N. 20 Jul:
Slight air activ. 22 Jul: No air activ. Lumbia: 25 Jul: 1 B.

f) Zamboanga: 19 Jul: Between San Roque & San Jose nipa bldgs

under coconut trees house a/c. 22 Jul: 9 Bs San Roque-Sta Maria

Fields.* Hangars under coconut trees SE corner San Jose-San Roque
road junct. Undergrd hangars SE & NE corners. Fields mined across

runways; mines 50 meters apart. 22 Jul: T/E patrol B daily Tina
to Dipolog. 21 Jul: Zamboanga City: Recruiting of civilian
laborers for work on fields stopped.

*COIVIffvNTS: (la) About 50 more than estimated normal complement. Increase

may be expected at this large field. (lb) Laoag, known refueling point.
(lc) Neilson, about 60 more than normal maintaining Nichols-Neilson average.
Nichols, about 50 less than normal, Possibly depot a/c flown to other

fields. Nichols-Neilson junction confirms previous reports. (2b) Mandurriao,
approx normal complement. San Dionisio, 24 Jul 11 u/i a/c to SE believed
movement of part of a unit. Tiring, approx normal complement. (4) Unit
at Fabrica believed to be 103d Training Flying Regt. (5) Normal a/c at
Anibong Pt. and Cataisan. Valencia, first report operational. (6b) Con-
firms report of 7 Jul 1944. Malaybalay, Del Monte and Lumbia show consider-
able decrease. Planes may have moved to Cagayan or Valencia or training
units may have become operational, Large amount of gas for number of air-
craft usually in northern Bukidnon/Malaybalay area. May be transported
overland to Davao to avoid submarines. (6 c) Rapidly becoming more active.
Used by Navy for training or by recent pilot graduates. May serve as ferry
point to N.E.I. (6d) Aircraft from east landing City of Davao possibly
from Palau. Total 600/700 aircraft all Davao fields possible with addition
of reported 200 crated aircraft at Padada. Licanan: 22 Jul: Aircraft de-
parted south probably for Buayan or SWPA. Mandawao, new field, exact loca-
tion unknown, possibly near Davao Penal Colony. Padada is one of main areas
in Davao for assembling aircraft. (6f) First report San Roque operational.

III NAVY

l.Luzon:

a) ~ila: 17 Jun: Jap tanker rptd burned at Pier 5 by sabotage.
27 Jul: Japs rptd commandeering all sailboats of 35 T & up. These
are loaded writh troops & rice at Pier 3 & leave for unkn destination.*
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b) Baanas: 28 Jul: New type of subchaser rptd in Batangas Bay.
Description: 35.401 o.a., 10' beam, metal hull, 2 engines, transom
stern, low canvas covered bridge, 2 oval raked funnels (1' high),

sm masts, & apparently have depth charges at stern.
c) Bicol: 24 Jul: 1 med freighter rptd loading copra & hemp

Tobaco Bay. 27 Jul- Japs rptd using following anchorages for
naval vsls since early Jun: Albay Gulf, San Miguel Bay,Mambulao Bay.

2.Panay: Iloilo NE Coast: 24 Jul: Mtr launch rptd to have struck

anchored mine NE of Pan de Azucar Id.*

3.Leyte: Tacloban: 16 Jul: 1 lrg & 2 sm tpts entered & unloaded few
boxes. 26 Jul: same lrg & 1 sm tpt presumably loaded with troops

left for S.
4.Cebu 18Jul: 56 med & hvy barges rptd at Liloan. Med barges have

100 man capacity, 1 mtr, automatic bow ramp, hvy barges are army
type A of 120 man capacity. Both types armored. 22 Jul: Sm vsl

with lrg torpedo hole amidships rptd arriving Cebu Hbr for repairs.

5 .Mindanao:
a) Zamboanga City: 21 Jul: 2 tpts & 4 u/i warships rptd at wharf.

b) Davao: 14 Jul: Tpt rptd as unloading lrg nbr marines, arty &

ammo at Sasa wharf. Same date 4 CA, 25 DD, many sm warships rptd

in immediate vicin. L Jul: Approx 70 vsls rptd in Gulf. Various

types of naval & merch vsls. 26 Jul: 2 sized barges rptd being
built in Bunawan, 1 30' long 20' wide, 12' high; other is 24'
long, 10' wide & 8' high.

*CODl1ENTS: (la) Reflects growing shipping difficulties of the Japs. (2) In-

dicates that fleet anchorage in Guimaras Strait is protected by mine fields.

IV .G.2 ESTIMATE OF THE ENEMY SITUATION:

I. Summary of the Enemy Situation:

a. Activities in Northern Philippines:

Luzon: Heavy ground activity noted throughout Bicol Peninsula;
increased ground activities along the northwest coast. Con-
scripted labor no longer used for food production, but devoted
to airdrome construction.

b. Ptivities in Central Philippines:

General: Evidence indicates that considerable supplies are
being sent into the Visayas; increased use of sailing craft for
inter-island movement of troops and supplies indicated.

Leyte: Valencia airfield operational.

C. Activities in Southern Phil ___:

General: Ground movements south via Sayre Highway; heavy
ground preparations indicated throughout.

Mindanao: 600/700 aircraft reported Davao City. Estimated
200 unassembled planes at Padada.

d. New Identifications:

Mobile Combat:*

Bn

Bn

Bn

Bn

Bn

Bn

BN

Bn

Bn

En
En

(30
(30

(30
(30

(31
(31

(31
(31

13 z

i32

163 Ind Inf
164 nd Inf
165 ,nd Inf

167 Ind nf

169 Id IfF

170 Ind 1nf

171 Ind If
172 Ind Inf

173 Ind In?
Si gnal Unit
179 Ind Inf
180 Ind nff

Est Strength

IMP)

1MB)
IMB)

1RMIB)
IMB)

PMB)

IMB)

IMB)

IMB
IMB

1MB
1PMB

Davao Prov ?
Davao Prov ?
Davao Prov

Cagayan ?

Iloilo Prov

Capiz Prov ?
Antique Prov ?

Cebua
Cebu
Cebu City
Batangas Prov
Batangas Prov

Base Defense and Service Units:

2nd Ship Arty Regt El M
3rd A/Pd Constr Hq Hq NI

Br D~
5th Fd MP Unit

61st Anchorage Br Si

anila
anila

vao

,urigao

* Previous general location assumed; iden
established as indicated,
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2/44

3/44
2/44

12/43

6/44

6/44

6/44
6/44

6/44

4/44
4/44

800

800

800
800
800

800

800

800

800

150
800

800

2/44 500 7
7 2/44L 50?

5/44 50 ?
1/44 200 ?
6/44 75 ?

tity and location Low
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2. Conclusions. r .
a. Enemy Capabilities: Jf

Operations in the Northern Philippines:
1) Development and Reinforcement of Luzon.
2) Air Defense in the Northern Philippines.

Operations in the Central Philippines:
3) Development and Reinforcement of East Coast and Inter-

Island Positions of the Visayas Group.
Operations in the Southern Philippines:

4) Defense of Mindanao.
5) Air Activity in the Southern Philippines.

Operations in the Philippines:
6) Related Naval Activity.

Operations in the Northern Philippines:
1) Development and Reinforcement of Luzon: During the past few

weeks movements have been noticeably toward the central and northern sectors
of Luzon. An average of fifty-five loaded trucks were estimated passing
daily through Balete Pass. Another significant trend in Japanese develop-
ments of Luzon has been the movement of troops to the east coast, and to the
southeast toward the Bicol Peninsula. It will be recalled that the 33rd
Independent Mixed Brigade appeared to be shifting toward the Lamon Bay Region.
These previous events have a familiar ring in this week's messages.

The strength in Central Luzon is still fluctuating consid-
erably. It seems that troops are massed here and then fanned out to the
western and northern coastal sectors. In San Fernando, north of Lingayen
Gulf, some 2O000 soldiers were concentrating. In addition, several small
towns along the west coast are showing signs of being strengthened.

Road improvements continue throughout the northern and cen-
tral areas. All bridges are now reported in good condition. All highways
and railroads are still heavily used by the Nipponese Army. Bridges in
Ilocos Sur (central west coast) are reported protected by stone pill boxes
covered with heavy galvanized iron roofing.

In the Bicol Area, the strength appears to be increasing.
In the Province of Albay heavy troop movements are indicated. The strength
along the east coast of Camarines Norte is mentioned as 3,000 men; large
garrisons are at Daet, Paracale, and Mambulao. The indicated strengthening
of the Camarines Norte sector is not surprising. Its relatively good road
nets and beaches mark it as a highly important area--it offers an ideal back
door entrance to Manila.

So a picture of trends is discernible: the Japanese are
making rapid strides to buttress Luzon's northwest coast and the Bicol Penin-
sula against attacks from the sea.

In this big picture of reinforcing Luzon is Manila. On the
3rd of July, some fifty-seven transports were in the harbor--on the 10th of
July, thirty-five. As has been said, troops disembarked in Manila are
quickly moved to Luzon's coastal sectors. It is believed that some of this
strength is used to convert the Independent Mixed Brigades to divisional
strengths; some of the strength is also believed used for organization of
task forces, tailored for specific sectors depending on the type of terrain
the force will be required to defend.

This information demonstrates that the preparations for
the defense of Luzon are making progress. The task of defending this
lengthy coastline will naturally require painstaking planning. Luzon is
40,420 square miles, about the same size as the State of Kentucky. The
Nipponese appear to be wasting no time in developing three factors, so
essential to a defense: strength, supplies, and good road nets.

2) Air Defense in the Northern Philippines: The importance
the enemy places upon airfield construction in Luzon is indicated by the
report from Luzon that conscripted labor is no longer used for food pro-
duction, but is devoted to airfield construction. While this report may
be somewhat exaggerated, at least 25 airfields are being put into shape
in Luzon.

This construction centers around certain areas, the prin-
cipal areas, or air centers being Bicol, Batangas, Manila, Clark and Lingayen.
In addition the past few weeks have indicated that the enemy plans airfield
construction along the east coast of Luzon, in Tayabas Province. To date,
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these plans have been executed only to the extent of improving pre-war W
Baler airfield. In the Batangas, Manila and Clark air centers, the enemy
has planned, has under construction or in operation, so many airfields

(approx. 37), that it is doubted if he will launch many more airfield enter-
prises. In the Bicol and Lingayen air centers (approx. 14 airfields), he
will probably build more airfields. Another airfield or two can be expected
in Northern Luzon in the near future, to handle heavy aircraft traffic to
more southerly Philippine Island regions.

The report of 351 aircraft on the Nichols, Neilson and Lipa
airfields as of 10 July, is approximately 60 more aircraft than are normally
observed on these 3 airfields. While all the aircraft are reported as bom-
bers and fighters, some of them are probably used for training purposes. It
is reasonably. well established that Lipa airfield is one of the large training
centers in Luzon, probably devoted mainly to bombers. From this report and
from other increases noted in various parts of the Philippines, it is esti-
mated from ground reports that there are from 1500 to 1600 aircraft, of all
types, in the Philippines. From 750 to 800 of these aircraft are believed to
be located in Luzon.

Conclusions:
1. Airfield construction in Luzon is one of the main enemy

considerations.
2. There are from 750 to 800 aircraft in Luzon.

Operations in the Central Philippines:
3) Development and Reinforcement of East Coast and Inter-

Island Positions of the Visayas Group: Discussions regarding logistical
trends in the Visayas have been presented in previous summaries. There have
been numerous indications that supply levels were being increased throughout
this area. And previous statistical data reveals that the Ports of Cebu and
Iloilo handle considerable shipping. Here, then, are a few of the notable
contemporary trends toward making the Visayas, and other areas in the Philip-
pines, self sustaining as regards supplies.

The Japanese are reported commandeering all sailboats of
thirty tons, or greater capacity. Presently, it is not known whether these
craft will be moved to the Visayas or be spread throughout the Philippines.
The Visayas appear to offer the greatest need for these craft. But this
item suggests some interesting implications; it implies that steps are being
taken to improve communications, i.e., possibilities for moving troops from
rear to forward areas, not to mention the possibility that the Jap is hard
pressed for coast-wise shipping. It also implies that the logistical set-
up will be strengthened, i.e., the levels of supplies will be increased.
The enemy's New Guinea fiasco resulted partly from a logistic breakdown; it
is possible that some lessons were learnt from this.

But that is not the entire current picture. Reports during
the 23rd-29th July period reveal, again, that considerable shiping is in
the Visayan area: viz., Cebu 152,150 tons; Leyte 14,500; Panay 25,500; and
Negros 12,000. In addition, it is significant that transports continue to
unload materials at Tacloban; it will be recalled that shipping has been
seen in this locality on several occasions. Currently, then, we can say
the Japanese are improving the logistical situation in the Visayas.

And this brings to light the tactical preparations, which
usually work in close harmonious cooperation with logistical planning. The
Island of Samar is displaying signs of being strengthened. It is indicated
that about 900 men are concentrated at Laoang (north coast); this is a slight
increase over previous figures. On the eastern coast, the locality of Taft
is again mentioned as having some 500 troops in its area. But the heaviest
activity was noted along the west coast, notably in. the Calbayog and Cat-
balogan areas where approximately 5,000 troops were indicated assembling.
This strength, of course, is not conclusive evidence that these troops will
remain on Samar. Thus, these trends define anew the relation of activity
along the east coast and that in the central Visayas, especially in the
sphere of defensive tactics.

It is believed this activity is linked with the enemy's
current tactical training program. That is, he is moving troops from rear
to forward areas--believed to be reserves--to acquaint them with trails,
terrain, and time and space factors. This thought is best reflected in
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Summary 7: viz., "The tactical and strategical principles involved would

follow the preconceived maneuver, i.e., to acquaint reserves with areas or

sectors that are to be reinforced, counter-attacked, and defended."

Operations in the Southern Philippines:
4) Defense of Mindanao: From the foregoing discussion on the

Visayas it was revealed that heavy shipping movements are taking place in

its central islands. This activity no doubt is linked with other areas.

Evidence at hand indicates that some strength in the Visayans is being
moved to Mindanao. The heavy activity along Mindanao's north coast, the
movement of troops and supplies south via the Sayre Highway, and the spreading
out of units from Davao Gulf, lend validity to the assumption that Nipponese

commanders are giving serious attention to the defense of this southern Is-

land, protecting the Philippines' south flank.
Playing an important part in this defense program is the

town of Cagayan. The shipping here is very active. It is indicated that
some 3,000 troops recently left Cagayan for Davao, via the Sayre Highway;
cumulative evidence shows that Cagayan's strength fluctuates considerably,
revealing that it is used principally for one purpose - a staging area.
Large quantities of aviation gas, machinery and ammunition dumps are observed
around Cagayan. And to protect all this, a large number of anti-aircraft
batteries were moved into the area.

It is a known fact that the most strategically important
sector in northern Mindanao is the Surigao north and east coasts. But before
this area is discussed, it is well to mention that several points along the
northern coast and several localities along the Sayre Highway are showing
signs of increased activity. For example, there is evidence that the Japs
plan to permanently occupy coastal towns in Misamis Occidental Province. In
the area north of Bukidnon Province, 8,000 drums of aviation gas were re-
ported; in the Malaybalay area some 2,000 drums. Large amounts of gasoline
and bombs were observed moving by trucks along the Sayre Highway.

The Japs' interest in the Surigao coastal area seems to be
growing in intensity; this interest is reflected in a review of this week's
messages.

Current reports state that there are some 10,000 troops
spread along the Surigao east coast. This is significant information be-
cause the strength report is in line with previous G-2 estimates, indicating
that the enemy may, at least, hold this strength between 10,000 and 12,000,
not to mention the possibility that it may increase. It is also reported
that a number of artillery pieces, horses, and carts are here. This infers
that horse drawn artillery may be a part of the force defending the Surigao
coast. This would be in line with the organization of a task force, i.e.,
tailoring a unit to operate in terrain which they are expected to defend. Nor
is the Jap overlooking the development of his communications. Roads are now
reported open from Surigao City to Lanuza (about fifty miles south - along
the coast). Mapping of the coast line, and areas 10 miles inland, is being
initiated. Numerous air raid shelters have been built. All this data, and
the report that there is enough food stored in the area to feed troops for
seven months, certainly indicates that the Nipponese are preparing for one
of their traditional last ditch fights.

And finally a word needs to be said about the great Port
and defense bastion - Davao Gulf. During the recent period the tempo of
activity here increased; troop movements south continued, while an influx
of men and supplies was being maintained without interruption. This story
is evident in the following excerpts from the week's messages. Unloaded
from transports were approximately 4,000 troops and 1,800 civilians, road
rollers, tanks, 100 motorcycles, trailers, 170 trucks, 3,000 solid rubber
tires, large quantities of food stuffs and other items. In the Malalag area
(south of Padada) some 500 marines, 1,000 infantry, 200 unassembled planes,
20 tanks, and 5,000 drums of aviation gasoline were unloaded. Similar
activity was reported at Sasa. As regards coastal installations, the Malalag
beaches are reported heavily fortified with large calibre guns, anti-aircraft
and electric wire. Other reports state that two large coastal guns - 12 or
14 inches - were brought from Corregidor and emplaced on the southeast coast
of Talikud Island; large ammunition storage chambers are behind these weapons
This information regarding coastal defenses is not new; it will be recalled
that similar information was published in previous summaries.
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Space does not permit a discussion of Zamboanga and other

areas along the south coast. But fragmentary data does reflect that more
attention is being given to these places. For example, Zamboanga's defenses
are being strengthened and troops continue to funnel through her ports. The
Illana Bay region is coming into the lime-light of defense preparations.

From the foregoing data, it would appear that this con-
clusion can be drawn safely: Preparations for the defense of Mindanao are
being carried out at a rapid pace and increasing intensity.

5) ir Activity in the Southern Philippes: Airfield con-
struction in Mindanao continues in the more forward areas, and has slackened
somewhat in the more rear areas.

In Davao, confirmation has been received of the construction
of another airfield called Mandawao. Its exact location is not known, but
it appears to be located north of Licanan airfield, but south of the Davao
Penal Colony. It is not a part of Licanan airfield. Valencia #2 (Bukidnon
Province) continues to be enlarged, and is now estimated to be twice its
pre-war size. Apparently the enemy is concerned with the axis of his air
route from Manila to Davao, Valencia #2 being on the direct route.

In the Zamboanga area (not on the Manila-Davao route)
civilian labor is no longer used for airfield construction. One of the two
fields under construction, San Roque, is now operational. The other, Ayala,
may become operational in the near future.

Air operations in the Davao area continue to portray the
apprehension with which the enemy views the possibilty of air raids and amphi-
bious actions. Air raid drills continue. Fighters are constantly dog
fighting over Licanan (believed to be main Davao fighter airfield), and air-
craft are practicing dive bombing against ships in Davao Gulf. While all
this air activity may be characterized as training, it is probably the train-
ing of operational, rather than training units.

It is estimated from ground reports, that there are approxi-
mately 525 aircraft, of all types in Mindanao. The vast majority of these
aircraft are located in the Davao Gulf-Sarangani Bay area. Of these 525
aircraft, it is believed that a majority are first line combat aircraft.

Conolusions:
IT Airfield construction in Mindanao continues, particu-

larly in the Davao area and along the Manila-Davao air route.
2) Operational training is being stressed in the Davao

area.

3) There are approximately 525 aircraft in Mindanao, of
which a majority are believed to be first line combat aircraft.

Operations in the Philippines:
6) Related Naval Activity: Merchant shipping reported in

Philippine waters for the week ending 29 July, totalled 110 ships of 344,15L
'tons as compared with 142 ships of 287,120 tons for the previous week. It
is reported that the Japs have commandeered all sailing craft of 30 tons and
upwards. These craft will probably be used for inter-island movement of men
and supplies, and this use reflects the increasing shortage of larger shipping
units. As the enemy continues to reinforce their Philippine garrisons, the
problem of supply will become progressively more acute, and increased use of
all types of vessels available may be expected. No significant change in
major naval units was reported during the past weeks; the enemy is still
believed to be using a number of light cruisers for escort duty, particularly
for the protection of tanker convoys.

b. Relative Probabilities-

1) Development and Reinforcement of Luzon: The Japanese are
expected to make rapid strides to buttress the Bicol Peninsula against
attacks from the sea.

2) Air Defense in the the hern Philipines: Airfield con-
struction is expected to become of prime importance in Luzon; aircraft in
Luzon believed to number 750 to 800.

3) Development and Reinforcement of East Coast and Inter-
Island Positions of the Visaas Grouc The Japanese are expected to im-
prove their logistical and tactical situation in the Visayas by moving a
number of sailing craft into the area.



4) Defense of Mindanao: Preparations for the defense of

Mindanao are expected to be carried out at a rapid pace and with increas-
ing intensity; more emphasis will probably be placed on the south coast.

5) Air Activity in the Southern Philippines: Airfield con-
struction continues in Davao area and along axis of Manila.-Davao air route.

Operational training in Davao area continues, .umber of aircraft in.

Mindanao is approximately 525.
6) Rlated Nava Ativity: It is not believed that- the enemy

has sufficient naval strength in Philippine waters to seriously threaten

our operations in the South West Pacific Area.

~;u :
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APPENDIX XXV

Extracts from ATIS puiblications dealing
with Japanese 'intelligence and counterintelligence

POLICE PREVENTIVE MASURES AGAINST ENEMY
ESPIONAGE AND FIFTH COLUJMN TACTICS (1)

Philippines MP TAKA%* Order No 38, 11 Jan 43
Military Secret

From: Director of Police Duties Section, Philippines MP
Unit, Kodama, Kazunao*

/ To: Each section (or detached unit} CO

In this second year of war, although there is little
chance of forecasting what methods or schemes the enemy will ezn
ploy, it is not difficult to see that he will use every available
means of sabotage. Combining this with his military effort,, he
will seek to obstruct the growth of our military forces, which
depends upon practical use of products derived from development of
the south. We must be especially on guard against sabotage of air-
planes and submarines, Security against such sabotage will depend
on Uise of wireless and on countermeasures directed against propa-
ganda devices. It must be realized that these are the factors
which will condition the peace of the' Philippines. -It is believed
that-each unit. is already gradually devising .proper countermeasures.

Since- it is easy to neglect subversive warfare until it
actually flares up, the following projected countermeasures are to
be referred to, and spy networks are to be quickly established in
the necessary areas. These areas and vital supplies must be guard-
ed, and all means of liaison must be used to the fullest extent.
It is to be kept in mind that the following examples are derived
from stratagems used by the enemy in the BURMA area and'in the en-
virons of naval stations in JAPAN. We must be on guard against the
use of these methods in this area.

Exmples of Enemy Strataems

1. Use of spies and the sending in (by sea or air) of
radio personnel to establish liaison with Australia and America.
(These agents are to report weather data .necessary for air raids
and information on Japanese shipping.movements.)

2. Landing of small numbers of leaders to take com-
mand of guerrilla units.

3. The murdering of prominent Filipino and Japanese
civilians and landing of espionage agents to destroy ships, air-
planes, mines, etc. (These agents are aptto carry concealed on
their persons powerful explosive materials, invisible ink, poison,
miaterials to start fires,. etc.)

4. ILanding of agents to foster political' intrigues.
(These agents may- be expected to carry orders from Roosevelt,
Quezon and MacArthur. They may also attempt to kidnap prominent
Filipino civilians.)

Note: The symbol indicates an exact,'ROMAJI transliteration of
the original KANA.
(1) ATIS Enemy Publication No. 343, .,Reports on Counterintelli.
gence, Propaganda and Fifth Column Activities in the Philippines,"
30 Mar 45, pp 2-3..
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5. Landing of agents to disrupt the economic system.
(These agents may carry counterfeit military currency and Fili-
pino notes and, counterfeiting.rmaberial.. )

6. Landing of espionage agents and fifth columniists
to direct Allied air attacks, and to spy on Japanese shipping.

7. - Supplying ,enemy bandits with materiel, ammunition,
new code books, communication materials, food, heavy oil, etc.

8, Acquisition of native spies along the coast to
gain knowledge of the Japanese shipping situation.

9.. These agents are-mainly trained Americans and
Filipinos. However,. Chinese and -Japanese may also be-used.

Note: Of these examples, No0 #3 should be given the
most attention.

TIGHTENING.,OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE CONTROLS (2)

Philippine MP, TAKA No ill
Military Most Secret

From: Philippine MPlUnit, Director of Police Duties Section,
Kdama, Kazunao, 16 Feb 43

To: All Detachment COts

Becauseit was difficult to estimate, at the time we
.occupied the Philippines,. just what the situation would be in- e-
gard to liaisop between the islands and America and Australia, no
special requests for counterintelligence reports were made, even
in the monthly reports on public order.

* Later, our repair work on radios did not proceed as we
had. expected it. would, and we did not capture the anticipated
number .of enemy wireless sets which were in touch with America and
Australia. In fact, many new enemy wireless sets have appeared
-recently, These radios are, of course, in touch with submarines
and America and Australia. Almost certainly they 'were brought in
by submarine.

As is shown in a recent report (PHILIPPINE NP TAKA Re-
port No 38), it is 'not .difficult' to imagine that the enemy will
embark upon a plan of sabotage (perhaps a part of the forces have
landed already) and. not simply gather spy reports. Consequently,
counterintelligence in the Philippines at the present time must,
be aimed at the bases of the' nited States Army elements and
guerrillas who remained behind.

The control of counterintelligence and the maintenance
of public order within the,,islands has, of'course, a'direct and
important bearing ori. military operations. While we can be confi-
dent that each unit. is progressing steadily. in the development of
countermeasures (based on past intelligence reports); we must re-
double our efforts in this direction. A spy network must' be es-
tablished and expanded.. Supplementary methods, such as organizing
persons'living, in coastal villages or' engaged in fishing and ship-
ping as guards, offering rewards, etc,, must be utilized.. Re-
lated information must be, gathered, hidden radios and enemy wire-
less sets captured, articles (including persons ) necessary for
security must,,be .safeguarded, and the causes of destruction, epi-
demics, fires, etc., discovered. Thus, passive counterintelli-'
gence must be carried out thoroughly if we are to attain our ob-

(2) ATIS EnemyPublication No. 343, pp 9-10. (2)



jective quickly.
The method of reporting these conditions will be

as follows:
Note: Because there is an insufficient amount of

basic information concerning the underground warfare, these
methods should be taught in conjunction with the regular train-
ing (refer to separate volume accompanying MP report of Decem-
ber of last year). -

1. Special reports,
Will include items concerning enemy propaganda,

sabotage, and spy reports as well as the situation, the frus-
tration of plots (active counterintelligence) and passive
counterintelligence,

2. Monthly reports.
In addition to putting the new section 10 in the

general monthly report on public order and writing a report on
the general situation as regards counterintelligence (passive
and active), detailed matters must be submitted in a special
table.

3. Points requiring attention.
a. Enemy spy reports, propaganda, and sabotage

can be divided into two main types, that which the enemy regu-
lar army (AMerican and Australian) carries out, and that which
defeated guerrillas carry out independently. Naturally the
greatest stress should be laid upon the former, but the diffi-
culty lies in discriminating between the two. Detachments
should endeavor to study the actual incidents with this in mind,
utilizing all aspects of counterintelligence.

b. Special, high-ranking officers at the unit
headquarters shall be responsible for matters related to propa-
ganda directed to the Philippines from the United States and
Australia,

c. All reports submitted after this notice is
received will follow the directions set forth herein.

TIGHTENING OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE CONTROLS (3)

Watari Staff Counterintelligence No 98, 6 Dec 43

From: Watari Group Chief of Staff
To: Philippine MPUnit CO

The activities of the enemy guerrillas in the Philip-
pines have recently been well concealed, and in addition the
activities of enemy spy organizations and of the fifth column
have been increasingly intensified. In view of the seriousness
of the present situation in the Philippines, the advance base
of the Southern Co-Prosperity Sphere, it is desired that all
units carry out counterintelligence indoctrination and methods.
"Outline of Recent Enemy Spy and Fifth Column Activity" is being
forwarded separately as material for instruction and reference,
together with "Outline of Counterintelligence Measures to be
Taken in Army Units."

(3) ATIS Enemy Publication No. 343, PP 49-50.
(3) ATZS Enemy Publication No. 33, PP 49-50.
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Outline of Recent Enemy Spy and Fifth dolumn Activity

I. Report on Spies
The objective of enemy spying, up to now, has been to

secure information about our forces and especially about naval
and air establishments.in rear areas. They seek to win over
the police, government officials and liberated prisoners, and

they resort to all sorts of cleverly disguised activities.

Examples:

C. The enemy directive concerning the gathering of
information about Japanese forces deals with the following
points:

1, Overall plans for the defense of the Philip-'

pines.
2. The detailed plans for the defense of each

area.

3. Detailed facts concerning ground urnits.
a. Garrison units (Shubi)
b. Equipment

C. Forces
d. Commanding officers of forces

e. Dispositions
f. Morale

g; Discipline
h. Condition.of training
i. Status of provisions
J. Resources to be used by the troops
k, Storehouses

1. Ammunition dumps

4. Information'on ground units.
Strive to determine the duties the Japanese

authorities have assigned: all ground units. Even if this in-

formation canrot be determined, code names (abbreviated names)

and code numbers of the units should be secured. Japanese Army

units usually have a code name and a code number which indi-

cates the division. (The numbers usually consist of four

arabic numerals.) The number of the regiments within divi-
sions are usually successive numbers, The names of officers

are usually used for code names and the names used are only those

recorded on army rolls. The countless code numbers are more im-
portart than code names.

5. Battles in which the units participated and
the language spoken (Iialay, Chinese, or Filipino).

6. Names of the cities or areas in Japan in
which the'units were st~tibned before Joining the present forces.

7. Names of all unit CO's (Colonels and above).
(Thy, first name is very, important. )

8, Clubs, cabarets, bars and other places of
amusement used exclusively by the Japanese forces.

9. Are EM permitted in'the places mentioned in
the preceding item?

10, What sort of motion pictures are now being
shown in Manila? What, if any, American pictures are shown
which indicate feelings of the people toward the Japanese Army
and Navy?

.11, Are army personnel. below the rank of offi-
cer addicted to the following? IWhat sort of thing are they

-4 -



addicted to?

a,: Sake e
b. Gambling

c. Prosti.tution

d. Horse racing

e. Exercise

3t~ t t - ?-

Watari Group Intelligence Report B No. 153, 1-15 May 1944 (4)

5. Submarines are appearing in Philippine waters with

greater frequency in order to intercept our supplies. Especially
in the coastal waters of Mindanao, the situation is becoming.

acute. Since our forces occupied Mindanao, the enemy has lost

the important places on the east coast wheresubmarines can put

in. There are many authenticated instances recently of the enermy

seeking places to put in on the southern coast, especially near

Lebak and southeast Pagadian in Zamboanga Province,

6. Enemy wireless communication in. the Philippines

has .as usual been active and cleverly conducted. Harada Group

of Mindanao, in an effort to destroy enemy communication to the

United.States- and Australia, secured the.cooperation of six Navy
bombers and carried out a bombing raid -on 4 and 5 May against
WAT, the largest enemy wireless statior As a result, the enemy
cornmunication network was disorganized, and the bandit group was

confused. Each puni4 ive unit is concentrating on the destruc-

tion of radio stations and is zealously carrying out punitive

action.. Because of the present situation, it is important to

destroy the radio stations beamed to the United States and Aus-

tralia and the principal command stations (WAT, WPI, MACA, VIM,
PGA, ERT,.TKA),

76 It appears that the enemy bandits have been

secretly constructing airfields-to be used in the future attack

by the American Army. They are striving to keep established

airfields secret. It is necessary to exercise particular

vigilance in Zamboanga and western Lanao Provinces on Mindanao..

Watari Group Intelligence Report B No. 154, 16-31 May:1944 (5).

2. American landing preparations, especially the land-
ing of directing personnel, weapons and materials by submarine

are progressing greatly. Enemy zones of operations are the en-

virons of central radio stations, coastal regions, and Mindanao

Island (Davao, Lanao and easternZamboanga Provinces). The

enemy is putting his plans into effect through the gaps in our

disposition.

3. As enemy resistance becomes highly organized,
such 'clandestine activities as circulation of propaganda leaf-
lets and terrorism are growing apace in Manila. Propaganda

agitation among constabulary units throughout the islands by

the defeated bandits is gradually intensifying.

Our investigations for the most part are dependent

on surrendered bandits and those connected with bandits. All

(4) ATIS Enemy Publication No .?359, "Guerrilla' Warfare in the
-Philippines, it 28 Apr 45, Part, I, pp- 19 -20,
(5) ATIS Enemy publication No. 359, art I, p 33.



such mentioned the following propaganda points:
a. Boasting about the superiority of the

American Army*
b. Certainty of the return of the American

Army.
c. Coercion of adamant individuals with the aim

of rising up in unison during the American invasion.

i iii 41. 'iG i

5. The number of enemy radios sending reports on our
shipping is increasing., Three are now directly engaged in com-

munjcation of ship movements to Australia. We are at present
trying to identify the signals; and we surmise that the stations
are on islands' near the main channels such as Mindoro, Gimalas,
Bohol, Surigao, and Basilan.

Watari Group Intelligence Report B No. 155,1-.10 June 1944 (6)

4. Bandit radio stations are as active as -before.

The important station WAT seems to have suffered great damage as
a result of several surprise attacks by us. Station MLX and KUS
have been communicating with their sub-stations recently;. the-
extent of internal and external communication has not changed.

One of our units made a surprise attack on Station Maca on Samar,
beamed to America and Australia. A total of 22' transitters
were seized and other important successes obtained.

Watari Group Intelligence Report B No. 156, :1-i20 June 1944' (7)

3. The appearance of new enemy wireless 'stations is
as frequent as before. In particular the, enemy has recently
brought in many small-'type wireless sets which are used for. com-
munication within the islands. Wireless communication has in-
creased considerably, The bandits seem to have learned about

our interception and plotting, for'they are skillfully conceal-
ing their stations and are.successfully preventing interruption
of communication by our punitive units. Station Maca alone is
equipped' with 10 to 20wireless sets, More accurate informa-
tion must be collected to destroy these stations.

Watari Group Intelligence Report B 'No.,' 1,581-10 July 1944 (8)

2. The'bandits on the 'islahds, while secretly in-
creasing their strength and organizing their fighting power, are,
chiefly endeavoring'tt reconnoiter the 'tate of our military in-
stallations, especially air and shipping installations.

_11 1C 'I *: * * * * 4-

4, ;riemy 'radio communication continues brisk, and
the enemy seems t" have made considerable 'preparation against
interruption by our punitive, operations.. Although we captured
seven transmitters andy 15 receivers in punitive operations

r~ -rt----+..----------------------.1---.. r-------------w------~l
Note:. The symbol *3 indicates an exact ROMAJI transliteration"
of the original KANA'
(6) ATIS Enemy Publication No, 359, Part I, p 44.
(7) ATIS Enemy Publication No 359;. Part 1 p 54.
(8) ATIS Enemy Publication No.'599, Part II, p 1.
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against Station Mafia on Samarx communication continues as before
(interrupted only tWJweeks. . : .

Watari Group Intelligence Report.; No. 159, 11-20 July 1944 (9)

-li A. * * F * * *

1.- Because of preparations.for counterattack and the

advent of the rainy season, our punitive activity must be re-
strained. We must guard against the bandits building up their
strength on the sly.

3. Enemy submarines move about freely, especially in
the waters northwest of 'Luzon. Out shipping losses have not
been light. Thirty-eight submarines have appeared during these
10 days, an increase of 16'over, the previous 10 days.

4. As before, there is much radio communication.
Station- WAT broadcast .weather reports to Station KAZ in Australia
for four .days beginning the-12th. This.situation needs atten-
tion.

Shobu Group Intelligence Report B No, 1, 21-31 July 1944 (10)

M. * s * * -hrs. *

4, Wireless stations are.'still active,.. Station RIO
on Cebu Island is the central,:station and, in conjunction with
Stations KUS and WAT, has started-two-way -communication with
Australia. Furthermore , on, PFay, Samboan* , and:Mi* Islands,
six stations have appeared, reporting shipping news with simple
codes,

Staff nihe lii g, nce Report No, 5, issued by 31 Independent Mixed

Brigade, Southern Army, 31 July 1944 (11)

'-'C- *? * *~ *

In the latter part of July, the enemy radio stations
MAT, WPI, and RIO in the Visayan Sector were -as, yet, actively en-.
gaged in interisland communication. On the 29th, for the second
time we intercepted' a message somewhat like aweather report.

Station RIO is located in the vicinity of Aroginsan*,
eastof Kandiagan.

Station BRE' S was located on Height 741, west of Cebu
City on 22 July.

A message somewhat like a weather report was sent by
station URO on 29 July to station GNA, on Cebu or Panay. Posi-
tion of URO.unknown.

GNA, which appeared-on 29 July, is believed to be
located on Cebu Is,

Negros Is: NPI (INBA) serves as. a relay station: for
Negros Is,..and is near the border of a province throughwhich
the upper stream of the Shiparai%* River flows.

KAM - Located in the upper stream of the Bago%* River
near Tarosu*'{.

Note: The symbol-' indicates an exact ROMAJI transliteration
of the original.'KANA.
(9) ATIS Enemy Publication No. 359,-Part II, p l0;

(10) ATIS Enemry Publication No, 359., Part II, p 19-
(11) ATIS Current Translations No., 46,. 31 Jan 45, ADVATIS
No. 15, Doc No. 600402, p 4.
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KRT - Located in the mountains east of Murcia
KCO - Located in the vicinity of Murcia.
FNS - Vicinity of Dancalan.
MP6'- 16 km suth of Dancalan.
KT. ! - Vicinity of Areguriyahada*, northeast of Mrcia.
MIW - In the mountains west of Jimalalud.
MRO - Near the western border of Girufugan*r 'Province.

Panay Is:
MIA serves as nucleus station for the Panay network

(radio). Its call sign has been changed recently. Operates
frequently.

MIA - Located near Alfonso,souutf of Lbacaoi
GNA - Vicinity of Malinao.

DXR "- Madalag vicinity, east of Passi.

Bohol Is: After the subjugation, both MEF and MBS
kept radio silence. By the latter part of July,, they were total-
ly silent.

$hobu"Group: Intel igence Report B No. 2, 1-10 Aug 1944 (12)

4. Enemy radio stations are active, Station WAT and
nine others (three on Panay, three on Mindanao, and three whose
locations are unknown) are broadcasting meteorological reports
and airplane warnings., to Australia. This activity should be
noted.

Shobu Group Intelligence Report B No. 3, 11-20 Aug 1944 (13)

1. Bandit activities.
a,, Increased precautions are necessary as the

bandits who hitherto have been scattered and operating independ-
ently have recently begun attempting to gather at strategic
points and to consolidate their positions.

b. Bringing in of necessary personnel and supe
plying of ammunition and arms by submarine has increased th\e ac-
tivity of the bandits to some degree.

d. - Enemy communication by radio with Stations
MAI and GNA in Panay and StationsMaca in Samar has increased.

NAO Group Intelligencbe Report B No. 1,,.-25 Aug 1944 (14)

;: er * .x*# .

3. Enemy radio communication is as brisk as ever.
On every island the principal radio stations communicate direct-
ly with Australia. They frequently broadcast weather reports
and apparently plan to- send information about our Army to guide
the enemy air force.

Note: The symbol indicates an exact ROMAJI transliteration
of the original KANA.
(12) ATIS Enemy Publication No. 359; Part II- p 28.
(13) ATIS Enemy Publication No. 359;; Part II; p 40.
(14) ATIS Enemy Publication No, 359, Part II, p 45.
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Enemy bandits are preparing to send signals b radio
as an air defense measure. In one area the measure has beewin
effect since the beginning of July. Station Kt}S on Mindanao)
the center of radio activity, , transmits the reports of various
observation stations to the enemy air force.

NAO Group Intelligence Report B No. 2, 26 Aug - 5 Sep 1944 (l

2. Enemy wireless communication is active, KUS
(MAX) on Mindanao Island. is the main transmitting- station. The
chief transmitting stations on Panay, Mai and Gna, have com-
bined recently in the mountains east of Culasi. The main
strength of the bandit groups seems to be gradually concentrat .
ing in the same area.

3. There are indications of a gradual increase of
enemy submarine activity in the v4cinity of Biri Island in the
western part of Samar and Homonhon Island southeast of Samar,.
Communication with land is taking place again and again by means
of various types of signal shells.

Shobu Group Intelligence Report B No. 5, 1-10 Sep 1944 (16)

3. Radio communication.
a. The highest development of bandit communi-

cation is on Panay, followed by Negros.
b, The recent appearance of stations UUZ,

KRP, MAG and KIlM on the coast of Samar must be noted,
c, The increase in enemy air attacks has been

accompanied by a gradual increase in two-way communication of
weather reports and bombing results.

-----~~-----~---------------- w~ w------------------M

(15) ATIS Enemy Publication No. 359, Part II, P54.
(16) ATIS Enemy Publication No. 359, Part It, p 61
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BRIEF OF - GD/TS/1l
C RRN.TRANSLATION

ADVAI.J 3 Doc No 6.00646 Ca tured. e to.(A .11 Nov.L
Extracts from bou~nd mimeographed file of _'16 Div

intelligence reports covering period 19.: Dec '43 to 5 .Jul 44.
Issued by 16 Div Hq, kept by 3 Bn, .9 inf Regt.
Contents:

Guerrilla disposition-and activities; Japanese ,
political countermeasures and punitive operations; ;guerrilla
factional dispute0.-.

**1. Kaki (16 Div) Iptelligence Report .~ 170 (19 -26 Dec 43)
*2~ Kaki Intelligence Report No 1 :(5. Jan 44)
3, Kaki Intelligence..Report No. 2_(10 Jan- 44)
., Kaki Intelligence Report No..3 (17 Jan), with organs-

zation. chart of Abanseniya* .(Avancona), (1.). guerrillas
5. Kaki Intelligence Report No 4; (27- Jan) ..
6 * Kaki Intelligence Report-, No .5 (7 Feb)
7. Appendix. to Kaki. Intelligence: Report No .5 (11i ;eb) .

**8. Kaki Intelligence. Report, No. 6 (17 Feb)
9. Kaki Intelligence Report B-7.(17: Feb 7, Miar).

10. Kaki .Intelligence Report -B"8(17 Mar).
11.. Kaki Intelligence Report. B-10 (7 Apr) ,:with .c gani-

2ation,, char't of. guerrilla units :in ;western. Batangas
Province ~

12. Kaki Intelligence Report B-li (21 Apr)
13. Kaki Intelligence.. Report No 14 (28 May)
14. Extracts from instructions of Div CG.( 5 .Feb)
15. Special, .Report 1.28 Feb by Kaki Force Hq
16. Kaki Special. Intelligence Report 13-3 (5 Mar)
17. Kaki Special Intelligence. Report No 5:,(26 Mar)
18. Special Report No 5 (27 Mr)
19.; KsaazoePnitivre Unit Intelligence .Report No I (8un)

Instructions' given 5 Feb by Div OG indicate policy
of killing' guerrilla ?' 8l~W captured. in battle and pf ' showing
leniency to those who surrendered prior to , a punitive "operation.

In killing. ?'sW, vgreat. care 'will- be. taken that no
policemen or member of the. general public are present to witness
the occurrence, which should take place in some secluded spot,
Remember not to leave any traces."

,**ADVATIS3 .oe No 60825-.-" Capture d Tagloban (22 O'1+4L
Extracts c oncernifng guerrilla activities; and pro-

Japanese Filipinos from bound mimeographed and handwritten file

wrw r rrsor wr+Mw..~ M+~w wi~a Me! *soaw wGa I~shM00 "M w rin 1.,r

**Items marked thus are reproduced in whole or in part in this
Appendix.



Tacoba on Plicei r ( a HGD/TS

titled "Documents on Police Affairs (General)".,, kept by
TaclobanMP Sec for the year 1943,..
Cotents:"

Detailed information concerning guerrilla organi-
zation, leaders, activities, ete, and pro-Japanese Filipinos,
including Government officials, miscellaneous notes on public

order in the Pacific Area.
Organization Gharts: (See pages 12 to 15 incl.),
" 1. Kalapabi Group, .

2. Chinese Assassination Group.

**t 3. MacArthurts fifth column in Manila.

4. Espionage network in the.Philippines.
** 5. Anti-Japanese National Army,
Interesting Ite s

I. Surrender of Col Cushing: "In the early part of Feb,
his wife'Mercedes Cushing, was imprisoned by the Dagupan MP?

Section... He later surrendered, but aln.
2. ',Women are one of the 'big problems of the administra-

tion of the southern area. Especially is this the case in Java,
where peaceful conditions have been restored, and an odd rival-

ry has sprung up betweer' the civilians who work for *various
business houses and the soldiers for Dutch women*._

3. "At present the shortage of rice is very great in
Singapore, and Mayor Otatsu too is very much worried about

this and he is encouraging the Chinese to smuggle rice."

4. "Unemployment situation of the persons who surren-

dered and returned to Luzon, .37% of all released-are unem-
ployed and in serious straits,"

5. "On 2 Jul 43, Isuzu Maru was sunk by a mine. (im-
provised by guerrillas) at Larena Harbor,Siquijor Is ,"

600646 26/52/119/GD/TM/RFM
7 Jan 45

ADVATIS TRAN$M TION NO 033

Extracts from bound mimeographed file of 16 Div Intelligence Report
covering period 19 Dec 43 to 5 Jul 44. Issued by 16 Div Hq; kept
by 3 Bn, 9 lnf Regt. Leyte - 4 -11Nov 4.

16 DIV 'INTEILIGENCE REPORTS 19 DEC bar- 5 JUL

KAKI INTELLIGENCE REPORT NO 170
19to26 Dec43

1. GENERAL SITUATION

The amnesty decree which was issued one month ago has

gradually been producing satisfactory results at certain localities.
However, among guerrillas, there are some elements who do not fully
understand the true intention' of this .amnesty and of the sincerity of
the Imperial Army, and who are afraid of surrendering due to the fear
of being punished.

2, ACTIVITI TO BRING ABOUT SURRENDER

A. Northern Sector

The governor, town-heads and village-heads of Nueva Ecija
Province have established a peace committee to appeal to the guer-
rillas to °surrender.

UNCLASSIFIEO '
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'B Soi theastern Sector (BUlac.an Pry nos;~ and a t o iza1),.
The town-heed of -Angat got, in-.touch with Felip&Del

Santos (calls 'himself 24 CoCD'"ofd the Anti-Japanese National Army)
(TN Huk1,ala yaps) to appeal to the latter to surrender but in vain,

C otenAe amag rvne
The governor of this province completed the first phase

of surrender plan and now has undertaken the second phase, He .has
just contacted with. Lois (Luis) Taruc to talk hit into surrender.

D. Southern Manila Sector (Riazela to).
.On 22 Dec, Napoleon (subordinate -of Sakariyasu*

(Zacarias) (1) Marcos, CO of Amadec Sector: Unit, 'Cavite Province,
who has already surrendered) and. about 300 men surrendered to
Doniflasshe* (Bonifaeio) (2),' Under Secretary- of Home Affairs.

Plans are being set up, to work~ upon Patricia Ern and
Sebastian Debera* (DeVera) (3). There is a possibility of BErnits
surrendering 'in near futur e,

E. Sother u en. a na .Miado o Sector ~na. Tavobae,
______ Province) ;,

Vincente Uiali replied on the 19th that hae. will give
his decision by 15th Jan. of next year .to ini hiah Town-chief
(acting provinc ia l .governor).

Garcia Guerrillas. (Mindoro 1s) have- expres sed their
intention to surrender without consulting Ma~j Thffy, Supreme CD
of Mindoro.

3. " II'01 AT ION ON NGUERILAS.

Centryaz n orth nSeto
'aesLeaders :of remnants of American guerrillaso TO W. Atwell,

Capt Anderson, and M9arcos held a conference in the beginning of
December and agreed to combine 'the guerrillas under their influence,
Comlbined 00: Anderson (American)
C of 5 T.W. Atwell (American)
CC, Northern Sector (including -Manila): Ramsey (German--American)
00,. Cavite Section; Charles Waruson4(44)

(merican).
00, Tabayas,' Laguna, and Rizal Sector : . Marcos Augustin

Former Luzon American Guerrilla Unit is trying to
combine .all front line guerrillas in Central .Luzon (including Anti-
Japanese Army) through Capt Garcia, formerly of 45 Co of Anti-
Japanese National Army. Remnants of guerrillas 'in Laguna Sector
have been organized .into Luzon Guerrillas under Marcos.- Lapham,
McKenzie. and Serapika* ($Seraf-Gca) (5) Gerrillas are now located
at San Jo~se - Area,.

Eusebino*(Eusebio) (6) Aquino, Juan Carlos, Ramon.
Shimbirio* '(Simbir-io) (7), Pablo Aquino and Manuel Baharuto* (8)
are hiding in southern sector of Concepeion, McKenzie and Pedro
Kahokon* (Ca jucon).- (9) Guerrillas- have been intimidating the inha-
bitanta in Panta Bangan 'and Bongabon respectively to obtain rations.

(2i) a - $. ~(8) .v

(4) Y

(5)- et
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Killing and: injuring of prop-Japanese- Filipinos by
guerrillas have-recently become acti~ve . On the 18th, the town-
head of Licab, his family and two policemen were kidnapped by
guerrillas. On the 19th, a policeman of Tarlac (formerly
guerrilla leader, Capt England) was shot to death while on.
patrolling d~uty.
Southeastern Sector'
movedAn element of Marcos Guerrillas was reported to have
mvdto northern .area of Bulacan Province. Marcos and Yay Panlillo

with 'approximately 200 men-are active in Balaoan -Village and San
Miguel:

Armament.: Heavy Y1 K~s:4
Grenade dischargers: 2.
A utomatic rifles: 2

*Rifles and pistols: many
Marcos seems to be trying to contact Anti-Japanese National Ary
Souhrn Sector

Jose Banal and about 200 men, mainly Chinese guerrillas,
are active in Denarupian* (Dinalupihan) (1) and Marannibo* (2)
Mountains, Their headquarters seem to be located in between
Denarupian*'(1)- and Olonagapo, Note t Jose Banal is using an
alias of Capt Basco.

Ferunansho* (Fernando) (3) Sanpan* (4) is believed to
be trying to organize underground work in Mexico City.

Pampanga Provincial police member-Morisesu* (Moises)
(5) Santos, _(21 yrs) who returned to his home in San Mateasu*
(San Mateas) (6) Village* of San Fernando Town under the pretext' of
illness,' appears to be organizing a bandit group. Konradoarugasu*
(7) member of resident Mexico police unit carried away two rifles
and some ammunition on 14th Dec.' It appears. that he has.'joined
the bandits.

KAI INTELLIGENCE REPORT NO 1
- 5 Jan 44

Pedro l hokon* (Cajucon) (8) (A Co 00). of 300 Co of.
American Guerrillas has renamed his company UF .(United Guer-
rillasArmed Force) and, with approximately 100 men, is hiding in
the vicinity of Bongabon Town, Nueva Ecija Province.

3 Co of Anti-Japanese National Army seems to be located
in the mountains 8 km southwest of Pio, Porac. Requisition of food
is carried ,out by them from villages near Florida-Blanca, Porac.
They are equipped with one light TIv'3, three automatic rifles, 100
pistols and 50 rifles.;

Pashiko* (Pacifico) (9) Burione's (Briones?) and 300 men'
of Nueva Ecija Province Anti-Japanese National Army is believed to
have Entered a camp in Mabays Mountain 7 lan north of Moron on the
28th. *"Moronts: Towns-head made a request to the constabulary and.
also subitted a petition to the "government" and to Gen Francisco
asking for reinforcoement and mopping-up,

Northern Sector Garrison Unit (Keibi) reported-on the
27th that pripekurara*'(Felipe} (10) , Pablo Aqino a id -Mointe

(3) 7-2. ~(8) ~~t3>
(4) 7 1> >-(9) I>27

(5) U K(10) y
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Negro, elements of Tarlac Province Anti-Japanese National Army,
are collecting weapons at Bataan Area.

Terry, Marcos and Cabalhin Guerrillas are active in
Santa Maria Area, They have no intention of surrendering.

Vincente Umali doesn't seem to have any connection
with Marcos and Cabaihin. He is somewhat Americanized and calls
his unit "Quezont s Guerrillas."

Ernit s party from Cavite Province is still continuing
looting of jewels, clothes and food.

Capt Birisha*(Barros?)(l) and his men are hiding in
Polillo Island which is under jurisdiction of Maj Redor. James
Atwell (American) seems to be acting as a staff member of this
group.

Leader of Marinduque Guerrillas, Untalan' replied that
he could not surrender without his senior officer, Col Peralta's
order, that he would co-operate with the present Philippines
Government faithfully, that he would not resist Japanese Army
whatever and finally said that he would disband his party upon
establishment of public order. ;(As reported by a doctor of
Gasan Town who interviewed him to persuade him to surrender).
Northern Bicol Secto

Padoa* Padua)(2) and Turko Guerrillas have no inten-
tion to surrender. Recently Padoa*(2) Guerrillas became active..
Gonzales Guerrillas are active in Basudo Sector and are collect-
ing food and clothes.. They refused to surrender without Turko's
order despite persistent appeal by the town-head of Basudo.
Guerrilla leader, Turko and his men (300) are hiding in the vici-
nity of Tabugon (10 km northwest of Caramoan) and are gathering
youths in the vicinity.

The main camp of Romero-Guerrillas is located in Koman-
gin*(3) Areia (17 km east of Calabanga). They are conscripting
the youths in that area by force. They boastfully said, that they
will receive arms from Padoa*(2) and will attack Calabanga when,
their strength reaches 150.

Los Banos KA.KI INTELLIGENCE REPORT NO 6 17 Feb 44

McKenzie, CO of Fil-American Guerrillas, Lapham
(American), Serapika*(4) and 100 men are wandering around south-
east sector of Bangcay Mountains Guimba Area.

Amado Santa. Ana*(5), 7 Co CO of Fil-American Guerrillas
seems to have been assassinated last Dec by his own men,

Maj Buriones (Briones?) of Fil-American Guerrillas
(formerly of anti-Japanese Army) is believed to be in the mountains
east of Orogambo*(6) Town and is collecting weapons.

Capt Serabika*(7) agreed to surrender and gave his sig-
nature to CO of Cabanatuan Police Patrol Unit on 24Jan at Bondoc.

Capt Puranku* (Franco?)(S) was dispatched from Nueva
Ecija Province to Furukawa*(9) Mines in Zambales Province to agi-
tate the employees of the said mines as a prelude to riot.

Col Merrill's Party is active in Zambales Province.
33 officers of Jose Manekisu*(Manikis) (I.0) Guerrillas

(Anderson's faction) were arrested on 3rd.
Whereabout of Anderson is unknown,
Among members of former Ganappe's*(ll) Party which ex-

pressed its willingness to co-operate with us, there are some who,
taking advantage of having possessed arms, threaten inhabitants and
loot goods.

------------ ri~rr rlrr~ rr r ~ r r wrrw r ~ rrw r r r w; wrr. ww rr rr ri
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Col. Mata has recently moved -to north of, Santa Maria..,

He is suffering from' mal:aria.' '

Pedro Babantg* (Mabanta) (l) , intellig nce liai.son per-
sonnel of. M.arcos Guerrillas, receivred :various news. from San 'Fran
cisco and other sources-by short wave receiverin-Manila and gave
information to Marcos,

Maj. Orosuko* (Orozco) (2)' and two' other officers of
Col Dabittots*(3), Guerrillas were" captured,

The major'ity. of Furoa*(4) Guerrillas- surrendered,- but
their loyalty is 'douibtfutl.
oneinvActivi.ties D s of ered b Su* ~Force-. .:

In order to obtain fuinds, guerrilla units in Luzon. is-
sued USAF AotiV'ity Bond- and are communicating with guerrillas
in Visayan 'and nindanao.

Upon 'drivestigation of Franca, Bema*(6), Ryu (Vera-.
Reyes.).(7) (010-12) (in charge of printing arid'distribution of~
above mentioned bonds Wand -who were arrested in; Jan in Manila), it
was reyeeled that the, persons, responsible for this.,Activity,'tre
MDI and RJ 37 who have some connection with "Maj Gen" Fertig.
The following. information was obtained from the letters addressed
to Philippines "Guerillas,, Hq from MIDI and RJ 37..

'010 is a code name for Special Service Organization,'
(Intelligence Dept) . .No 12 designates ' the order of the 'rank of
members of the said dept. In addition to 0I0,'AI 1071, 902 are
also used,

010 requested Lapham and McKenzie to make a list of
guerrillas. They have already received such lists fromt Capt Ander-
son (believed to be the one who, is the leader of "'remnants of
American G1uerrillas in Central= Luzon) and Capt 'Ramsey.

'Capt 'Yamamoto*(6)-of Kaki Forces Eq -and 56 men, are.
carrying out mopping-up operations against Abanseniya*(Avancena)
(9) Guerrillas,

Extracts from instructions' given 5 Feb by Div1 00. of' Kaki Force and
reproduced Feb 44 : r Kaki6554 Force (T1 9 Inf' Hegt, 16 Div. )

Pow ,will be liquidated. (TN "01:, in the original.) on
the battlefield. 'And the bad elements' amongst those who surrender
will be unhesitst g3ly, but unostentatiously liquidated, (TN "00"?
in the original.) and will, be counted amongst those. killed in
battle.

By PW is -meant, one who is captu~red on the field of bat-
tle, whereas the expression '"those who surrender" covers. 'bandits
who voluntarily give themselves up prior 'to any punitive' expedi-
tion,or who' are won ove to our side. POS. will be interrogated on
the spot,-and where-no -further detailed examination would be pro-
fitable, from the intelligence point of vie J, they. will be- summarily.
liquidated (TN "00"" in the' original. )

'hen a PW is. liqcuidated (TN.'1000" in the original.) in
this way, 'great care will ' be taken that no, policemen or "member of,
the-genral public Fare present to witness the occurrence, which
should tale' place in some secluded spot. Remember not to leave any
traces,

(2),fVJ(7)
(3) 7 1 7 V(8) .!_,4() f > : 1K9 j '() / Y
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Bad elements amongst those who have surrendered should
be detained for a period, and the reactions of the people observed.
When the latter have forgotten the incident, these bad elements
will be secretly and quietly liquidated, (TN "0t1 in the original.),
or under the pretense of taking them off to some distant place,
they will be unostentatiously liquidated (TN "100" in the origi-
nal.) these steps being taken in such a way as not to excite the
feelings of the people.

Others who surrender should. be given a course of in-
struction and then, released on the guarantee of the PI Govt.
Should there be any who surrender directly to t'he PI Govt, we must
immediately be informed, and they will only be released after a
course of instruction.

600875 14 Jan 45 172/38/DSB/TMS/ABM
ADVATIS TRANSLATION NO 37

Extracts from bound mimeographed and handwritten file titled
"Documents on Police Affairs (General)t1, kept by Tacloban PP Sec-
tion for the year 1943. Marked "Secret.' Tacloban - 22 Oct 44..

PHILIPPINES POLICE AFFAR S, 19

Kodama, Kazuma (*1) Chief of PI MP Unit Police Affairs
Section.

Nagahama, Akira (*2) P 1MPP Unit Co,
Hirario Aberiyana* (Hilario .Abellana)(3), governor of

Cebu Province, joined the guerrillas on 1& Jan 43. He is 46 years
old.
Oct L3 to Nov 43

Arrested all of the staff of 34 Guerrilla'Div in Manila.
By the surrender and capture of leaders such'as Lt Cols

Nakar, Thorp and Capt Barudesu* (Baldes?)(4), the resistance of
guerrillas has decreased to a great extent.

Aquino, who is Director of General Affairs of the new
PI Service Gp and three members of his staff went to San Fernando,
Tarlac City and Cabanatuan City for three days from 14 Jan 43 and
gave lectures to the Filipinos, urging them to cooperate with the
Japanese and go all out for the construction of a new PI. Lec-
turers were Benigno Aquino, Dominadoru Tan*(5), Jose Laurel, and
Alfonso Mendosa.

Former Fil-Am Army %j Fueriyoru*(6) and 19 other re-
leased PsW, including Biriyatira*(7), Capt Kasuterio*(8) (MO),
Baton Maraki*(9), Capt Garibaya*(lO), Capt Chiyabesu*(ll), Capt
Aposutoru*(12), 1st Lt Puno*(13), lst Lt Babisuta*(14) (MO), 1st
Lt Sanruisu*(15), Ragurosa*(16), and Santosu*(17) attended a
meeting at Davao and expressed their gratitude for the kind treat-
ment they are receiving from the Japanese Army. They realize that
Japan is their true friend and promised that they would cooperate
with the Japanese Army from now on and build a new P1. .

(mil) etc;: (6) '(6) r j (12) 74 .k IV
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Pon-lowing, -offic'ials made' pro 3apancee tatetnonts after
being impressed by Tojotv proclamation of PI independence.

Laurel, chief of Internal Affairs
Abero*(1) , Vice Minister of Justice
Arusan*(2)., .Chief of Agriculture and Commerce
Arabutto*(3) , Chief of Accountant t Bureau
1iesusu*(4), Chief of Finance Bureau'
Shiyaranri(5) Chief of Farm Bureau
Tareshisu*(65, Chief of Forestry and Marine Products

Bureau
De' Leon, Chief of National' Treasury Bureau;. Chief
Secretary

Oshiasu*(7), Asst Chief of Education grnd Public Welfare
Dept

Merisa, Director of Luzon' Service Gp
Aquino, Director of General. Affairs of Service Gp
Laurel,: Service Gp, Local Branch Office Chief
Ramos, Service Gp .'ropaganda Bureau Chief.

*Hose "Fuigerasu*(S),Vice-Mayor' of Manila City
Ruperto Cristobal,° Ba umupanahon* Sector Chief
Enrilce De..Manaroto*(9), Hasai*(lO) , Sector Chief
Gregoric VFeiipe, Balintiouac 'Sector Chief
Juan Gabriel, Parnaqtue Sector :Chief.
Hose Devuirena*(ll), Makati Sector Chief
Furorenshio Jikrsu*(l2),, Deriman*(13), .Sector Chief
Pidoro PI1 Kurustu*:(14-), 1Iandaluyong Sector .Chief

*Yuutakio*(15). Baraguta~iu*(.), Bagumbayan Sector. Chie f
Regino Yusutakino*(17) San Yuan Sector Chief
Korunerio Kor dero*(l18= Caloocan Sector Chief
Robert~o Teodoro, Bagungudewa*(19) Sector Chief.
Furio Furansha*(?0)., City Associate Judge
Victor .Alfonso., City Tteasurer _,
Emu Ikashiano*(21) , City Sanitary Engineerr
List of- guerrilla leaders. and strengths itn Cebu, Bohol,

Iloilo and Bacolod. ,Arcnmerican officers among them are as. follows:.
Lt Col' Haso Fenton Command, the entire. guerrillas
Lt Col- James .Cushing . on Cebu.
Lt Col- Kurefia(22) Dated 5 Feb 43.,..
De. Maruanaru Uiriarmu*(23);. (TN Rank piot-.mentioned.)

Commands the entire guerrilla forces on Bohol Island..
The following made paoJapnese speeches concerning

To jo i sproclamation:
Bet'unarudo Toresu*(24)- Governor of Leyte '
Kaetano, Esu. Rusero*( 5).- Governor of Samar
Kintero*(26) -To n Bead man
Tohei, Takes hi*(27),, Tacloban MBP Section CO
Prp-Japanese lecturers concerning, the- organizing of.

Service, Gps,.

(2) ' ).(1)r,., . \j 20).7ifr7 o1
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Rafueru Marutenesu* (Rafael Martinez)(l) -.A member of
the Upper House

Vicente De La Cruz Manager of Leyte Newspaper
The following made pro-Japanese speeches concerning

Tojo's proclamation:
Francisco Martinez - Proxy for Cebu Governor
Hoan Samora*(2) - Mayor of Cebu

Kurisupiano Raponto*(3) - Cebu Chief of Police
Paurino Goriyasu*(4) - Attorney

Binabira*(5) - Former Financial Commissioner
Notification from Kodama, Kazuma to 22 Flying Brigade

or 10 Indep Flying Unit (Manila), 26 Flying Regt (Sentai) (Clark
Field).

Guerrilla leader (American) Maj Charles Joseph Cushing
(age 40), surrendered to Tayug Garrison Unit (Keibi) in 4Pangasinan
Province on 7 Mar 43 at 1400 hrs .After the fall of Bataan he
went under the command of Lt Col Thorp

In the early part of' Feb, his wife Mercedes Gushing,
was imprisoned by. the Dagupan MP Section. He was urged to surrender
and Natividad Town Sanmakario*(6) was completely surrounded. He
later surrendered, but alone. After surrendering, he promised to
actively cooperate with the Japanese Army.

We are using him to make Ma j Rakuhamu*(7) (American)
of the same band and the remnants of the guerrillas surrender.

Captured Maj Alcantara Piripitomohan*(g), and 1st Lt
Benromero*(9) of Lt Col Marcos Guerrillas Staff at Tanay and
Pililla Towns in Rizal Province on 3 Mar 43.

Former Gsnap party members now working for PI Central
Administration andKalapabi. Dated 12 Mar 43.

A. Former Ganap party members in local office,
1. Adoriano Kapa*(10), headman of Bulacan Province San

Jose Del Monte Town.

2. Sanchiyo ElI Saribiya*(L1), headman of Rokuban*(12)
Town in Tayabas Province.

3. Herarudo Makishino*(13), headman of Unisan* in
Tayabas Province.

B. Former Ganap party members in Kalapabi Group,
1. Benigno Ramos, former Ganap Sakudarisuta* Party

Leader, now Director of Propaganda Bureau.of New P1 Service Gp.
2. Rikarudo Fnrire*(14), resided in Japan for four

years as Ramos&s secretary, now in charge of Kalapabi Motion
Pictures.

3. Soiro Chiyon KO*(15), not appointed to office although
he passed the'civil service examination. Became newspaper contri-
butor, and editor of Ganap organ "Sakudaru"t*(l6). Now canvassing
for Kalapabi.

4. Samuson Paromaresu*(17),, in charge of the programme
for Kalapabi, because he was formerly a Ganap member.

5. Antonio Belisario, at present Kalapabi typist.
Note:. According to the inside story of Kalapabi, it appears

that practically all of the 19 persons employed in
the Kelapabi Propaganda Bureau are related to Ganap.

--------------rr------------------------
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Herunan Parouna*(l) (21 years old) was appointed as a
temporary policeman of Tariauan Town in Jul 42, and on 25 Aug 42 he
was assigned to duty at the dance held in Kuware*(2) Village with
his friend Ingurashiya Menjyo±a*(3).

But on 26th.at about 0300 hrs before returning to'the
town to report, he was captured by Piripa*(4) and seven other' guer-
rillas with weapons and he was immediately taken to Tonguroppu4f(5)

He was questioned by Capt Peimondo Aruparesu*(6) (seif.
appointed) and was forced to join the guerrillas, He'was assigned
to KP and other odd jobs. Later he gave himself up toa nauan
Garris9n Unit on 25 Mar 43.

He gave the following information to Japanese.
1, The guerrilla group is led by 2d Lt Baruderiyan*

(Dalde ian)(7) (calls himself Col Surovesu*(8). He has direct
control of the fighting unit, weapon. manufacturing squad, and first-
aid squad. He also controls other small guerrilla bands,

2. Guerrillasunder his direct control number 100, including
bolo, rifle and pistol units;

3, Guerrilla units (20 or 30 guerrillas in various villages).
4 First aid squad' led by Shinko's Mistress Konchinka*

(Cincols)(9). Squad is composed of seven or eight women who have
a know~edge of nursing.

o5 They have nine typewriters.
6T No radio.
7, The guerrilla group has engaged with the Japanese Army

three times ,
a, Dagami attack (19-22 Nov 44)
b. Pasu*(l0) attack in the vicinity of Tolosa (2 Feb 43)
C. Engaged with punitive force at Tabontabon (undated)

8, He has eight women spies in his Hq (four names mentioned -

Sanin*(ll), Inin*(12), Panshi Tehano*(13) and Rlre Kashiiran*(14))
and alpo five secret agents in various villages.

9, The so-called guerrilla units are volunteer defense corps
composed of citizens of various villages and their main duties are
to supply food, and observe and notify the movements of the Japan-
ese Artiy.

10. As a method of obtaining food the guerrilla group orders
the guerrilla units to collect a certain amount of food every week
from each house. They also turned the old sugar refinery mill of
Malabagu Village into a cock-fight arena and collected taxes.

The cock-fights are held on Thursdays and Sundays and
numerous villagers and guerrillas attend on those days.

II Manufacture of Weapons: They make pistols (feed one
round at a time) and hand-grenades (which do not work) at Binotoan*
(15) Barracks under the leadership of Yutarire*(16), former worker
of Tanauan (Town) pistol manufacturer.

His helpers are as follows: Francisco Pakin*(17), Philip
Moru*(18) and Perayo Rireru*(19). (TN Description of the hand-
grenades are given on page 422.)

12. Takes extreme security measures against Japanese Army, by
posting sentries and observers.
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13. Antonio Shinko* (Cinco) (1),has a wife with one son and
two daughters, living in Tanauan Town, Kategubiyan* (2) Village,
and six mistresses (names mentioned on page '425) in Binontoan'*(3)
Barracks.

14. He is prepared with emergency rafts for the purpose of
running away.

Horuhe Kamachiyo*(4) (39 years of age), former governor
of La Onion Province was threatened by the guerrillas, so was
forced to offer public and personal fund of 420 Pesos on May 42.

Later he deserted and fled but, facing starvation and
regretting what he had done, he gave himself up-to Balayan*(5)
Garrison Unit (Keibi) on 16 Nov 42. He promised to cooperate for
the construction of New PI.

Sgt Rodoiru*(6)-, leader of Shiraga*(7) Sector Guerrilla
Unit, north of Catbalogan Town in Samar Province and Sgt Andoresu*
(8), leader of Loquilocon Sector Guerrilla Unit in Wright Torn
surrendered onl1 to,3 of.Apr with 18 subordinates.

Pasutoru Salazar gave a pro-Japanese speech on the
Emperor's.Birthday representing Leyte Provincial Governor.

On 5 May, Tosa VIaru*(9) , (600 tons) of 2 ,Shipping Trans-
port Sector Unit (crew, one Japanese ard 29 Filipinos) was sunk by
American submarine off Miagao,. Iloilo Province, Three of the crew
(one Japanese and two Filipinos.) are reported missing.

Administration Director of Southern. Special Resources
Research Group, Takatsu, Shichitaro*(l0) (37 years of age) was ar-
rested for making the following statements at the lecture meeting
sponsored by the Southern Administration and Research Association
of Osaka Chamber of Commerce and Industry on 25 Jan.

:5. Peace and order in PI is unsatisfactory. There are still
remnants of defeated troops in the mountainous regions to the number
of about 5000. It is said that there were about 20 enemy raids be-
tween Sep and Nov on the way to Mankayan*(11).

The truck drivers hauling copper ore were more and more
frequently shot at, and because of that it has become difficult to
obtain drivers. It is also being said that when the Army CG was
on a tour of inspection, a flegt CO who was accompanying him was
killed.

Unemployment situation of the persons who surrendered and
returned to Luzon. 37% of all released are unemployed and in serious
straits.

(*) (6) 7)'

(2) /1 (S)' F -cX

(4) (10 C LASSI
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ADVATIS .TRANSLATION -NO 37- 14 Jan 45 5172/3/DSB

Col Nagahama (*1), head of the Philippine Kempei Unit
appealed in a public address to the Filipinos for closer coopera-
tion and for the abandonment of any feeling of antagonism and
resistance.

Supervision of exchange of Japanese and American
internees.

150 American internees to be exchanged left Manila
Station on 26 Sep 43 and arrived at San Fernando safely, where
another internee from Baguio Internment Camp was added to the group.

Then they boarded the exchange ship Teia Maru(*2) and
left port at 1900.hours,

It was on 23 Sep that this group was examined at Santo
Tomas Internment Camp, and a number of items were- confiscated.

Chart showing MacArthur's fifth column men at Manila.

Maca rthur

Praeger

Dr Katigbak
Doctor Hospital (TN Sic.)

1. On 23 Jan 43, he
raised money in Japanese
Invasion Money for MacArthur. Home address: Isabella St
2. His password is Chik- No 1018
Pesons (Chick Parsons). 5, 53, 95 (TN Sic.)

Hospital: Belmont St,

Marate*(5) District, Manila

Hans Menuz
(Menzi Company)

Home address: Mangapeniko*(3) 187-B;
6, 76, 42 (TN Sic.)
Business address: Fuanruna*(4), Manila

(*1) eto:-

I2) 4 -

(3)

(5) z '

- t3 -

IINCLASSII



ESPIONAGE NE'NIOK IN T1H PHILIPIMES

3W MUERU ROHASIJ(1)
Commander-in-Chief'

Note:] MANUEL ROXAS
The mark 0 , indicates
men already arrested

NorthernLUJZON

Maj MAKKU
AMERICAN

REA*(2 )

Subordinates not
known

Subordinates not
known

VISAYAN

SAMAR 1EYTE

The leader is not
determined because
KANGLON and MIRANDA
are in conflict.

Subordinates not
known

BOHOL

Subordinates not
known

CEBU

Col JAMES CGSING
AMERICAN

NEGRO~

Army: Unknown

MONTERIBANO
ARUF REO (4)

ALFREDO MONTELIBANO
Subordinates not

known

PANAY

Army: Col PERALTA

Administration:
TC1vASU CONFE-
sORU( 5)

Subordinates not
known

Intelligence Networkj
in Central CEBU

Capt IBAN2 Z - FILLPIN~

0t

At present he has run
away to LEYTIE and is
being sought.

(*1) etc:- (7)

(2 "''J

(11 ~ - i-, t ,

(6) > -

S 6

MAN ILA and S LUZON

MANUERU ROHASU*(3 )
(Direct Command)

MINDANAO and VISAYAS
Area

M*a j Gen FERTIG
Ar' ;RICAN

Islands

Information of this organization was ob-
tained from MONFOTO' s *(6) CEBU-MINDANAO liai-
son officers and from Capt IBANEZ, in charge
of CEBU Intelligence. The information seems
to be reliable. Former Capt of FAIT

GflRThUMO MONFOTO*{75
I(surrendered)

Private Se cretary

EFUREN PIRAKKU*(3)
FILIPINO (Lawyer)

6 .... J

-- i

ADVATlS SWPA
Doc No 6008751

7 ; t ')IL - _)

(8) :1- --7 !' t ) --- "- -r





CHA"RTi SHOWING ORGANIZATION OF %' TI-JAPANESE NATIONAL ARM\Y (:I ) jADVATIS SWNPA
Doc No 600875

KASUTOR(
(Alejand
Chief o:
National

RUTIS TA]

Chief of

(%,1) etc:
Note:

(1);~

o AREHANDORINO-* (2)
irino),Commander-in-
f' Anti-JAP ANESE
L Arrmy.

ROKKIJ* (3) (Luis Taruc ),
f Staff.

The 5,9,11,12,13,14,16,17,
and 18 companies have been
destroyed by our punitive
units.

(51 1!7.

1~i) 777C7 t' 'V /

HOSE BANARU*,(4)},
(Jose Banal) CO in V
tropical area, South

Iof PAMPANGA Province .j

HERiIKUSU MANAROTTO*,( 5L
(Return to allegiance

RUIS TAROKKU* (6).
(Luis Taruc)

1 Co GREGORIO Iv~IEND0ZA(8 )
2 Co LOPE DE LA ROSA
3 Co YUSEO AKIN4O% (9)

-4 Co CHISARU PIN* (10)
6 Co RAMON S HIN\BERIO*- (11)
8 Co PE3RIPAi KURARA(12) (woman )
7 Co PEDQR O KAHOKAMU* (13)

;10 Co M~ANUIERO PAHARUDO-* (14)

15 Co Meaj L A I NO PIAN*%(15)

21 Co
22 Co
23 Co
24 Go

Co - unknown

I__ Lt Col MvERRILL,
CO of SAN PARESU*,(7)

Province.,.

j30 Co
131 Co
32 Co
66 Co
77 Co
96 Co
LLPS_

M:ra j MA
United with 6 Co
Mai RJAVIOS

ESU'JSIIRAO KUJRARA*(6)

PEDOLO KAGIINAN(17)
Maj {iDOMINGO HORI T O(1 )
H-UJAN OPURU*JT(19)

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

(17) P\

(18) "4\

(19) .- 1 j
t7

CO

_ ,

i

'.-_ '

... r-,.,_. .f

^=

.

°, '

;:'

t-aX:

C

'

y (16) 777(12). - ri ll" 7 ,5

I
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A3PENDIX XXVII

EXAMPLE OF INTELLIGENCE AND OPERATIONS

BY CEBU GUEIRILLAS



APPENDIX XXV'II

EXAMPLE OF INTELLIGENCE .AND OPERATIONS BY CEBU GUERRIllAS

On 31 March 19,., l .Ja-ianese -staff officers and Vice
Admiral Shigerm, Fukudome, IJN, Chief of Staff, Cobined Fleet, en
route by airplane from Palau to Davao (the Japanese Headq arters),
crashed in the region of Cebu, four kilometers offshore. Eleven
of the group saved thenselves by swiming to shore. According to**
Fukudomets statement, the pilot was attempting to make an emeer-
gency landing. ".....As the moon had just gone down, the sudden
darkness caused the pilot to misjudge the altitude and so crashed
from an altitude of 5O meters. ' This sudden darkness plus the
fact that the pilot was worn out, I believe, caused the crash."
(1) According to a radio message (2) from Lt. Col. James Gushing
to General MacArthur, there were rumors that the plane was shot
down by antiaircraft' fire from. a submaine~

The survivors were captured by natives who, having
determined that the Japanese had not come with aggressive inten-
tipns, treated them kindly. Because the Admiral was badly injur-
ed, he was taken to a native home after an eight-day trip through
the mountains. While being treated by Filipino doctors and nurses,
he was visited on 8 April by Lt. Col, Cushing, leader of the Cebu
guerrillas, Gushing told him not -towory as long as he was in
his hands. Cushing addressed him as General$. thinkingv he was
Genral -Twani Furomei., Cormanding General of Land and Sea Forces
in Macassar. The Admiral did not correct him and was known by
this title until his true identity was discovered.

On 9 April, at midnight, Gushing suddenly visited him
again. He said there were some Japanese Army men who had. come
to look for the Japanese staff officers and were causingthe
natives trouble. Gushing promised to release Fukudome and his
party if he would send word to the Japanese Army not to kill or
injure..the natives. The message was sent, and the Japanese
group was released. Fukudome left Cebu on 15 April by plane for
Manila and went from there to Tokyo, where he arrived on 20 April.

According to Fukudomey his rescue by the Japanese Army
force was It...not as a result of a search made by the Army on the
basis of any information regarding my party, but because they hap-
pened to. come there in the course of their periodical moppi.ng'up
operations around the island." (3)

Contrary to this statement, Gushing said that the
enemy knew the prisoners were on the island. In one of his
messages, Gushing said:

JAB CA TIVES FROM -1PALOC. NE Y T1T ARE THEIR PRES$EN'CE
HERE. *WE ARE CATCHING HELL. WE ARE STAGING A FAKE
REMOVAL FROM THIS ISLAND TO ITHDThAX PRESSU.1RE, "NILE
AWAITIG YOUR FUTURE ORDERS.* S OUTHEAST CQAST CEBU
IMIPOSSIBLE NC:. . ILL MAKE EVERY ATTE 4PT TO HOLD THE
JAPANESE GENERAL AND NEXT RANKING OFF ICIT.R PLEASE
RUSH ADVICE: NORTHEAST COAST STILL CLEAR FOR SUB-
J.ASINE. ( )

"---- -------------------- -------------
() "Interrogations of Japanese Officials," by the U.S. Strategic

Bombing Survey (Pacific), Vol. II, p. 520. Hereafter cited.,as IJO.
(2) "11GHQ Messages in the. Guerrilla Resistance ovement. in the Phil-

ippines,?t Ciisnng to MacArthur, Appen lm o Vol. I, Message No.. 8,

9 Apr .I4. Hereafter cited as "GIIQ' t essages,."

3) IJO, p. 522«

It) "GHQ Messages," . essage No. 11, 9Apr h. bushing was vrong

-1



In spite of Cushing'.s, reluctance to surrender the
Admiral to the. enemy, it was necessary to do so. Although the
enemy did 'not know it,, Cushing had only 25 'soldiers against
approximately 50OO Ja manes e soQldiers~ In s outher n Cebu) Japanese
soldiers reporte0i.(5). to be .300 .strong, were ,lookin~g for .the
prisoners;.

NTo verbal.i, rmto was obtained from the prisoners
t1 ens elves i but a .roll of very important documents, wrapped in
waterproof matr..l of somre sort, was found on the island by
fishermen (s ources do not indicate exactly where -These docu~-
ments contained a file~ of "opera.tional orders of the combined
ernemy fleet and a file of naval dispatches... They were sent by
stibmarine toNegros Island and- from. there to 'Brisbane, to be
translated by AT:;IS.

It may be to ical to assume. that these documents were
aboard the ill-fated plane. that .carried the. Admira . ' The Japanese
were quite aware of their loss and tozk active .steps to regain
them. It will suffice- to say that their value prompted. the. enemy
tq offer in April a reward of 50,000 (believed to be yen) for.theim4
Through deduction or intelligence, or both, -the Japanese seem to.
have arrived at the conclusion that,. Cushing poss essed; the all,
important paprs Horw vital the. lost documents were to the.
enemy is best illustrated by the' events, that followed.V

On 2 May Takeshi Watanabe, the commander of the Imper-~
ial Japanese, Naval Garrisonof Cebu, sent an ultimatum to Cushing,
in the form of 'a leaflet dropped rom.a fighter plane. :The
message read in part.

*..RETURN U\CONDITIONALIY UNTIL THE NOON OF, 30THMAY,
194., ALL DCCUIZ TTS, BAGS, AND CLOT7HING .EITHR PICKD
UP' FROM THE SAID AIRPLANE OR ROBED OF THE PAS SENGERS-
AND CR, TO THE MAYOR OF SAN FERN ANDOQ FOR SAFE KEEP-
ING, WE NOTIFY YOU THAT IN CASE WHEN YOU,FTATL TO FUL-
FILL OUR 'DEMA.ND S TATED IN THE SEC OND CLAUSE, THME III/
PERIAL JAPANESE NAVY WILL RESORT TO DRASTICALLY SEVERE:
METHOD AGA'INST YOU.; (6)

When the ultimatum. expired and the documents had not
been surrendered to the Japanese, there, were reprisals by land.,V
sea, and air. In a message of 16 June 19)4i Cushing said:

P11ANYE BOMBED. AND STRAFED FOR nT QO VEBIKS ENDING ON
TV;L T~ SINCE THEN THERE TS DAY AN D. NIGHT PLANE
ACTIVITY PASSING OVFR CFJU.... (7)

(5) "GHNQ Mesages, l1essage N o -122.Ar .
(6) Ibid., Mes sage No.. 37, 22. 'May h. 4
(7) Ibid.-, Message No. 52, 16 Jun hL40.',
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APE'NDIX XXVIII

aIB DIRECTIVE, 6 h ly 1942



July 6th, 1942
G.H.Q., S.W.P..

Mil, Intell, Section,, G.S.

SUBJECT: DIRECTIVE COVERING T E ORGANIZATION CO-cORDINATION AND
tOPERTIO0N OF INTER-ALLIED UNITS KNO! N AS SPECIAL OPERA-
TIONS, AUSTReLIAN SECTION, SECRET INTELLIGENCE SERVICE,
AUSTRALIAN SECTION, COivBIN ED FIELD INTELJLIGENCE SECTION
AND MILITARY PROPAG ,NDA SECTION.

1.- Information

a, General Headquarters, South West Pacific Area assumes,
as of 1200 hours July 6, 1942, responsibility for the direction

and co-ordination of the following Inter-Allied Units:

1) Special Operations, Australian Section (Inter-Allied.
Services Department).

2) Secret Intelligence Service, Australian Section,

3) Combined Field Intelligence Section,

4) Military Propaganda Section.

b. The combined organization will be designated Allied Intel-
ligence Bureau, and the sub-units thereof Sections "A", "B", 1.1
and "D" respectively.

2, Mission

a, The mission of Allied Intelligence Bureau will be to ob-

tain and report information of the enemy in the South West Pacific

Area, exclusive of the continent of Australia and Tasmania, and
in addition, where practicable, to weaken the enemy by sabotage
and. destruction of morale and to lend aid and assistance to local

efforts to the same end in enemy occupied territories. Informa-

tion of the enemy will be forwarded to' the Controller of Allied

Intelligence Bureau by the most expeditious means available, and

the Controller will be responsible for its prompt report to this
Headquarters and to other appropriate authorities interested

3. Qrganization

a, The Bureau will be organized as outlined in Appendix "A",

attached hereto,*

b. Colonel C.G. Roberts, 4,111F,, is appointed Controller.
c, Major Allison W. Ind, U.S.A., is appointed Deputy Controller.
d, Chiefs of Sections are appointed as follows:

".A Section: Lt, Col, G.E. Mott (British Army).
I'BS Section: Commander R,. Kndall, R.A.N.
"C'!Section: (to be appointed)

"D" Section: Commander J.C.R. Proud, R.A.N.,VR.

e, Sub-section heads will he appointed by the Controller, af-
ter consultation with the appropriate Chief of Section,

f. A co-ordinating staff will be set up to aid and assist the
Controller, Commander Allied Land Forces, Commander Allied Naval
Forces, Commander Allied Air Forces and Admiral Coster will each
appoint a liaison officer to serve on this co-ordinating staff,.

It is desired that the officers so..appointed be chosen from the

Operations Sections o'f the Headquarters concerned. The appoint-

ments will be subject to approvalof General Headquarters. Their
duties shall be from time to time to arrange for transport, supply

and such other assistance as Allied Intelligence Bureau may require..

*APPENDIX "A"l not included



g, The Controller will be responsible to this Headquarters
for the efficient functioning of the Bureau and the execution of

missions directed from time to time by this Headquarters,
h. The Deputy Controller, in addition to his other duties

which may be prescribed by the Controller, will be the Finance

Officer for -the Bureau and will be directly responsible to t1.e

Commander in'Chief for the proper expenditure of funds placed to'
his - credit for the:financing of. the operations of the Bureau,
His duties and responsibilities in this .. connection are further
amplified in Annex 1111, attached hereto,

i, The Chiefs of Sections, under the general supervision of

the Controller, will have immediate charge of their respectiv.,,

sections and pill be responsible for the execution of missions
allottod thczoto.

j A" tlj Section is charged generally with obtaining 'information
of the enemy and'hisactivities and with the execution of acts of
sabotage against the enemy. Special secret instructions will be

issued from time to time.
k, " T' Section is charged with the collection of information

of the enemy and his activities through certain special means and

channels concerning which detailed secret instructions will be
is sued fiom time -to time.

1. iC" Section is charged v-ith obtaining all possible -informa-
tion about the enemy, his dispositions, movements, strength, etc.,

through such agencies as coast watchers, native agents and civilian
operatives, now or hereinafter assigned to this Section. .Its per-

sonnel in enemy occupied trritories will co-ordinate closely :with

the Commanding Officer of Allied offensive operations in their

tei ritory. This Section will initially be sub-divided geograph-

ically into three (3) sub-units covering, respectively; (I) the
North East Area (east of the eastern boundary of Dutch New Guinea,

extended 'south to the coast of AiAstralia and north to the boundary

of South Test. Pacific Area); (2) the Philippine Archipelago rea~

and (3) 'the:-Netherlands East Indies Area.
m. "D" Section is charged pwith the preparation of propcganda

material, useful to the oth'er sections and initially for dissemi-
nation by them. Its activities will be expanded as occasion re-
quires, after plans have developed for co-ordination with other

agencies which may be s-et up in this field,
n. Throughout the Bureau, excessive staff and complex organ-

ization vwill. be avoided. The need for flexibility a5nd mobility
will bekept in.mind, Off~ce c5pocedure wi.l be kept as simple as
possible, and paper Cork reduc.ed to the ab'solute minimum.

4. Adminis-tration

a, The Controller will report to this Head quarters fBor time

to time, as required, regarding the activities in which' the Burau
is engaged and v l' obtain its 'concurrence before fresh activities
are undertaken.

b. Section Chiefs will keep the Controller currently advised
and will submitoeach week to the CQntroller brief status and ac-
tivity reports.

c, -Everyoeffort will be made to expedite intelligence reports

to this Headquarters.
. Assignment of personnel to the Bureau and its sections from

the. llied Services w.ill 'be arranged through the Controller, Such
personnel records, etc., as may be required' by the appropriate
Allied Srvices will be handled by.the Section Chiefs. -Effort will
be made by the Cotroller and Chiefs of Sections to reduce to the

minimum routine, personnel and property reports..



e, The Controller and his Co-ordinating Staff will be the sole
Channel for requests of transportation, supply and such other as-
sistance as may be required from the several commands for fulfill-
ment of its missions.

For the Commander in Chief:

/s/ R. K. Sutherland
/t/ R, K. SUTHERLAND,

Major-General, USA,
Chief of Staff,

OFFICIAL:

/s/ C, A. Willoughby

/t/ C.A, WILLOUGHBY
Brigadier-General,0SC,
Asst. Chief of Staff, G-2.

Endls: Annex "I" - Finance - Administration
Appendix "All Organization Chartn

Distribution:

1. G-2, G.HIQ.
2. The Prime Minister.
3. Commander, Land Forces, S.W.P.A.

4. Commander, Air Forces, S.W.P.A.
5. Commander, Naval Forces, S.W.P.A.

6. C.G., U.S.A.F.I.A.
7. 1st Naval Member, R.A.N.
E. Admiral F.W. Coster.
9. Cola C.G. Roberts.

10. Major A. W. Ind.

11. Lt. Col. G.E. Mott.

12. Commander R. Kendall,,R.N.,

13. Commander J.C.R. Proud, R.A.N.V.R.

*Appendix "A" not included
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July 1st, 1942.

ANNEX I: FINANC~E AINISTRATION:

1. The Allied Intelligence Bureau will be financed
by credits made available by the United States, Australian and
Dutch Governments, participating as equal partners, as hereto -
fore arranged. The Commander in Chief, South West Pacific Area,
will be responsible to the Governments concerned for the proper
utilization of the funds so provided.

2. The initial appropriation agreed to is 145,000,
payable by each Government in lump sums of E 15,000 or install-
ments thereof as required. This appropriation, initially made
to cover the expenses of Inter-Allied Services Department may,
by subsequent agreement, be utilized when, as and if required
to meet the expenses of "A", "B", "C" and "D" Sections, or any of
them as directed by the Commander in Chief. Additional sums for
the same purpose will be requested by the Commander in Chief from
time to time as required, based on budget estimates submitted'by
the Sections and transmitted by the Controller with his approval
to this Headquarters.

3. All funds contributed by the said Governments for
this purpose will be transferred to the Deputy Controller, who
will be appointed an Agent Finance Officer, will be deposited in
a bank approved by these Headquarters and will be subject to
withdrawal by the Deputy Controller alone. The Deputy Controller
will handle these funds in accordance with United States Army
Regulations governing the expenditure of secret funds, and from
time to time when required, will make to the Commander in Chief
a secret report as to their disposition. To assist the Deputy
Controller in accounting matters, suitable military or civilian
personnel will be provided. Section Chiefs may provide their
own accounting personnel, if a need thereof is apparent, and
will account for sums appropriateto the Sections as directed
by the Deputy Controller.

4. Budgets: From time to time, as required, Sec-
tion Chiefs will submit to the Deputy Controller an estimate
of funds required by them, together with a brief statement of
the activities (in general) for which such funds are necessary.
When satisfied as to the uses to which such money will be put,
the Deputy Controller will make credits available. Section Chiefs
will acknowledge by receipt such credit appropriations from the
Deputy Controller. The receipt will state, in broad terms, the
purposes for which the funds will be utilized. These receipts
will be drafted in such manner as not to disclose secret opera-
tions. These receipts will be utilized by the Deputy Controller
as "sub-voucher receipts," to support his primary vouchers to
the Finance Officer.

/s/ R.K. Sutherland

OFFICIAL:

/s/ 0.. Willoughby .

/t/ C.A. WILLOUGHBY
Brigadier-General, G.S.C.
Asst. Chief of Staff, G-2
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APPENDIX XXIX

OPERATIONAL AND LOGISTICS PLAN FOR PENETRATION

OF THE PHILIPPINS BY AIB PARTIS

10 APRIL 1943



ARtA: PHILIPPIES . 10th District.

Place, or: Area in wiic h AIB

;party would operate

Special elements of

information to be

supplied:

Size or type of

party.

Means of

introduction

Earliest date at

which AIB party

would be intro-
duced.' M - date

of Allied attack
in /frce

Eventual

Realizat ion

I. -DAVAO .{ }"-- - .

a. Davao Harbor Marine traffic ) To be determined Overland or May 5 Completed except

b, Dvao Airfield Air traffic ) by Lt. Col. Fertig, vinta by Lt. Col. Marant (Initiated by

c. -Davao City Military roads ) but dependent Fertig - supply "Fifty" party)

_d..1\/aiata Marine coast watchers) somewhat on our by submarine if

e. Surup & Luban i Marine and C.IU.. ) ability to necessary

f Air traffic ) supply

II., SRANGANIIST SL 2)

. Sarangni Straits Marine (convoy) ) 1 leader Submarine June 1 Sarangani Straits com-

b. Barangani Ray Marine (landings) ) and 5 men pleted (Initiated by

e.. Palmas Island Enemy marine & air ) "Fifty" party, com-

4. Buluan Air ) (secret pleted and expanded by

e. Tarpacan Air station) PRS)

III. BAGANIAN PENINSULA (3)1
a.- Pagadian Bay area Sea and air patrol ) 1 leader Operational June 1 Completed (Initited by

(Tukuran) and all land in- )i 1 radio expert submarine "Fifty Party")

formation, relative ) 1 radio asst.
b. Dumanguilas to landings destined ) 3 agent watchers

Bay- area for this area ) 6 men and 3,000..
lbs.

* All parties will have as their basic mission the supply of information of enemy Army, Naval and Air dispositions, strengths,

installations and moveents.

Notes on above:-
(1) The Davao party already has been considered in

(2) One operational submarine to carry six men and
(3)} I ' " , sixmen and

special orders being carried by the C.O. "Fifty" party.

4;000 lbs.for Project II,

3,000.lbs.. " Project III.

--

atvEXURE: 3..



Place. or Area in ich

party would operate

AlE-
AiiEA: PHIL EPINES. 10th -District,.

Special elements.

information to be

supplied,

Sizie ..or type: of
party

Means of

introducti,

ANNEXURE: 3.
Earliestf date at

.on - which AIB party

would be intro-
..... , ducmd. M - date- -

of Allied attack
n forr~e

Eventual

Realization

IV. BASILO\ IMLAOffT4)
a; Zamboanga-. Marine, air & roads ) 1 leader Operational May 1 Completed (Initited

b. Jolo Marine and pot ) .-1 -radio expert submarine by." Tenres.P par

c. Tapul. Marine . ).3 .watchers

d Tawi Tawi Marine ) 5 men and 3,000 lbs. .

V, .- rG (~5) -
- . a.D. el l on.....ir & troop.mve- ) Overland and May I Co mplo

airfields iments. ) Atdiscretion and vinta (poss- Guerrilla-PRS

b .Malabalay.do- ) organiation C.O., ibly further coopration

c Dansan.d , ) 10thMil Dist. .. supply by

d;- LLgar -do- } ubmarine). t.

j >Valency Air .. ).. -.
MabngAir roop mvts

g.-:Maramag. Ai -

* All par.ies' iili ha.re as their -basic mission the supply of information of enemy Army, Naval and Air dispositions, .trengths,

installation and movements:

Notes on above:,
(4) One op erat.ional. submarine to carry five men and. 2,000 lbs. for Project IV.

(5) It is assumed that the C.O. 10th District already will have.in-operationsome'-phases of this propoSed intelligence net. However,

hi's abil .ar- to-/rganize it fully aid to operate it is dependent upon our ability to supply him with neessary.signal equipment and some

personnel. Therefore, any plan looking toward the efficient operation of a 10th District net, must. include provisions for sending in

several tons of technical, medical and personal equipment. It is not intended that these suggested nets, be. operated in conjunction with

AIB secret stations. ,In fact, the fAIB stations must be entirely secret, tin order to provide us with an'assured channelin case of mili-

tary disaster to 10th District Forces. It is planned to introduce and supply-AI parties by a submarine.. Howvever, it is suggested that

the time has arrived Lor serious consideration of Major Gunn's plans for supplying this area by B25or other aircraft, stripped down

for ultra-long distance operations to the end that the C.0. 10th Military District will receive supplies by this means.

-2-
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AREA: PHILIPPINES. 6th & 10th District.
Place or Area: in which AIB. Special. elements of Size or type of fie,

party *oiiild opefae- information to be *-- pry.intr
supplied

:ans of
'odict ion

ANNEXURE:3 .
Earliest date at

-. _ which AIB' party.
would be int ro-
duced4 N M date
of' Allied attack

Eventual
Realization.

V. LANAO (Cunt Jd) Overland- and i oc
h. Cotabato Air & troop mvts. ) At discretion and vinta (possibly Mayr 1 Completed through
i. Cagaya~n Sea, air &. troop mvts. ) organization C.O.~ further supply Guerrilla - PXRS
j. Gingoog Sea and air mots~ ) 10th M~il. Dist ~ by submarine) co-operation.

VI. MISAMIS OCCIDENTAL(6
a.' Zamiboanga Benin- Sea, land and air ) Under C.0. - Overland March 15 Completed through

- su1 a area movements ) 10th Mil. PRS and Guerrillas
b...Misamis Occid. area.. Sea and air. movements ) Dist,

VII. ___" ' '-yENAL~6
a. G6ast area Sea, lands and air ) Under 0.0. 10th Overland March 15 Completed.

movements' ). Mil. Dist,
VIII. SU ICAO;-)

a. Agusin- coast Sea,. air traff~ic .} Under -C.O. 10th -- Overland and-..... April.2.- . Completed.
- (Bualuan Bay) } ) Mil. Dist* surface small

b. Dinigat Island -do-- ) boat.
c. Surigao Island -do--}

L.iianga Bay -do- -4_____________________________________
IX. 6th DistrictPANAY) 7). Under direction Overland

a. San Jose Sea-& air movements ). 0.0., 6th .~ (originally by ._. March 10 Completed:,
District -submarine)}_ 

.
*All parties will have as their basic mission the supply of information of enemy Army, Naval and Air dispositions, strengths,

.. Libs a .UL1 J.JazJ. Uaia JvemJti.~

Notes on above:-
(6) See footnot 5, page 2.
(7) The introdduction and supply of parties listed above would require priority, assignment of non-operational submarine, or if this i
impossible, the use of operational submarines on-ever y northward. trip...If is assumed that C. 0., 6th" District will require arms, ammru-
nition and signal equipment to be supplied from Australia.
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Place or Area in which AIB
=party would operate

AREA: PHILIPPINES. 6th, 7th and 8th Districts.
Special elements of Size or type of . Means of

information to- be party introduction

supplied *%

AN E XURE oEE 3...

Earliest date at

hich AIB party
would be intro-

duced. M - date

of Allied attack.

Eventual

Realization

- - .....- *. - ~ .*>..in. -force *

Dc. 6th -Dist. (PANAY) (Contsd)
b. Pandan Bay "., Sea & air movements Under direction Overland

C CapiznSeair &troop mvts ) ., 6th (originalliy ach 10'Comp leted.

d,.. Pilar Bay . Sea & air movements ) District by submarine)

e: Iloilo ... Sea, air & troop mvts )
f. S-anta-:Barbara Air traffic

X. 7th District ,(IOS) ($)

:.a.. ... Bacslod .... Land, air &.sea mvts ) "Planet Party3......... -- .....- Party in net. ... Carried -on.and e-
b.. La Carlota Air movements )foperating panded by .PSS/PS.

c. Binaihagen -do- ) March 10

d.. .Cadiz. Land, air & sea mots ). .
e.. Dumaguete -do-

XI. SthDistrict (CEBU &

BOHOL) (8)
a..(); Medelin Air traffic ) Preferably AIR Overland and July 1 Supplied and -exaded

b. Ttiburan. -do- ) party organized .- surface boat by PRS, .largely
c: CebuCity Land, air & troop mts) by WiC, supplied -- supplies through PARSONS.

Id. Argao -do- ) from Australia by submarine
e. Tagbilaran . . -do-

f. Talibon Air & sea mvts )
g. Ubay Air and sea mvts )
h. Anda Sea watcher )

* All parties will have as their basic mission the supply of information of enemy Army, Naval and Air dispositions, strengths,

installations and movements.

Notes on above:

(8) See footnote 7, page 3.
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Place orArea :-in which AID

party would operate

AREA: PHILIPPINES. 5th and 9th District.

Special elements of Size or type of Means of
information to be party introduction

supplied *;:

ANNEXURE: 3.

Earliest date at

which AIB party

would be intro-

duced. M - date

of Allied attack

in force

Eventual

Realization

XII. 9th District (LEYTE,

SAMAR) (9)

Ormoc Air & sea mvts ) AIB party Submarine September 1 Supplied and e
b. Tacloban -do- ) l leader ed by SiITH, P1
c. Panaon Island -do-) 1 radio and others of I
d,:. Rabin .Point -do- ) expert
e. Oatarman -do- ) 1 radio
fC. Calbayag -do- ) assistant

g. Sungi Point -do- ) 3 men
H. Dorbngan -do- )76 men and

* *i San, Bernardino Pssge -do- (important)) 2000 lbs.
XIII. 5th District (SOUTH

..EAST LUZON & MIASBATE) (10)
a. Masbate City Land, air &c sea mvts ) Submarine and October 1 Largely organi2
-b. Siwayan Air c sea mvts ) AIB party small surface and supplied bs

. Caduruan Point -d-) 5 men, boat working throing~
d. Pulanquat Point -do" ) 2,000 lbs. SONS, SMITH, WI
e. Bugui Point Land, air, &sea mots ) Jr. and Luzon

Guerrillas.
* All parties Will have as their basic mission- the supply of information pf enemy Army, Naval and Air dispositions, strength,

installations and movements.

Notes on. above:-

(9) See footnote 7, page 3.
(10) As indicated above, the Masbate coverage would be by AID party, while it is tentatively planned tq .make use of the Camarines
guerrilla units for coast watching in southeastern Luzon. Signal supplies particularly for these units would be dependent upon sub-
marine transportation.

xpand-

ARS ONS

PRSi

zed

y PRS

h PAR-

HIT'hEY,
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AREA: PHILIPPfThFES. 4th and 5th District. ANNEXIjE: 3.
Place or Area in which AIB Special elements of Size or type of Means of Earliest date at Eventual

party would operate information to be party introduction which AIB party Realization
supplied w ould be intro-

duced, M - date

of Allied attack
in force

XIII. 5th Dist, (S E LUZON &

MASBATE) (Cont-f'd)
f.- Sorsogon (') Land, air & sea mvts )1
gW- Le.aspi .(P) Sea and air mvts
h:- Cabarian -do- ) Camarines- and Supplies by October 1 largaly organized
i.'- Naga (P.) Land, air & sea mts ) Luzon guerrilla submarine and.supplied by PRS

j;+ " Bantuin Point Sea & air mvts ) units supplied working through.
k. Bondoc Point (P). -do- ) from Australia PARSONS., -SMITH,

1. Catanauan - -do- ) V HITEY , Jr. and
. Lucna P) -" 'u .. e (P Land,, air & sea ravts ) Luzon Guerilla

n. °PoliUo Island (P) Air &...sea mots-,..
o. Balar Bay-do-

Sp. Marinduque -do-

XIV. 4th District (MflDORO,
PALAWTAN, CENTRAL LUZON (11>
a.- San Jose. Land, air &c sea mvts ) Submarine Minus30 days M. * Organized and oper-
b.' San Jose II Air mvts ) AIBparty ated by PR.

c.- Wasig Air mvts ) 4-men,
d. Calapan Land, air & sea mvts ) 3,000. lbs.
e Paluan Bay' Sea & air mots )

All parties will have as their basic mission the supply of information of enemy Army, Naval and Air dispositions, strengths, iristalla-
tions and movrements,

Notes on above:-
(11) The Central Luzon units of the 4th District would be composed chiefly of individuals included in the Parsons' intelligence net.
Transportation of Comm. Parsons, plus one or two key agents, together with signal equipment, would be necessary. The list of stations

given is based upon the ideal and. it is quite likely that these should be compelled to accommodate our needs to a very much less elaborate

net. Observation posts marked (P) are suggested as priority points.
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Place or Area in "which AID

party -would operate

XIV 4th Di31-t (M1IDOT7,
PA LAWAN, C LUZON) (Cont d)

feCulioti Island
g'"Dumraran
h. Puerto Princesa

i.Brook's Point
*VERDE Island

k Batanagas .(P)-
1. Luang .Island.(P )
m, . Cape Santiago
n. Nasugbu(P)
o. Ternate

"p Lipa
a ' f-vi tP'

AREA: PHILIPPINES. 3rd and 4th Districts.

Special elements of Size or .type -of M(eans.. of

information to be party' introduction

supplied *

Land,..air & sea mvts

Sea & air mts

Land, air & sea mvts

Sea &.air mvits

Sea & air mvts. -

-Land, sea & air mvts
Sea & air mts.
Sea. .& air xvts
Land, sea 8c air mvts

Sea & air mvts
tLnd, sea & air, mts

AIB party

3 men,
3,000 lbs.

AXD - Parsons'

net .party

Submarine

Overland and
submarine

ANEX, RE: 3

Earliest date at

which AIB party
would be intro-

duced. M - date
of Allied attack..

in force

August 1

Eventual

Realization

Organiized and oper -
at'ed by PBS,

Minus 30 days ;. * % Eventua1ly. largely
realized t hrough'
Comdr, ROM, SMITH.,
PARSONS and Luzon

Guerrillas.s-

r. ;Manila (P) -do-

XV. 3rd District (12
a. Bataan Air & sea mots ) Organized largely

b.:b. Cabcaben' -do- ) Parsons, net plus Supplied by air Some operating through Luzon Guer-

c. Mariveles -do- ) Luzon guerrilla or submarine now. Others minus rillas, althoughot

d.Subic, -do- } units 30 days.M. extensively (In
ated in 19423 b

* All parties will have as their basic mission the supply of information of enemy Army, Naval and Air dispositions, strengths, insta

tions and movements.

Notes on above-:

(12) Since we have-'been advised that Northern Luzon listed in'Projects XV, XVI and XVII, guerrilla units are operating precariously on

very short supplies; we must assume that they cduld not carry on the functions indicated above without a considerable reinforcement of

their equipmenit and personal needs. DropPing by aircraft or landin&by submarine are the only possible means. Observation posts marked

(P) are suggested as priority points.
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Place or Area in wh ich AI
party would ope rate

AREA: PHILIPPMhT S. lst. 2nd and 3rd Districts,
Special elemnsents of Size 'or type of Means of
information to be party introducti

supplied*

*ANNEXIE : 3 .
Earliest date at Eventual

.n which AI$" party realization.
would-'be intro-
duced. M - date
of Allied attack

e. San Fernando Ln, air & sea mnvts ) Parsons' net Supplied by Some operating Organizd largely throug
.. Clark Field Air mvts ) plus Luzon air or sub- now. Others Lkzon Guerrillas, .a1thug
~.Pearidel Air mvts ) guerrilla 'unts .marine .Minus 30 days M. not extensive:lyy, (In .tae
- :IbTa, Air & sea mts ) in 1942-3iby A13..

XVI. 2nd, District .(13)
a.. T ree Land, air & sea mts ) - -2nd .District - Suppled by Minus 30 days--Iv. Organized largely througe

-b. Tarlao Land & air mots ) Guerrillas air or sub- Luzon Guerrillas, althoug
c., -Caba atuan -do- } marine. not extensively (Initiate
d. San Fernando (L.U.). Land, air &sea mvts } in 194~2-3 by AM.
e. Nagilian- Sea & air nvts}

XVII.4st- District .13
Bayornbong' Air & land ru~ts ) 1st District. Supplied by Minus 30 days M. Organized.: largely throuh.

~.Echague -do-) Guerrilla air or sub- Luzon Guerrillas and {P =. RSc-o nt mrn umrn upy

.: Baguiodoe Vigati Land, air & sea mts )}
1.Loag -do- )

g. Aparri -do-)
h. Ilign Land and air mots )

*All parties will have as their basic mission the supply of' information of enemy Army, Naval and Air dispositions? strnts
installations and movements.

Notes on above:-
(13) .See footnote 12, page 7.
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APPENDIX XXX

SUMMVARY OF ORGANIZATION AND OPERATIONS OF ECLGA



USAFFE LUZON GUERRILLA ARMY FORCES
HQ, EAST CENTRAL LUZON GUERRILLA AREA

In the Field

15. May '4 5

SUBJECT: Summary of Organization and Operations of ECLGA.

TO . Commander-in-Chief, GHQ, SWPA, Thru Channels.

1, ORGANIZATION:
.1. The accompanying organization chart #1, indicates the

strength and disposition of troops, East Central Luzon Guerrilla

Area,-as organized and commanded by the undersigned. Total strength
is 38,361 of which 23,234 are recognized, 12,010 are still attached
with Sixth Army combat units. Inclosure No 3, copy of "Report of

Activities Since Surrender of Bataan," dated 20 October '44, sub-
mitted to SWPA, outlines the background of the organization and is

self-explanatory. All organizations listed as East Central Luzon

Guerrilla Area were organized and are under the overall command of
the undersigned, as substantiated by official records on file,

1.2. Equipment, supplies and funds for operations previous to

landing of American Forces of Liberation were obtained mainly upon

the subscription of the people. Except for Lt. Comdr, George Rowe,

USNR, and Lt. Col. E. Andrews, who lent us radio sets and equipment,
no other aid was received from GHQ,SWPA, either directly or in-

directly.
1.3. Experienced USAFFE officers composed my staff, the most

of the District and Division Commanders, The unit, as a whole, was

organized and operated strictly in accordance with military proce-

dure and regulation.
1,4. The Intelligence Unit, organized as indicated in accom-

panying chart #2, is centrally controlled and coordinated. It pro-

vided counter-checked, sifted and evaluated information of immedi-

ate operational importance on land, air, and sea movements, includ-

ing enemy identifications, data essential to long range strategic

planning, and counter-intelligence,

2. SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS SINCE 1942 TO DATE:

2.1. Intelligence Activities
.2.11. A cross section of the activities of the ECLGA,

(substantiated-by official records on file) reveal the predominance

of land, naval, aerial, and miscellaneous military intelligence,

and counter-espionage operationsaccomplished by our Intelligence

Nets as spread out in Pangasinan, Tarlac, Nueva Ecija, Bataan, Bu-

lacan, Pampanga, Rizal, Cavite and Manila. From these sources, vi,-

tal information on the enemy's installations, concentrations,

strength and dispositions, locations of airfields, dispersal area,'

depots, factories; axis of communication, identifications of-units,

movements by land, air and sea, tactics and methods, were delivered

to my headquarters then atop Mt. Balagbag, (by couriers and/or ra-

dio) where they were sifted, classified and evaluated properly,

then transmitted by radio to GHQ, SWPA, and dispatched by couriers

for delivery by submarine thru Colonels Fertig and Peralta (until

September, 1944) and Lt. Comdr. George Rowe, USNR, in Mindoro,

since October, 1944. Aircraft warning and naval sighting observa-

tion posts were set up at Mt. Balagbag (which overlooked Manila Bay)

with the aid of a telescope, Pin-point observations on effects of

Allied bombings were also reported from these observation posts,-

2.1.2. Particular attention is drawn to intelligence op-



erations in Manila and suburbs- right under the vigilant watch of
the Kempei-Tai and in~i a teri toiry infested. with '.enemy troops and
spies. The largest counter-*intelligerie net of the ECLGA-also op-
erated inside Manila, Operatives worked as laborers and employees
in airfields, communication centers, supply depots,'railroad termi-
nals, shipping yards, Port Area, government offices, factories,
Japanese Military 'Adhnnitration offisiri'cluding Fort. Santiago,.
and rendered daily reports on their missions, took census of sa-
lient details of installations- spin or- dupli'cating.. secret maps
and, sketches, determined the enemy's intentions; traced his commu-
nication lines, studied his tactics and methods, evaluated his
equipments'and' at opportuie times,-: sabotaged'. his installations :and
liquidated his counter-intelligence "agents.. During-the Leyte cam-
paign, -this net- successfully identified' enemy' uinits, including;
high-ranking Commanders, dispatched to Leyte as reinforcements '

Daring inteliigenceagents rubbed elbows with the Japanese..MP, and
in'this'role, they helped in the rescue of apprehended guerrillas,
and gave timely warning of possible riaid- on guerrilla headquart-
ers by the enemy Prior: to the -battle ' of Manila, when Japanese
counter-espionage activitie reached threatening proportions, op-
eratives laboring under extremely precarious and. hazardous circum-
stances, stuck to 'their- assignments at- the .risk, and in mniry oases,
the- cost of their' lives', and turned in detailed and highly reliable
information on the enemy 's defense plans in Manila, stipplemenited.'by
maps and: sketches "of pillboxes and'fox-holes, street barricade;,
mined streets, bridges-and buildings, gun emplacements, troop,
strength, dispositions, and' movements, and other tactical informa-'.
tion. From, Settmber, '194, when the first. Allied air-raid. struck
at Manila, the Manila Intelligence Unit ''played an enviable' role 'in.,
spotting enemy air defenses' and maneuvers plane dispersion areas,
naval' activities, troop billets and potential military installa--:
tions, contributing largely, to the accurate bombing, and the .conse-
iient 'de'struction' of' military objectives in and around 'the City.
Casualties 'among'dperaives were heavy and many were' tortured to,
death by the Kempei-Tai, all in line of duty',-,-

2.2. Sabotage Activities
Directives issued by this headquarters coordinated spora-

dic raids and sabotage activities, although seriously handicapped,:'
by lack of arms and materials. Sabotage machines were improvised
and made in Mt. Balagbag from chemicals and local materialssmug-
gled from 'Manila and slipped through strict' vigilance. by the enemy.
Intrep id 'saboteurs swam toe nemy vessels anchored at Manila Bay on
June l61,244, and managed to set afire'a tanker.loaded with gasoline.
The fire spread-out 'to another -transport"'and. cruiser .anchored near-
by. In -.Pampaxga, 'Bataan, Bulacan, Rizal,' Pangasian and Tarlac;
enemy' communticationn lines were tampered, small patrols ambushed,
supply'.dumps were' rided,' bridges were 'burned, rice stock and alco-
hol of the' "BIBA" t' w're diverted to guerrillas'.with the aid of USPFFE
officers holding key positions in the IBIBAJI, as directed by my G-2,.
who held' a' ranking position there. Arms were' obtained by raiding.
enemy-dump's or small garrisons and w-aylaying army' trucks. On 25
July '44, 'a steamiship anchored at Pasig-Rivers loaded with rice,
crude oil and other supplies; was set afire. On.15 July '44, part
of 'Piers 5 and 7 were burned, also somie bodegas of the National De-
velopment Company and the Philippine Ref ining. Company. -

2.3. Propaganda Activities - -

These -consisted 'of dissemination of hews broadcasts' from
San'Francisco and the "Vbice of Freedom, " posting wrappers, of Ameri-
an made .'hc'oalate 'bars with the words "-VI.SHALL RETURN M MACARTHUR"t
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and typewritten thereon {'COMPLEMENTS FROM THE VOICE OF THE MISGt=I ,

ELEMENTS" on bill-boards, inside toilets of first class theaters,
street-cars, busses and other places on June 20 '4 4

b, On or about 15
June '44, a l.arge sign was written in charcoal on a bulletin-board
inside Fort Santiago, reading "WARNING - THE AiERICANS ARE COMING."

2.4. Combat Operations
2,4.1. Encounters with "Hukbalahaps" in Pampanga, Bataan,

and Bulacan, were forced by the former on our units in the provinces
mentioned, As per official documents turned over to C.I.C. and G-2,
Sixth Army, several atrocities were committed against our men, and
endangered the security even of my Headquarters in Mt. Balagbag.

2.4.2.- Our troops were engaged with the enemy in May-
cauayan, Bulacan, three days before the 37th Divisionadvance guard

reached the town, Members-of our units in Pangasinan, Tarlac, Nueva
Ecija, Bataan and Pampanga, readily and immediately reported to
beachheads since landings were made in Pangasinan, and have been as-

sisting actively in combat operations of the Sixth Army. By-passed
enemy pockets of resistance, specially in the vicinity of Meycaua-

yan, Bulacan, were mopped uLp by our troops. The conduct of the va-
rious districts under the conand of this headquarters is not sur-

prising, considering that on or about October '44, all elements un-
der this command were issued warning orders and detailed directives
pertinent to expected landing operations in Luzon.

3. Copies of G-l, G--2 and G-3 periodic reports have been forwarded
to GHQ,SWPA, as evidenced by documents in our files.

/s/ Edwin P. Ramsey
/t/ EDWIN P, RAMSEY

Major, Cay,, AUS
Commanding

Inclosures:

Incl. No. 1 - Organization Chart, ECLGA.
Incl. No. 2 - Organization Chart, Military Intelligence Section,

ECLGA.
Incl, No. 3 -Copy of "Report of Activities Since Surrender of

Bataan,"Dated 15 March '45.
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OF

PROGRESSIVE ORGANIZATION INCL. 5-B

CHART OF ECLGA

BY YEAR

AS OF DECEMBER 31. 19421
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Condensation of "Report of Activities
Since Surrender of Bataan" 15 March 1945.

23 October 1946

BRIEF HISTORY. EAST CENTRAL LUZON GUERRILLA AREA

1. The USAFFE Luzon Guerrilla Army Forces was origi-
nated by Lt. Col Claude A Thorp (Cav) USA,'having been sent out of
Bataan in February 1942 on a guerrilla mission by General Mac-
Arthur.

2. Shortly prior to the surrender of Corregidor, Col
Thorp lost radio contact with USAFFE Headquarters. Upon the arri-
val of the undersigned and Capt Joseph R Barker II at Mt Pinatubo
around 20 April 1942, Col Thorp decided to plan large-scale long-
range guerrilla operations.

3. Luzon was divided into four geographical area com-
mands, The East Central Luzon Guerrilla Area originally commanded
by Capt Joseph R Barker II was one of these, including all provinc-
es from Lingayen Gulf to Manila, between the Zambales mountains
and the Sierra Madre mountains including Manila and Bataan. The
other three Area Commands were the West Central Luzon Guerrilla
Area, (Zambales); Northern Luzon Guerrilla Area, (everything north
of Pangasinan and Nueva Ecija); Southern Luzon Guerrilla Area,
(everything south of Manila.) The Southern Area was never organiz-
ed under Col Thorp's-authority, due to the death of Capt Jack
Spies, 26th Cav (PS), who had been appointed as the commanding of-
ficer for that area, and who died in Bulacan enroute to that area.
The Northern Area was only partially organized by Major Praeger,
prior to his capture. The West Central Area was organized by Capt
McGuire, however, after his death in early 1943, disintegrated
into small rival groups.

4. The planning and groundwork for the Guerrilla Forces
was laid prior to 15 May 1942, the date the ECILGA was originally
authorized by Col Thorp. On the same day (15 May 1942), Hq ECLGA
authorized certain independent units together with some units pre-
viously organized by Col. Thorp. Also on 15 May 1942, Col Thorp
issued GO #1, officially assuming command of all guerrilla forces
in Luzon and laying down the basic policies the guerrilla forces
would operate under. A copy of this order is in the office of G-3
Section, Guerrilla Affairs, AFWESPAC.

5. After the original headquarters at Barrio Timbo,
.orac, Pampanga was raided in August 1942, ECLGA maintained a high-
ly mobile headquarters moving from one Province to another, carry-
ing out the organization of the area and unifying wherever possible
all independent units of genuine guerrillas actually operating a-
gainst the Japanese. In May 1944, a permanent Hq was established
at Mt. Balagbag, north of Montalban, Rizal where it remained until
15 January 1945 when forced to withdraw due to enemy action.

6. Col Thorp was captured in the latter part of Sep-
tember 1942, near Tarlac, Tarlac. After Col Thorp's capture was
definitely established, Capt Barker assumed command of USAFFE LGAF
in addition to his duties as CO, ECLGA.

7. Captain Barker was captured near Manila on 13 Jan-
uary 1943, at which time the undersigned, being second in command,
assumed command of ECLGA.

8, Organization and operations rapidly °and continually
increased until the peak of the organization, plans, training and
operation was reached in December 1944. A comprehensive study of
the development of ECLGA may be found in the "Progressive Organiza-
tional Chart - ECLGA,". copies of which are in the Guerrilla Affairs,

- l-



G-3 Section, ARM.. PACA

94 The distribution of propaganda began prior to 15 May
1942 and increased in efficiency and scope as the-organization grew.

10. Intelligence nets were developed within the organi-
zatioh to a' very .h igh degree::-©f- efficiency, until1 complete and accu-
rate Intelligence coverage of all of Centra.l Lu~zon was available
from the middle .of 1943 on. 'Copies' of these. reports wer~e forwarded
via Col Fertigin Mindanao; Col Peralta in. Panay and Col Abcede in
Negros. Verificoation 7of- the. efficiencyi of- this :intelligence cover-,
age may be had' from records of G~-2 Section, GHQ, SW PAA

lignce11, From 15 May .19423 ECLGA maintained continuous ' intel-
lignceand command functions until the liberation,

/s/ Edwin P.. Ramsey
/t/ EDWINP.' RAMSEY

Lt .Col, Cav, AIJS
On Duty, G-3 Sec

Guerrilla Affairs, AFWVESPAC
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General Headquarters
Southwest Pacific Area
16' February 1944.

The hilhi~jg~,~.~~,~qtrai5 abroad out-

line of information to be obtained by intelligence sources in

the Philippines for the use of the war Department and of GHQ,

SWPA.

The purpose is to provide basic instruction and guidance

for all intelligence gathering agencies functioning in the

Philippines area under the direction of this Headquarters.

Its scope will be supplemented by the War Department

Manuals and other publications attached hereto as References

and Appendices, and by such directives or other specific in-

structions as may hereafter become necessary.

By command of General.MacARTHUR:

R. K. SUTHIERLAND,
Major General, U. S. Army,

Chief of Staff.

OFFICIAL:

C. A. WILLOUGHBY,
Brig. General, U. S. Army,

A. C. of S., G-2.
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I. Introduction. .. , s~

1. Bibliography.
a. WD letter, file AG 383.8 (12-23-42) OB-S-B, sub-

ject: "Additional Annexes to G-2 Periodic Reports
Respecting (1) "Information from prisoners of War;"
(2) "Information from United States Military Personnel
Escaped from Enemy Custody", dated 5 January, 1943.

b. WD letter, file MID 320.2 Japan, subject: "Informa-
tion Needed Regarding the Japanese Army"t, dated lo
September 1943.

2. Purpose. The purpose of this questionnaire is to pro-
viJdeinstruction and. guidance for USPIF and other
intelligence personnel in their activities in the
Philippines incident to the search for and the for-
warding of information required by the War Department
and by GHQ, SWPA relative to:

a. The Japanese Military and Naval forces.
7. Japanese operations, both present and planned in

the Philippines and elsewhere.
c. Geography and Meteorology of the Philippine area.
T. Economic, Political and Psychological factors.

3. Instructions for the use of this Guide.
a. Philippine intelligence agencies must be prepared

to provide GHQ with the following classes of in-
formation:
1) Information of immediate operational importance

now such as large scale land, air and sea move-
ments to or from the Philippines. Of special
importance are enemy identifications.

2) Data on which long range strategic plans may be
based, such as construction of new airdromes,etc.

3) Later when invasion is imminent and taking place,
data of immediate importance such as recent
arrival of reinforcements, etc.

b. This guide provides a broad outline of information
desired in the above categories and is not to be
taken as comprehensive or exclusive. It includes
and supplements previous directives. It is appre-
ciated that a complete answer to all questions in
this guide is beyond the capabilities of any one
observer in the Philippines, and such is not re-
quired. The first objective of Philippines in-
telligence agencies should be to keep GIQ, SWPA ad-
vised of all significant, up-to-the-minute informa-
tion concerning enemy forces and activities in the
Philippines. Por the present GHQ is primarily in-
terested im a. and b. above and information on items
marked with an asterisk in the questionnaire shoula
be seat radio promptly and as frequently as avail-
able. Other information, unless of unusua nature or
importance, should not be sent by radio but by mai
via usual trans-)ortation. As much as possible o
this latter information should always be available on
call. It will require that an intelligence organiza-
tion be developed, and instructed to meet this require-
ment. The organization roust be centrally controlled,
carefully coordinated, and capable of prompt action.
(See Fhi 30-5, SECT. III and IV). Changes in prioppties
nay be indicated from tide to tine by GIQ,'

c. Details of pre-war information are already avail'abi1
and need not be collected. Information onb pesent
condition, changes or alterations, amount of rehabili-
tation effected if previously destroyed, amount of

-1-
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-4 an 4qipment necessa y to recondition
installations and industrial equipment is required.

d. Throughout the guide references are made to Manuals
listed below. The manuals provide a more detailed
expansion on the items of information listed in the
guide, suggest methods of obtaining information and
provide background information useful to the intelli-
gence agent. (See FM 30.=5, SECT. VIII).

e. To facilitate accurate evaluation of information, all
items of information reported will be dated and maFed
with the appropriate classification as to source and
as to accuracy, according to the following table:

1) Classification of source:

A - Completely reliable.
B - Usually reliable.
C - Fairly reliable.
D - Reliability doubtful.
E - Reliability cannot be judged.

2) Classification of information:

1 - Report confirmed by other source,
2 - Probably true report.
3 - Possibly true report,
4 - Accuracy doubtful.
5 - Improbable report.
6 - Truth cannot be judged.

EXAMPLE: Information probably true from a source
usually reliable will be reported as follows: (B-2).

Rumors and surmises will not be used as verifica-
tion of sources. Every effort should be made to in-
sure that information reported as fact has not origi-
nated in vaguely known information, gossip or rumor.
(See FM 50-5, SECT. I).

4. Security. This is a CONFIDENTIAL document and care must
betakei to insure its safety. It will be destroyed by
burning when necessary to prevent its falling into enemy
hands.

APPENDICES:

1 - Memorandum on Enemy Identifications.
2 - Summary of Messages on Reporting Ship Sightings.
3 - Silhouettes of Tap naval vessels.
4 - Tap Merchant Ship Tonnage Charts.
5 - Tap First Line Planes Silhouettes.

REFERENCES :
FM 50-5, il. Intell., Combat Intelligence.
FM 30-10, il. Intell,, Observation.
FM 30-15, il. Intell., Examination of Enemy Personnel.
FM, 30-25, 11il. Intell., Counter Intelligence.
TM 50-480 Handbook Tap Military Forces,

F ' F"
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II. Tactical Data on Enemy Military

1. Dispositions and Strength (Show as much information
as possible on maps. Date of information is im-
portant).

* a. Front line units:.. Report location, strength
and branch of service (i.e. Inf. Arty, Air,
Signal, etc.).

* b. Units in rear areas: Report locations, strength
and branch of service.

* c. Mechanized units: Report location, strength,
number and types of vehicles.

* d. Reserves: Report location, strength, composition
and movements.

e. Note location of all Headquarters (of units or
areas).

* f. Troop movements: Report strength and composition
of all bodies of troops moved. Origin and des-
tination of movement. What transportation used
(foot, motor, land or sea).

g. Location of observation posts and Radar (RDF)
stations (for detection of hostile craft). Lo-
cations of military radio stations, code rooms,
intercept stations and message centers.

h. Detachments and patrols: Location, strength,
movements and mission (i.e. combat, reconnaissance,
etc).

* i. Bureau of Constabulary: Locations, strength
and movements of units.

* [. Enemy casualties: Report numbers sick, wounded
and killed.

2. Order of Battle and Organization (Study TM 30-480
Chapters 1 and 2 for guidance and for information
already known).

* a. Designation of units, i.e. 3rd Co, 236th Regt,
etc. Give location of each unit identified and
date of identification.

* b. Unit code names and numbers (Study APPENDIX 1
for explanation and guidance, also TM 30-480).

* c. First and last names and ranks of commanders of
all units.

* d. Commissioned officers: First and last names
and rank, professional background and military
experience desired.

* e. Other personnel: First and last names, rank,
army serial number, branch of service and unit.

* t. District or sub-district (in Japan or elsewhere)
from which personnel are recruited; dates of
induction; periods of training; at what locat-
ions trained.

* g. What are previous stations of units and personnel?
* . Experienced or inexperienced troops. What battle

experience have they had?
i. Old or young troops? Conscripts or volunteers?
. Any non-Japanese personnel (i.e. Chinese, Fili-

pinos, Koreans, etc) in Jap army service? For
what purpose are non-Japanese personnel used?
(for use of civilians see n. below)

k. Replacements: Do these come from other Divs or
units, or are they newly trained troops?

1. Japanese army organization: Report strength and
armament of units of all branches of the servio .
Composition of units, i..e. nubers .f sub un .
in them and branch of each sub-ait) Chaia
command.

* . Any new types of units observed or re r

Location? When observed or reportl? How do
these differ from more familiar units?



n. Civilians: Any used by Japanese army? In
what capacity? Jap or Filipinos or others?
Were they residents of PI prior to war? Give
names and past history if obtainable.

o. Women used in Japanese Army: What duties do
they perform, i.e. drivers, clerks, mechanics,
etc?

p. Limited service units: What use, if any, is
made of inferior type and defective personnel,
i.e. drivers, clerks, MPs, etc.?

. What is the organization of the Tokumu Kikan?
Is it completely a part of the Army? What func-
tions does it perform in the Philippines. (The
Tokumu Kikan is a spy-counter espionage - prop-
aganda organization possibly connected with the
BC or the police and obtains information on both
civilians and military activities).

3. Lines of Communication and Transport of military
significance. For information on other communication
and transport see PART VI, para 4 and PART VII, para. 7.
Show as much on maps as possible. Date of information
is important.
a. Routes used by the Japanese for supply, communi-

cation and troop movements as land, water or air.
b. What other land and water routes not now used

(or infrequently used) are available?
c. Give terminal points, trace on map and give length

of land routes previously constructed or under
construction by the Japanese.

d. For each land route under a. b. or c. above give
following data: type (improved road, track, trail,
etc), surface (paved, unimproved, etc), width, ve-
hicle capacity (large trucks, footpath, etc),
state of maintenance (all-weather, dry weather,
only, etc).

e. Important defiles (bridges, mountain passes, fills,
etc.)on land routes

* f. Motor transport used: Number and types of ve-
hicles used in specific movements. Numbers and
types and locations of vehicles observed in par-
king areas.

$. Any local transport used? To what extent? How
much available and where?

* h. Barges: Number and location. Are they used for
supply and troop movements? Between what points
or areas? (NOTE: This is a new and important
development in Jap army supply and movement.
Movement of this traffic should be watched care-
fully).

* i. Other types of vessels used for supply and troop
movement. Number and description of each type.
Between what points and areas used.

4. Indications of Enemy Intentions and Movements. Date
of information is important.

* a. Report arrival of shipments of troops in the
Philippines. Strength, composition (incl. branch
of service). From what area? (China, SWPA, etc.).
Character of troops (replacements, detachments,
whole units).

* b. Report departure of troops from Philippines. Give
strength and composition. Obtain destination if
at all possible to do so.

c. Note assembly of bodies of troops in vicinity of
embarkation points. Find purpose of assembly
(preparation for embarkation, rehabilitation,
garrison, etc.). Particularly note units prev-
iously reported elsewhere in Philippines.
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* d. Note assembly of unusual numbers of cargo ves-
sels at any point, particularly of known ports
of embarkation as Cebu. Report number, type
and size of vessels.

e. Construction of defensive works: General des-
cription. Trace positions on maps. Number,
character and specific locations of works, i.e.
pill boxes, trenches, foxholes, underground
shelters, obstacles (wire, anti-tank or anti-
personnel mine fields, etc), gun emplacements
(give type and caliber of guns, e.g. AA, light
arty, medium arty, anti-tank guns, etc.).

f. Are defenses (1) fully manned, (2) lightly held
(3) unoccupied?

g. Number and types of routes leading to organized
areas (i.e. motor roads, tracks, trails, water
only, etc).

* h. Construction of new airfields, improvement or
expansion of existing fields. Location of new
strips, dispersal areas, size and capacity of
same. Length and width of new or improved strips.
(NOTE: Information of pre-war fields is already
available. Only information on new fields and
alterations to old fields is desired).

* i. Arrival of aircraft not previously based in the
Philippines. Departure of a/c from PI bases
(particularly applies to large formations of a/c).

S j. Appearance of new types a/c on PI fields, es-
pecially any long-range, land-based heavy bomber
types, or rocket armed fighters (for common
types see APPENDIX 5).

* k. Arrival, departure or continued presence of
strong naval elements. Give types, number and
description of vessels (See APPENDIX 2, 3, and 4).
Destination of outbound elements and areas from
which arriving elements come are particularly
important.

1. Note development of strategic bases such as Davao,
Zamboanga, Cebu City, etc.

5, Supply Arrangements and Installations (Show on maps
where possible).
a. Location and size of depots. Type of supplies

stocked. Levels of stocks (filled, partially
empty, etc).

b. Dumps: Location, type, and quantity of supplies
stocked. (Motor fuel and ammunition particularly
important).

c. Refineries and fuel tanks. Locations and capac-
ity. Type of gasoline stocked (aviation, motor,
etc).

d. Dock facilities: Condition of pre-war, improve-
ments or alterations to old facilities, location
and details of new construction,
vessel capacity. For reporting other information
of similar nature see PART II, para. 6.

e. Types and amounts of supplies procured locally
or from other areas in PI. Proportion of supply
procured in PI to that brought from Japan or
elsewhere.

6. Enemy Tactics and Methods. (Information on new tac-
tics or modified tactics is desired. For information
already available study carefully TM 30-480, Chapter 8).
a. Note training and activities, manoeuvers and

daily drills. Particular attention to new or un-
usual forms of training of troops stationed in
islands.
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b. From POW or other sources obtain information on

offensive and defensive tactical principles and
methods.

c. Has any training been noted in tactical methods
not previously used by the Japanese? Any field
exercises or manoeuvers for purpose of testing
such methods?

d. What proportion of training time is devoted to
night operations and what to daylight operations?

* e. What is the character of training given chemical
troops? Is training conducted in using gas?
What types of gas?

f Do service troops (i.e. Engineers, Signal Corps,
Quartermaster units, etc) receive training in use
of weapons or occupation of defensive positions?
If so, how much training do they receive?

* $. Note any training in amphibious warfare. In
loading and unloading on or from sea borne vessels.
The strength and designation of units receiving
this training is important.

h. To what extent are field exercises and manoeuvers
conducted by forces composed of different branches
of the service?

i. To what extent are ground, naval, and air forces
trained in coordinated action?

j. How do the Japanese use artillery? What missions
are assigned each caliber gun units? How does the
Artillery cooperate with Infantry?

* k. How does the air support ground troops? What
methods of coordination are in use (e.g. flares,
panels, smoke, etc), particularly methods by which
ground troops identify their locations to air.

7. Enemy Materiel and Equipment. (Information on new
equipment or new adaptations of old equipment desired.
For information already available study carefully
TM 30-480, Chapters 4 & 5),
a. Quantity, type, model (year and number) and con-

dition of all weapons (either in hands of troops
or in depots and dumps).

b. Type, caliber, and range of Artillery, Anti-
aircraft and Anti-tank guns. Methods of fire
direction. Where weapons described are emplaced,
or (if held mobile) where located.

c. Description of tanks and other mechanized combat
vehicles. Type (light, medium or heavy), weight
of each type vehicle, armament, amphibious or
land-going only?

d. Type and quantity of munitions available. In
what depot is each type stocked? Describe munit-
ion storages (type of construction, dispersion,
etc).

* e. Description of chemical equipment and munitions.
Of particular importance is the quantity and
nature of gas, smoke or other chemical munitions.

f. Searchlights. Number and location. Types. Range.
§. Barrage balloons. Where used? Describe.
h. Radar and RDF equipment (see PART II, 1.e.).

Description. Types. Ranges. Any information
obtainable on effectiveness of this type of
equipment.

i. What units, types of vessels and aircraft are
equipped with Radar?

. Communications equipment. Description of tele-
phone, telegraph, radio and visual signal equip-
ment in hands of troops. Quality of equipment.
Are there shortages of any types?



k. What types of heavy equipment (bull dozers,
tractors, graders, etc.) and what type of
materials are used in road building, bridge
building, construction of defensive installa-
tions, construction of ammunition storages,
etc. by the Japanese? What items are pro-
cured or seized locally?

* 1. Detailed description of any new items of
military equipment appearing in PI, particu-
larly new or improved types of guns, tanks,
Radar equipment and airplanes. Note especially
appearance of heavy, long-range land-based
bombing airplanes. Quantities of each item
observed!

* m. Movement of any items under k. above out of
the Philippines. Destination if at all ob-
tainable.

n. Information on effectiveness of all Japanese
weapons and ammunition. (Compare with other
Japanese weapons and with Allied weapons).

8. Discipline and Morale of Japanese Army (see also
TM 30-480, Chapter 7).
a. State of discipline and morale prevailing in

units stationed in PI, in units arriving
from or departing for other stations.

b. Complaints of, or dissatisfaction with military
service, with respect to conditions in Japan,

c. Matters bearing on state of morale in the
Japanese army or in Japan.

d. Motives behind surrender of Japanese soldiers.
e. What Allied weapons are most feared by Japanese

troops?
f. In what Japanese weapons have the troops most

confidence?
g. What diseases are prevalent among Japanese

troops? What proportion are lost from duty by
disease? For what periods? How many die?

9. Captured Documents and Interrogation of POW (Send
by radio important information obtained).
a. Definition: All official documents of the Japa-

nese armed forces, Ground, Air or Naval (orders,
directives, plans, maps, charts, intelligence
summaries, etc). All personal documents of
military or naval personnel (letters, to or
from soldiers; pay books, diaries, etc).
Identification tags, insignia, etc. Geographical
data, maps and charts from either Japanese or
Philippine sources.

b. Relative to captured documents study and follow
instructions in FM 30-15, Sect. IV. Note care-
fully additional items and specific breakdown
of items in FMN 30-15, Sect. IV.

c. Interrogation of POW: Use this questionnaire as
a guide, particularly PARTS II, III and IV. In
all cases obtain as many answers to 2. and 4.
above as possible. Note also and follow care-
fully FM 30-15, Sect. II, para. 16.

III. Summary of Naval Information, (Show as much information
as possible on maps).

lo Ship movements and Ships in Port. (See APPS. 2, 3, & 4:
detailed instructions and methods of reporting).

* a, Number, type and tonnage of ships arriving in and
departing from the Philippines, Give dates and
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locations observed. Destinations of outbound
ships and locations from whence incoming ships
came, if at all obtainable. NOTE: This applies
to both cargo and naval vessels.

* b. Number and types of ships in port. Locations.
Dates observed.

2. Shipping Routes.
a. Routes followed by ocean convoys.
1. Coastal shipping routes and schedules.
c. Number, type and tonnage of ships on all routes.
d. Number, types and tonnage of ships in convoys.

Number and types of escort vessels.

3. Harbor Defenses.
* a. Location and extent of minefields, nets, booms

and other obstructions.
* b. Channels through each of the above items.
* c. Usual times of exit and entry through harbor

barriers.
* d. How barriers operated, including recognition

signals used.

4. Ship Repair Facilities.
a. Location and capacity of dry docks, floating

docks, marine railway and slips.in all parts
of islands. (By map if possible). Report
only condition of old facilities, alterations
to same or new construction,

b. Number and types of ships salvaged or under re-
pair. When observed?

c. Name and description of damaged ships. Obtain
time, date and location where they were damaged
and how.

d. Rapidity with which repairs are effected.

5. Hydrography.
a. Navigation aids, lighthouses, operating lights,

buoys, beacons in place and whether in operation
or not (all parts of islands).

b. Obtain enemy charts, particularly those showing
routings, exits and entries into harbors or
controlled areas, depth of water along coasts.

c. Describe radio aids to navigation and weather
reporting systems in use.

6. General.
* a. How is shipping controlled and operated, i.e.

regulations for cargoes carried, use of ships,
etc.

* b. Naval organization functioning, including names
of naval ships, their division, squadron or
fleet force.

* c. General extent and coverage of surface and air
patrols. Give kind of craft used, time of de-
parture and return of patrols, what routes and
areas they cover. (show on maps)

d. Present condition of pre-war harbor and docking
facilities in all parts of islands, improvements
in equipment, replacements and additions, recon-
struction of piers, work necessary to place these
in operating condition, etc.

e. Present or potential smuggling operations that
might be of use. Names of personnel involved.

f. Location, capacity and present stocks of naval
ffuel 'st8 a .What are facilities available for
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g. Small craft including bancas, etc. What use
do the Japanese make of these craft? What
cargoes are normally carried? Rates? What
controls on this traffic are enforced by the
Japanese?

7. For Geographical Information pertaining to naval
movements, see PART VI.

IV. Basic Air Information. Study also PART II, 4.h to ,o

1, Locations of Air Installations. (Show as much on
maps as possible).
a. Location of airfields and seaplane bases (ob-

tain accurate maps and diagrams where possible).
b. Dumps - location and contents, particularly

aviation gasoline and bombs.
.c Buildings - location and use.

d. Airplane dispersal areas, locations, capacity
for aircraft.

e. New airfield construction - length and width
of runways. Number of runways, type of con-
struction. By how much can strip be lengthened?
For old fields report only present condition,
work necessary to place in use or details of
improvements or alterations made since occupa-
tion and possibility of lengthening.

f, To what extent are air installations listed
above camouflaged? What types of camouflage
used in each case?

g. AA positions and caliber.
h. Balloons or other defenses.
T. Searchlight positions.
I. Wireless and radar locations.

2. Airfield Activity.
a. Location and number of refueling points.

Methods of refueling.
b. Location of repair points and spare parts depots,

particularly aircraft engines.
c, Location of bomb loading points and methods.
d. Are plane tanks drained at night?

3. Enemy Air Activity.
a, Numbers and types of planes on fields or observed

in air, nature of movement, i.e. reconnaissance
patrols, training flights (if latter, describe
tactics practised).

b. Time and direction of arrival and departure.
c. Airfield approach procedure.
i. Do flights follow any regular schedules? If so,

what are they?
e. RendeZvous location of fighters with bombers.
r. Vis al sighting methods i.e. air-ground, ground-
Sair nd plane to plane (wing signals, lampsrockets,

flar s, etc). Note especially practices used
in training and for airfield approach.

g. Airplanes failing to return from offensive
missions,

h, Are planes in use for ferrying or freight carry-
ing? Nature of freight carried.

* i. Unusual concentrations of transport planes.
Locations. Dates.
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4. Allied Air Attacks (See footnote).
a. How much warning was received by the enemy? How

reported?
b. What defensive measures are taken?
c. Give.results of our attacks.
1. What are methods and time of airfield repair?
e. Effect of attack on (1) troops and (2) civilians.

5. Enemy Air Order of Battle.
* a. Date and location of arrival and departure of

Sair units. (i.e. 4th Air Army, 12th Air Bgd,
etc. or 76th Ind Air Squadron, etc.--the Japanese
have both types of air units) or movements of
large flights of planes. Destinations or place
from which planes come is important.

* b. Ranks, names and duties of air officers (first
and last names)

c. Are air facilities Army or Navy air service?
&. Figures, letters or emblems on airplaneo,

* eo Names, code names or code numbers of Unitso
Code name usually appears on a board or flag
outside Hq. See also APPENDIX NO. 1.

f. Markings on staff cars,

6. General Target Information.
a. Location and size of airplane factories or

assembly plants, oil refineries, etc.
b. Other information covered in PART II, 3,5, and

7, PART IV: 3. and 2.

7. Weather.
a. Prevailing wind in vicinity of new fields.
F. Pregailing weather conditions in vicinity of

new fields.

NOTE: It will be wise to plan for the establishment of
reliable watchers at chief enemy operational fields. These
will be essential in providing last minute target informa-
tion to our pilots, in giving adequate warning of enemy air
movements against our forces and in assessing damage done by
our own air attacks. For the present, items marked for
priority should be sent by radio. Permanent target installa-
tions should be noted carefully on maps which will be for-
warded as rapidly as possible to GHQ. Other information
should be forwarded as available.

V. Information Regarding United States Philippine Island
Forces (USPIP).

1. Organization, Equipment and Training.
a, Organizations, strength and dispositions of

USPIF units. Areas under control of USPIF
units.

b. Extent of field fortifications in regimental
areas, giving types and locations.

c. Intelligence instruction, facilities and or-
ganization. How many have received any intelli-
gence training? How much training?

d. What training facilities for officers, NCOs,
etc. are available for each branch of the
service?

e. Equipment, training, experience and performance
of troops and commands (by area).

f. Intelligence organization: i.e., coastwatcher,
port and airdrome contacts, extent of coverage,
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frequency of contact with agents an'e1b
contact, improvements desired and equipment
needed. Counter intelligence facilities,
policies and practices, if any.

g. Type of liaison maintained between adjacent units,
h. Ability of units to move from one area to support

another, What are the limiting distances?

2, USPIF Supplies and Communications.
a. Communications,
b. Ordnance: Numbers and types of guns. Supplies

of ammunition available. Performance of equip-
ment on hand and recently received. Effect on
the enemy,

c, Transport: Land: Type and serviceability of
land transport and spare parts, etc. Water:
Type and serviceability of craft available,
(See PART VII: 7. for transport in occupied
areas).

d. Fuel supplies: Type available, quantity pro-
duced and where. Fuel storage facilities avail-
able and stocks on hand.

e. Engineer Equipment: Type, quantity and condition
of equipment available.

f. Supplies of food available to USPIF forces,
What areas are under cultivation by USPIF
supporters? How much food, in excess of USPIF
requirements will be available in July 1944, Dec.
1944, April 1945? (See also PART VII: 6 for
further questions).

g. In what areas would this food be available?

3. Personalities: a) Civilian and USPIF persons.
suspected of collaboration with Japs voluntarily
or persons who may be a menace to security. Pro-
vide verified information to support charges or
reasons to suspect, b) Leading civilians in communi-
ties who have proved their loyalty, integrity and
leadership.

4. Requirements,
a. Personnel: What personnel are most needed from

outside sources? State priorities. Should
American Filipinos be brought in from outside?
What do you think of use of a section of Hawaian
Filipinos now in standard training in the States
for use as a sort of commandos? What would be
the effect on local people? What American offi-
cers are required?

b. Miscellaneous.

NOTE: The purpose of this part of the questionnaire is to
enable GHQ to better assess the USPIF situation and capa-
bilities and the requirements for preparing the organization
to meet specific demands in the future. Discretion should
therefore be used in reporting the information indicated.

Since considerable information is already available,
reports will probably concern changes in the present situa-
tion, unless specific requests are received from GHQ.

VI. Geographical Information. (Obtain photographs, sketches,
and maps wherever possible). See also PART II: 3.

1. General description of terrain.
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2. Offshore Conditions.

a. Depths. (Charts if possible).
b. Obstructions (reefs, sandbars, etc.) Give

locations and extent.

c. Prevailing winds. Direction, speed in each
area. Seasonal changes are important.

d. Tides and currents. Describe.

3. Coastline.
a. Description of potential landing beaches. For

each beach give length, width, grade, depth of
water offshore at high and low tide, type of
bottom of beach (coral, sand, etc). Whether
or not approach by water is obstructed by reefs,
etc. If so, where, and what channels exist
through obstructions.

b. Description of areas behind landing beaches.
Type of terrain (flat, rolling, mountainous,
cliffs, swamps). Type and extent of vegetation
(heavily wooded, sparse woods, open terrain, etc).
Roads, tracks and trails in vicinity of beaches.
Whether they lead inland or are parallel to
beaches is important. Streams emptying into
sea in vicinity of beaches (size, whether bridges
or fordable). Important terrain features behind
or near beaches, (Mountains, prominent hills,
towns and villages, etc). How far from beaches.

a. Location and description of prominent identifica-
tion marks of each area described above as seen
from the seae

d. Areas having overhanging foliage (useful for
hiding small boats, etc).

4. Roads, Tracks and Trails. (See also PART II, 3. and
PART VII, 7.)o
a. Detailed description roads, bracks, and trails,

terminals, trace on map and distances. Time of
trip between specified points by vehicle and on
foot. For each route give: width, surface
(pavement, unimproved, etc), capacity (large
trucks, jeeps, foot only, etc).

b. Type of country traversed (wooded or open, flat,
rolling or mountainous).

c. State of maintenance, improvements in progress
or planned. Possibility of improvement.

d. Defiles. Bridges, fords, mountain passes, fills.
Are streams under bridges fordable. What other
routes (if any) by-pass defiles listed above?
What is size and type of construction of each
bridge?

5. Rivers and Streams.
a. Width, depth, direction of flow, strength of

current.
b. Floods (seasons and extent).
c. Type of banks on each side (flat, swampy,

gentle slopes, cliffs).
d. Fordable or not and in what areas.
e. Vessel capacity. Size and draft of vessels able

to traverse streams. Between what points?
f. What type of country do streams traverse (heavily

wooded, open, mountainous, rolling, flat).

6. Lakes and swamps. Size. Location. Effect of wet
or dry seasons on these areas.
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7o Mountains and Ridges.
a. Height, location and direction of ridge line.

Height and location of prominent points,
b. Description. Spurs and valleys leading toward'

ridge lines. Do valleys contain axial streams?
Describe road nets within each valley.

c. In what areas are ridges generally parallel?
What direction do parallel ridges and valleys
follow?

d. Vegetation in mountain areas. What areas are
heavily wooded, sparsely wooded, low brush
covered, open? Types of vegetation.

e. Over what areas do prominent points afford
observation? What areas can you see from them?

8. Vegetation: Location, extent and types of forests,
penetrability of forests, characteristic vegetation
types; things to avoid and aids to strange troops
in areas.

9. Effects of monsoons, protection from weather,
peculair local conditions.

10., Errors in existing maps.

11. Veather conditions and their probable effect on
movements and operations.

NOTE: It is not intended that answers to this portion of
the questionnaire should be furnished immediately. GHQ
will later ask for terrain information on specific areas.
This PART is included for guidance of local personnel so
that they may be familiar with the type of information which
will be asked for by GHQ and it will serve as a guide in
securing information when required. It may be wise to
assign personnel to cover roughly the strategic areas of
the district with this in mind. Note carefully paragraph
3.b. of Introduction for Use of this Guide.

VII, Political, Economic and Psychological Information (both
free and occupied areas).

Lo Living Conditions,
a. Changes, cost of living, rationings or shortages,

Note attempts to relieve shortages by use of
substitutes or rationing, economies, etc.

b. Under what conditions do the population in
general live under the Japanese? Area restric-
tions, curfew, passes, blackout? How strict is
the enforcement of these laws? What passes or
personal identifications are issued?

2. Propaganda and Censorship.
a. Radio iropaganda (both enemy and Allied).

1) How often are radio broadcasts heard? Ahat
are best times?

2) What stations are heard? What programs liked
best?

3) What are regulations on receiving sets? On
listener? Short, long, or medium wave sets?

4) What types of people own sets and what do
people have to do to get them? Do more, or
less people listen to the radio than before
the war? What do they think of the programs?

5) Is repetition of programs in various dialects
worth the time it requires?

L



,s radio news posted on bulletin
o s I news circulated by mimeo orUNCLA s s bets Obtain samples,ILl h t i e effctotaiu propaganda on the

enemy? On Filipinos of various classes?
What are the strong or Weak points of our
own ci the enemy's propaganda? Suggestions
to improve our own or to counter enemy
propaganda.

b, Non-radio iropaganda (both enemy and Allied),
1) dhat forms of non-radio propaganda in use?
2) indicate trends, methods, effectiveness, and

suggestions' Are posters, pamphlets, speeches
and para~des tsed end how much? What local
people or politicians do this? How are they
regarded by the Filipinos?

3) Newspapers - who controls, what are policies,
etc.?

4) 'What movies are shown? American, Japanese,
other?

5) Where is the Japanese lahguage taught? What
inducements are there to learn, is it compul-
sory, is it required ir any business or
legal action?

6) What is effect of leaflets dropped from
Allied planes?

7) aahat are favors or privileges granted those
who cooperate with the Japanese?

c. Censorship - methods of and effectiveness,
d. Edication, 1) What changes have been made in

the subjects taught in the public schools! -
in the teaching personnei? - in the humber of
grades open and the enrollment? Do these
changes meet with popular approval? 2) How
has private education been affected?

3, Health and Sanitation.
a. General conditions, remarks oh epidemics;

affected areas, causes, how serious, and what
efforts to remedy2

b. What proportion of American USPIF personnel, or
civilians have:

malaria typhus
dysentery chronic colds
tropical ulcers other diseases as cholera, etc.
infltuenza many noticeably under weight?
berm ber

c. Are the government provincial hospitals and
dispensaries in operation? Are their services
improved or have they deteriorated? Has their
capacity ben increased? Are Japanese medical
advisors attached to then? Are Japanese public
health advisors or inspectors in evidence? Are
Philippine sanitary inspections active'? Have
they been extemdad?

d. Quantities of medical supplies and preventatives
needed, items Iocaliy produced, etc. State
priorities of needs. Medical personnel needed?
State types.

46 MineS, Mills, Factories (apply questions to each
type of business, ie., sugar, cotton, iron, etc.).
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a. Statistics of production,
b, Location and capacity of plants and source of

power.
c. Extent of rehabilitation and details of improve-

cents, or items needed to place plant back in
production.

d. Types of employees and working conditions.
e. Location and quantities of stores.
f. Changes made in former plant to produce items

not formerly produced,
E. Any new plant? Capacity, etc?
h. Any pre-war plant now abandoned?

5. Utilities: Power, gas and water.
oa Location and capacity of plants and source of

power,
b. Area and industries served.
c. How most easily disabled.
d. Extent of rehabilitation and details of im-

provements, items needed to place plant back
in production,

e. What restrictions in use?

6. Food, Animal and Vegetable Products.
a. Chief articles of food available by areas.

Quantity available for local consumption and
shipment elsewhere,

b. Types of food formerly available not now avail-
able or available only in liited quantitieso
How has occupation affected types of foods
grown and quantities produced?

c. General condition of agriculture, total area
under production compared to pre-war figures,

d. Civilian population adequately fed? Breakdown
by areas and classes.

e. How is food secured by USPIF? Location, organiza-
tion and description of USPIF food production
projects, capability of expanding production;
equipment and supplies needed.

f. What are USPIF facilities for storing or preserv-
ing a supply of food? Quantity, capacity and by
whom controlled? How about occupied areas?

g. Is shortage of food apt to contribute to a break-
down of defense if the Japs undertake a prolonged
campaign against the USPIF?

ho Animals - types and quantities available (for
Army use)o

7, Communications - see also PART II, para. 3; PART V,
para. 2 and PART VI, pare. 4,
a. Telephone, telegraph and cable stations:- location,

equipment available and needed, how controlled
and operated,

b, Radio - location of stations, equipment, source
of power - for long and short wave. What are
frequencies and call signs?

c. Railroads: Coninodities hauled, origin and
destination. Condition of track and equipment,
effect of weather on operations. Facilities for
supply an. equipment. How or where is system
most easily disabled? What has happened to
privately owned dock, sugar central, mine, etc.
railroads? Be specific. What is condition of
track and equipment? New tracks laid or old ones
removed, mileage and gauge of each, extent of
track, etc. How much equipment is now available?
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c1 _ In( } improvements and extension.
-. ? '5sport'facilities available. Equipment

available for construction of roads. Present
capacity for military use. Location, type of
construction, length, width, capacity of
principal bridges.

e. Shipping: see PART III.
f. Trails and tracks: see Geographical, PART V.
g. What are fuel requirements, storage facilities,

stocks on hand, location of stocks and source
of supply?

8, Finance and Trade.
a. Currency: What types of money in circulation,

what is relative value - to what extent is each
used, acceptability of U.S. dollars? Regula-
tions and restrictions, What attempts to pre-
vent inflation?

b. Finance: Regulations and restrictions, budget,
investments, stocks and bonds, credit facilities
for commerce, agriculture, industry? Current
interest rates? Extent and control of usury,
etc.?

c. Trade (see also PART VII, para. l.a). Regula-
tions and restrictions? How generally is
barter resorted to? What are articles of
barter? What areas exchange goods?

do Business: Who owns or controls? Are Japanese
taking over business formerly in the hands of
Chinese or Filipinos? What are regulations and
restrictions on specific businesses and indus-
tries?

e. Real estate: Values of various types (urban,
suburban, residential, business sites, agri-
culturallands, etc)? Volume of sales? Cost
and amount of building construction as compared
with pre-war cost.

9. Situation Regarding Articles of Daily Use.
a. Clothing: What is situation in free and occu-

pied areas, USPIF, Japanese, civilians? Are
shortages in free areas sufficient to impair
morale seriously and contribute to collapse of
resistance? In the case of general population,
to constitute a serious hardship?

b. Miscellaneous articles as leather goods, articles
made of coconut products, wooden articles, articles
made of native woven cloth, toilet goods, etc.
Are there any imported Japanese goods? Quantities,
prices, popularity?

10o Local Government (free and occupied areas).
a, For each province.

1) Who are provincial officials? Who has been
left in office by the Japs? Who have been
replaced, and where are they now? Who are
the new office holders? Outline their pre-
vious records in public and private life.

2) To what extent are provincial officials carry-
ing out their normal functions, i.e., general
supervision, meetings of provincial boards,
collection of taxes, courts of first instance?

3) To what extent are the officials trusted by
the Japs? Have they more power, or less than
before Jap occupation? Do they openly ccoperate
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with Japanese? Do they say they are pro-
Philippine or pro-Jap? Do they openly
attack the United States? Produre copies
of speeches, letters, or public statements.
Are they secretly cooperating with the
guerrillas? If so, how?

b. For each Municipality.
1 ) Who are municipal officials? Who have been

left in office, who have been replaced and
where are they now, and who are the new in-
cumbents?

2) To what extent are they carrying our their
normal functions, i.e. meetings of council,
collection of taxes, inspection of markets,
municipal police, justice of peace courts,
operation of schools. What is extent of
their powers and cooperation with the Japa-
nese program? Do they openly attack the
United States? Procure copies of speeches,
letters, or public statements. Are they
secretly cooperating withthe guerrillas?
If so, how?

3) Who are the officers of the Neighborhood
Associations? What are the chief activities
of the Neighborhood Associations? How large
is the membership? What is the feeling of
the people towards the Neighborhood Associa-
tions?

4) Who are the officers of the Kalibapi? What
are the chief activities of the Kalibapi?
What is the feeling of the people toward the
Kalibapi?

c. Jap treatment of different nationals (especially
Chinese and Spanish), economic, and religious
groups and their reaction; the relation and
attitude of these groups to each other, to the
previous and present government of the Philippines,
and the Allies.

d. Organization and function of civil police, Military
Police or Kempei, secret police, Tokumu.Kikan (see
PART II, para. 2.q.) semi-officials agencies such
as patriotic societies or big companies. What
measures are taken by Japs for internal security?
(Guards, spies, informers?).

e. Best means of moving freely and safely. Passes -
where required, who inspects, types needed for any
movement. Obtain samples.

11. Relations Between the Japanese and the Filipino Popula-
tion,
a, . hat is the attitude of the Japanese (MPs, civilians,

civil and military officials) toward the Filipino
people?

b. Are people oftentaken up for questioning? Who does
this? How are they treated?

c. How has personal freedom changed under the Japanese
administration? Use of the mails, telegraph, tele-
phone,freedom of travel on roads, railroads and boats,
strictness of censorship, freedom of religion,
amusements,

d. iestrictions imposed by the Japanese: area restric-
tions, curfew, blackouts. How strictly are these
enforced?

e. Have the Japanese taken people for compulsory labor?
To what extent? Where? For what types of labor?
Are they paid for their work?
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- What people besides those mentioned in PART
VII, para. 10 have been replaced in their jobs
by Japanese or by people working for the Japa-
nese or trained by them? (Telephone operators,
postmen, hotel keepers, barmen, waiters, taxi-
men, bank clerks, shopkeepers, newspaper workers,
radio station personnel, etc.)

g. What are the relations with Japanese clubs, or
Japanese colonies such as at Davao or with pre-
war Japanese commercial firms? What are the pre-
war Jap inhabitants doing now? What is their
Army or Navy rank, and job?

h. How are the Japanese military leaders regarded?
As soldiers? As Statesmen?

12. Locations of prisons, police stations, town halls,
Hq of political parties, banks, post offices, offices
of the civil government or of the Japanese military
administration, offices of Japanese companies, news-
paper offices, printing presses, especially any new
installations. How are they staffed, and what local
people work there or are familiar with them? How
are they guarded or defended?

13. Prisoners of War.
a, Where are the camps - for Allied PWs, for

civilian internees?
b, How are the people there treated, fed, clothed?
e, Is there any way to get mail out or food in? How?

Who knows these channels?
d. Is there evidence of the placing of informers

among the prisoners? Who?
e. What branch of the Japanese Army or Navy

questions POW? What methods of interrogation
are used? What questions do they ask?

NOTE: The purpose of this part of the questionnaire is to
enable GHQ and the Philippine government to better assess the
local situation and the requirements to meet specific demands
in the future. Discretion should therefore be used in re-
porting information indicated and in all except urgent cases
information should not be sent by radio.
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ENEMY IDENTIFICATIONS

Information on the identification of Japanese Army
units in occupied areas is desired. Below, in the order of
its importance to the'Enemy Identification Section of G.H.Q.,
is set out the type of information desired. Comments below
each section atteiupt to indicate the method and the relative
ease with wnich it is believed the information can be obtained
without arousing undue suspicion.

1. Actual Designation of the Units: Japanese Army
Units, like other Armies are divided into numbered organizations,
such as 5th Division, 21st Regiment, etc. If possible, obtain
these designations or names. COMMENTS: In peacetime such in-
formation could be easily obtained, inasmuch as all ranks wore
arabic numerals on their collar flaps, designating their regi-
ments. Thus a member of the 21st Infantry Regiment has a brass
"21" on his collar flap. It is possible that in rear areas
this practice is still adhered to, although all troops so far
observed have removed these collar ornaments. Nevertheless,
it is believed that Japanese troops have the same failing as
Allied troops, in not realizing the necessity of keeping the
designation of their units secret. It is possible such infor-
mation could be obtained during conversation by asking out-
right to what unit a particular Jap belongs.

2. Code Numbers and Names: Each Japanese Army unit
(larger than a battalion) has a code number. These numbers
run from 1 to 10,000. The majority of numbers encountered in
combat areas are of four digits (the numbers 1 to 1,000 are
possibly assigned to various permanent garrison troops in
Manchuria). The code numbers of organizations within a di-
vision would seem to be in blocks of twenty. These numbers
follow in sequence beginning with "0" and ending with "9";
for example, 6820-6839, or 4080-4099. Not enough identifi-
cations have been made to establish the above as a definite
fact, but Divisional code numbers checked in SWPA seem to
follow this rule. No set system for Independent Unit numbers
has yet been noted.

The code name of a unit is not nearly so impor-
tant as its number. The system of assigning code names is not
fully known, but generally each Army and each Division has its
code name, and subsidiary units take the code name of the
ranking organization (for instance, the code name of the 17th
Army is OKI and all units coming under the command of the 17th
Army are known as OKI units, although previously they may have
had other code names. Code numbers do NOT change.
COMMENTS: It is believed that attempts to obtain this infor-
mation from Japanese troops will arouse immediate suspicion.
Code numbers and names of units receive a "most secret" classi-
fication in the Japanese Army and experience with prisoners
has indicated that in a great many cases they actually do not
know the code name or number of their unit. Officers, in all
probability, do, and the same would apply to the old-time army
men, but these men probably are more security minded than the
newer recruits.

3. Names of Commanders: The next best way to ob-
tain Order of Battle information is to obtain the FULL name
and RANK of the unit commander. Japanese family names are not
nearly so varied as in English. ThereoSe, it is necessary,
if definite identifications are to be made; ;tiatthe first,
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as well as the last n ~bofcom nanders ,b4 obtained. Most
Japanese troops'know the' last- name of their commander because
the Japanese, in practice at least, have adopted the system
of naming a unit after its commander. It is probable that
many Japanese troops will not know the first name of their
consaander. If so, the Last name and rank should be forwarded.
If the last name of enough unit commanders from an occupied
area are received, definite identifications could be made
through information already available. In general, names be-
low the rank of major should be ignored.

A list of military terms used is set out below.
These terms would always be preceeded by a name (usually the
Commander's name - sometimes by a code name).

HOMEN GUN Army Group
GUN Army - American Corps
SHUDAN Group
SHIDAN Division
RYODAN Brigade
HEIDAN Group - American Reg't

Combat Team
RENTAI Regiment
DAITAI Battalion
CHUTAI Company
SHOTAI Platoon
BUNTAI Section
HAN Squad
SHITAI Detachment
BUTAI Usually Bn and above
TAI Unit

Note: Word "Butai" is very loosely used - can refer to al-
most any sized unit - examples: Mo "Butai" meaning Mo unit -
in this case 18th Army. Yazawa "Butai", meaning Col. Yazawa's
Regiment, or Kuwada "Butai", meaning Major Kuwada's Battalion.
COMMENTS: This information should be easy to obtain, as Jap-
anese troops almost invariably refer to their units by this
method.

4, Recruiting Areas: Japan is divided into four
districts, East, North, Central and West. Each of these four
districts is again divided into sub-districts, which are con-
secutively numbered from 1 to (say) 100. When the Japanese
recruit is first called to the colors, his regiment is known
by the code number referring to his recruiting district. For
instance, the 144th Infantry is known to have been recruited
in West 34 District and Japanese prisoners from this regiment,
captured in the New Guinea area, steadfastly maintained that
they did not come from the 144th Regiment, but from the West
34 Unit or "Butai".
COMMENTS: Fairly complete information is available on the
recruiting districts of the various Japanese regiments, and
information such as the above, if obtained, should be forwarded.
It also would be valuable to know, for instance, that a major-
ity or numbers of troops in a particular area come from Kobe,
Tokyo or other cities towns or districts in Japan. No Jap
should become suspicious of attempts to find the geographical
location of his civilian home in Japan. Attempts to get infor-
mation of its code designation might arouse suspicion.

5. Previous Stations: Another aid to identification
would be to forward data on previous stations or combat ex-
perience of the troops. Considerable information is available
on dispositions of the Japanese Araiy prior to, and including
the, present war,'and'it is possible, through a process of de-
duction, if information were furnished as to previous experience
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of a Japanese unit, that identification could be rade. Along
the same lines, the fact that Japanese troops spoke a par-
ticular native language, such as Malay, or any of the Chinese,
as well as Philippine, dialects, would be of considerable
value.
Note: Generally speaking, do not bother with information
dealing with units smaller than a battalion and also confine
yourself principally to obtaining information on combat troops
(infantry, artillery, etc).
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, -Ijppendix 2

SUMMARY OF MESSAGES, ETC. ON REPORTING SHIP SIGHTINGS

1. Flash coastwatcher reports (Where radios are available).
In reporting sighting give latitude first, then longi-
tude, dropping hundreds and the words "latitude" and
"longitude", "degrees" and "minutes". Classification
of merchant ships will be determined from chart attached
as Appendix 4. Course; speed in knots or classified as
slow, medium or fast; load. as empty, light or loaded will
then be reported. Classifications of naval vessels will
be determined by Appendix 3.

2. Where no radio watcher available, obtain periodic sum-
marized reports showing number, types, load and direc-
tion of ships passing in main channels, in harbors and
straits. This information is useful in determining im-
portance of the route and the extent of the enemy ship-
ping effort.

3. Ship names and numbers are useful in tracing ship move-
ments.

a. Numbering: The system of numbers on ships is not
yet entirely clear. To aid in determining the sys-
tem in use by the enemy, where possible give number
and location of number on the ship (i.e. on side of
ship or funnel) and type and tonnage of the ship in
question. Also give date or arrival and departure
at ports and name if known.

b. Ship names: Give names of ships in port where pos-
sible, with date of arrival and departure of ship.

4. Launches and small boats. Except where troop movements
are concerned reports of this movement are not necessary
but it is advisable to watch this movement closely for
any unusual activity. See also Part II.3.h.

5. Cargoes handled at important ports: Collect periodic
summaries of strategic cargoes entering and leaving ports.

6. Hospital ships: Report names, dates of arrival and de-
parture of hospital ships from ports. If cargo carried
on ship, state type and quantity. It is most important
this information be carefully graded (see Introductory
Notes, para. 3.d.). Find origin of voyage or destination
if possible.
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{INGpSSstF U
SIMPLIFIED JAPANESE WARSHIP RECOGNITION

INSTRUCTIONS

On sighting a navel ship, the following procedure is to be used:

1. Determine Division from this sheet,
2. Turn to Division selected to determine Type and Class,
3. Ship will then be reported br'-.type and class when

possible. Where symbols are ~sown for type this will
be used instead of type, E.G. One stack cruiser of
MOGAMI class will be reported..as One CA MOGAMI class

DIVISION "A" Patrol & Minecraft,: Destroyers, Light Cruisers

Briddge, :Stack and Mainmast
- widespread with Bridge well
forward 'and Mainmast well

r a t°: -t.

DIVISION "B" Heavy Cruisers

Bridge, stack and Mainmast

closely grouped amidships,

DIVISION "C" Battleships

PAGODA
RGIDGE

Pagoda bridge structure
considerably, higher than
stack. Bridge, Stack &:
Secondary control form
three distinct elements,

DIVISION "D" Aircraft Carriers (CV)

Flight Deck outline,

NOTE: No separation as to
class,

Smaller craft and submarines (SS) are not included in this chart.

-1-
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APPENDIX 3

DIVISION "A" - Patrol & Minecraft, Destroyers, Light Cruisers

Bridge, Stack and Mainmast widespread with Bridge
well forward and Mainmast well aft.

PATROL & MINECRAFT - ONE STACK

DESTROYERS (DD) - TWO STACKS

NOTE: There are several types
of destroyers but the differences
are small and therefore not shown
here.

LIGHT CRUISERS (CL) - FOUR, THREE, or ONE STACK

Class Recognition

FOUR STACKS

NAKA

THREE STACKS

KUMA - NATORI CLASS

ONE STACK

v '^--z
AGANO CLASS

Built-up turret arrangement
forward

L YUBARI

Large inverted "Y" stack,
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APPENDIX 3

DIVISION "B"
t

- HEAVY CRUISERS

Bridge, Stack and Mainmiast closely grouped amidships..

HEAVY CRUISERS (CA)

Class Recognition:

ONE STACK

TONE CLASS

All main batteries forward of
bridge:

MOGAN4I CLASS

TWO STACK

NACHI CLASS

_________________________Two stacks raked. Stacks with
mainmast just abaft No. 2 stack

ATAGO CLASS

WNo, 2 Stack NOT raked.
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APPENDIX 3

DIVISION "C" - BATTLESHIPS

Pagoda bridge structure considerably higher than stack. Bridge,
Stack & Secondary control form three distinct elements.

BATTLESHIPS (BB)

Class Recognition

ONE STACK

iLW
FUSO CLASS

Stack divides distance from
bridge to secondary control.

ISE CLASS

Stack well forward of center
of distance between bridge
and secondary control.

NAGATO CLASS

All three elements grouped
closely as all main batter-
ies are forward and aft.

TWO STACKS

KONGO CLASS

-4 -
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J M. S. T.4
JAPANESE MERCHANT SHIPPING TONNAGE

FOX DIVISION
SPOTiWELL

(Freighter Division)

Split well separating bridge from deck-
house

FOX TARE DIVISION
(Freighter ransport Division)

Short composite deckhouse

TARE DIVISION
(t'ransport Division)
Long composite deckhouse at least
one/third the length of the ship

SUGAR DIVISION
(Stack Aft Division)

INSTRUJCTlONS. The above ore the call signals lt each shipping division,
On sighting a ship, the following procedure is to be used.-

(1) Select a simiar deckhouse tra this sheet fto deternination of division.
(2) Turn to the division selected and determiine the sub-division number
(3) Ship will then be reported with call signul listed opposite the selected sub-division. .g.,

one freighter falling within sub-division Able will be reported as One IFox Able.

When details necessary for classification cannot be determined, the ship will be reported as
Mike Victor (nerchant vessel) with estimate of tonnage 11 possible.



APPENDIX 4

FOX TARE DIVISION - FREIGHTER TRANSPORT

Short Composite Deckhouse

I I (NO. 2 MAST
POSITION

FLUSH DECK
3 , I

FOX TARE ABLE 7000/8500 G.T.

1. Minimum of four masts, any or
all may be goalposts.

(NO. M MAST2. Flush deck.
POSITION 3. Maximum of two lifeboats to a

ETAJsII DECK side on deckhouse.

Normal cruising - 16 knots
Average Maximum - 19 knots

,, No breaks in deck at mast No, 2
and 3 positions,

AIKOKU MARU class carries three
lifeboats - 10,500 G.T.

I (PNO. 2 MAST FOX TARE BAKER 5500/7000 G.T,

WEL. DECK 1. Minimum of four masts, any or
I (NO. 3 MAST all may be goalposts,

POSITION 2. Well decks.*
WEL. HECK 3, Maximum of two lifeboats to a

side on deckhouse, Six ships
carry three.

Normal cruising - 14 knots
Average Maximum - 16/17 knots

* Breaks in deck at masts No, 2 &
3 positions,

When difference between FOX TARE ABLE and FOX TARE BAKER cannot
be determined report ship as FOX TARE UNCLE (Unidentified) 5500/
8500 G.T.

FOX TARE CHARLIE 2000/4500 G.T.

1. 80% will be two masts centred
on forward and after decks;
others 3 masts and 4 masts.

Normal cruising - 10/Il knots
ierage Maximum - 12/13 knots

FOX TARE DOG 1000/1500 GT.

"oltk:CASTe1. Two or three masts with foremast
on forecastle deck, and when 3
masts No. 2 mast against deck-
house.

2, Deckhouse will be aft of amid-
ships,

Normal cruising - 10 knots,
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APPENDIX 4

TARE DIVISION - TRANSPORT

Number of stacks will not be reported unless more than one
long deckhouse at least one/third the length of the ship

TARE ABLE 9000/12,000 G.T.

2A 1. Five lifeboats to a side on

IA 2A deckhouse,
OR

laFour lifeboats to a side on
deckhouse.

2. A minimum of three masts.

Normal cruising - 14/15 knots
Average maximum - 16-1/2 knots

* KAMAXORA MAR1 carries 7 life-
boats - 17,000 G.T.

2 TARE BAKER 7000/9000 G.T.

1. Four lifeboats to a side on
2 deckhouse.

2. Maximum of two masts,

Normal cruising - 16 knots
Average maximum - 18-1/2 knots

TARE ABLE TWO STACKS 8/10000 GOT.

1, Minimum of four lifeboats to a
side on deckhouse,*

Normal cruising - 15 knots
Average maximum - 18 knots

* ASAMA and TATUT.A MA1RU carry
seven lifeboats - 17,000 G.T.

TARE BAKER TWO STACKS 4000/6000 G.T.

1. Three lifeboats to a side on deck-
house.*

*Only Five Ships fall in this
division,

NOTE: Transport (one stack) under 7000 G.T. will carry three
lifeboats but deckhouse will be less than one/third of length
if ship. Hence, these will fall in FOX TARE CHARLIE Division,
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FOX DIVISION - FREIGHTER

Splitwell Separating Bridge from Deckhouse

NOTE: Sampson Post in splitwell will not be counted as a mast.

FOX ABLE 5500/7500 G.T.

SPLITWELL 1. Minimum of three maats.*
2. Maximumh of two lifeboats to a

aide on deckhouse.

Normal cruising - 11 knots
Average maximum - 13/14 knots

* The extra Sampson Post or Posts
will be located fore and/or aft

- against the deckhouse or sepa-
rated from the deckhouse the
distance of one hatch.

SPLITWELL FOX BAKER 4000/5800 G.T.

2 1. Maximum of two masts.*
2. Maximum of two lifeboats to a

side on deckhouse.

Normal cruising - 10 knots

Average maximum - 12/13 knots
* Four hatches,

When difference between FOX ABLE and FOX BAKER cannot be determined
report ship as FOX UNCLE (Unidentified) 3500/8000 G.T.

NOTE: Freighters under 3500 G.T. - The splitwell will be of such
small dimension that no hatch in well will be possible and
the deckhouse will appear composite. Hence, these ships
will be under the FOX TARE CHARLIE Division.
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SUGAR DIVISION

Stack Aft

SUGAR ABLE 7000/10,300 G.T.*

i 1. Catwalks will create heavy line
running from forecastle to and
from bridge to poop,

2, No hatches.
Large Small

Normal cruising 16 knots 12
Average.maximum 19 knots 14

*This Division composed entirely
of tankers.

SUGAR BAKER 1500/2500 G.T.*

1 1. Hatches.

2. Bridge separate and forward.

Normal cruising - 10 knots
Average maximum - 13 knots

* Two exceptions carry three
large goalposts - 4500 G.T.

2 2 SUGAR CHARLIE 500/1000 G.T.

1. No bridge forward, only a mast.
2. Hatches,

Normal cruising - 10 knots.

SUGAR TWO STACKS *17/19,000 G.T.

1. Two parallel stacks.
2. Slipway in the stern.

S / 1 Normal cruising - 13 knots
Average maximum - 15 knots

*HAKKO MARU has bridge amid-
ships - 6000 G.T,

.2

MIKE VICTOR - merchant vessel unclassified - conditions such that
detail could not be seen and tonnage is estimated.
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APPENDIX 5

JAPANESE FIRST LINE PLANES

For recognition purposes only.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. These silouhettes are of current types
of Japanese planes.

2. They are arranged in the order in which
the planes of each type are most likely
to be seen.

3, This is not necessarily a complete
collection of combat types. Details of
new types should be reported, as shape
of wing and wing tip, proportion of
length of wing to plane, shape of tail,
etc.

4. Study the silouhettes given here care-
fully, noting especially the details
mentioned in (3).

5, In reporting, give code word for type
of plane if distinction can be made.
E.G., Report 2 fighters of the HAMP
class as "two HAMPS".

6, These code names are used in all theaters
in which these planes are seen.
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ZEKE - FIGHTER

Span 39' 5" Length 29' 7"

RAMP? - FIGHTER

I

Span 36' 2" Length 29' 9"
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OSCAR - FIGHTER

Spczn 37' 9" Length 29' 2"

TONY - FIGHTER

Span 39' 3" Length 29' 0"
(Approximate Figures Only)



APPENDIX 5

NICK - FIGHTER

RUJFE - FIGHTER FLOATPLANE

Spazn 39 5" Length 33' 10"
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PETE - FLOATPLANE

Span 36' 2" Length 30' 6"

JAKL - FLOATPLANE

Span 45' 0" Length 34' 0"
(Approximate Figures Only)
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DINAH - RECONNAISSANCE

Span 48' 0" Length 36' 0"
(Approximate. Figures Only)

KATE - TORPEDO BOM4BER

Span 32' 0" Length 34' 0"

-6-



APPENDIX 5

VAL - DIVEBOIABER

Span 47' 7" Length 35' 5"
(Approximate Figures Only)

SONIA - RECONNAISSANCE

i a

1"
Span 39' 6" Length 30' 6"

(Approximate Figures Only)
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APPENDIX 5

LILY -BOMBER

Span 58' 0" Length 42' 0"
(Approximate Figures anly)

NELL - BOM~BER

Span 82' 0" Length 54' 0"
(Approximate Figures Only)
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APPENDIX 5

SALLY- BOMBER

Span 74' 8" Length 52' 0"
(Approximate Figures Only)

BETTY - BOMBER

Span 82' 4" Length 64' 0"
(Approxiisate Figures Only)
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APPFENDIX 5

HELEN - BOM~BER

Span 68' 0" Length 54' 0"
(Approximate Figuries only)

CHERRY - FLYING BOAT

Span 85' 0' Length 55' 6"
(Approximate Figures quly)
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APPENDIX 5

MAVIS - FLYING BOAT

OR m-

Span 131' 0" Length 82' 0"
(Approximate Figures Only)

EMILY - FLYING BOAT

Span 125' 0" Length 84' 0"
(Approximate Figures Only)
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APPENDIX 5

TESS -TRANSPORT

Spun 85' 0" Length 84 5"
(Approximate Figures Only)

TOPSY - TRANSPORT

Spam 74' 0" Length 52' 8"
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